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Introduction

ABOUT THE PLAN
The 2015 Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan (hereinafter called
the Downtown Plan) uses a combination of public and private initiatives
as a foundation for planning. The Downtown Plan targets consensus
building around and establishes a common image for Downtown
Port Arthur as a once again livable, healthy and economically vibrant
community destination. Downtown Port Arthur was once the vital heart
of the City and this plan aims to recapture its past success and revive
Downtown Port Arthur into an attractive place for residents, businesses,
city services and visitors.
Please also see supplemental reports and information conducted along
with this Downtown Plan:
• Port Arthur, TX 2014 Market Analysis prepared by Catalyst
Commercial
• Incentive and economic development information prepared by G. L.
Blackstone & Associates LLC
• Stormwater System Analysis Technical Memorandum prepared by
Freese and Nichols, Inc.
• Water and Wastewater System Analysis Technical Memorandum
prepared by Freese and Nichols, Inc.
The Downtown Plan builds on decades of effort, history and culture,
successes, urban context and working relationships. It is intended to
be used for policy development, to guide public funding and to attract
private investments. The plan also provides a physical framework layout
and catalyst actions to promote Downtown Port Arthur. As this plan builds

on current and past efforts, it does not find it necessary to completely
revise decisions of the past, but rather moves forward with a focus on
market potentials, capital improvements and project opportunities.
The planning consultants Freese and Nichols, Inc. were commissioned
by the City of Port Arthur to conduct the 2015 Downtown Plan. Because
much had been studied and several local organizations had individual
plans for portions of Downtown Port Arthur, the project team approached
this effort as an implementation-focused plan in which previous efforts
are combined with new market-driven strategies. During this process,
existing goals were paired with newly discovered desires for Downtown
Port Arthur.
This document serves as a guide for the City, developers, citizens and
all parties interested in establishing an attractive place to live, work and
play. The Downtown Plan is a comprehensive study that engages the
community to identify new development opportunities. The Plan provides
a review for previous planning documents, assessment of the physical
environment, detailed market assessment and detailed infrastructure
assessments in order to support Downtown Port Arthur’s viability.
Beyond the creation of strategies, the plan identifies specific projects to
rally around and to set the course for physical development over the next
10 years and beyond. The plan recommends circulation elements and
provides recommendations for infrastructure improvements to set the
stage for success. In addition, the planning process works to strengthen
downtown district’s recognition and identify methods to enhance the
relationship with the Lamar State College. Final recommendations clearly
state projects and privatization for action items focused on land use
programming, policy updates, circulation, identity and built development.
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The community needs to see visible change and continued progress.
Ultimately, the Downtown Plan presents strategies for the transformation
of Downtown Port Arthur into a destination that leverages the area’s
unique activity generators, waterfront, civic core and urban forms
along with its position in the market place. Most importantly, this plan
should be the guiding tool for the much needed implementation of new
development. Not every project detail can possibly be provided in this
report. Not every project will be implemented as outlined within and will
require steadfast partnerships with owners, the city, public agencies and
financial institutions.

TRENDS
Together, local, state and national trends have led this plan to the
underlying belief that a vibrant and healthy urban setting is the best
formula to maintain a downtown’s significant role as a hub of activities,
a headquarter for businesses, and a focal point of civic institutions. The
Downtown Plan has been constructed in part upon the foundation of
certain trends and assumptions:
• The Millennial population (i.e. the generation born between
approximately 1982 and 2003) has expectations regarding urban
environments and mixed use urban areas. In particular, knowledgebased workers, such as engineers, doctors, architects, scientists,
accountants, lawyers and teachers, find districts appealing that
include walkable environments with small-scale amenities such as
cafes, galleries and independent stores.
• Consumer preferences are changing based on the rise of the
Creative Class. As defined by Richard Florida, this innovative and
creative sector of the work force comprises 40 million workers
(about 30 percent of the U.S. workforce). There is a pent-up
demand for walkable places and the demand for walkable urbanism
will represent at least one third of the U.S. housing market. Both
experience and place matter when choosing a shopping location and
many buyers expect social engagement and a variety of amenities.

8
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• Not all individuals want to live in a walkable urban place, but they all
expect to have the opportunity to do so at various times of their life
and will gravitate to metro areas that offer multiple housing choices.
• Housing needs and expectations are changing based on national
and local trends that include shifting demographics, decreased
household sizes and aging populations. This relates directly to
smaller household sizes, the increase in single-person households
and households without children, in addition to the amplified
demand for housing variety related to an aging baby boomer
population.
• Continued sprawl and auto-centric development models can cause
traffic congestion, increased fuel consumption, added vehicle trips
and increased burden on cities to provide for new infrastructure
and the maintenance of existing infrastructure. New developments
of urban centers are helping to address these issues with
increased densities, mixed uses, new amenities and desirable work
environments.
• Expanding downtown residential space will add market forces that
support education, retail and dining and entertainment options.
More residents and the buildings that house them will also add to
the experience of Downtown Port Arthur, close development gaps
and make Downtown Port Arthur a more walkable urban center.
• Downtown Port Arthur should position itself to attract new workers
and those that employ them. Capital and talent are mobile and
some places will make the investments to attract them and prosper
while others will not. Downtown Port Arthur should position itself
as a vibrant district that entices and serves the next generation of
companies, professionals, educators and researchers.
• Positioning Downtown Port Arthur’s partnership with Lamar
State College, public schools and private institutions can create
a destination for lifelong learning. These affiliations will most
likely yield significant economic, social and image benefits for the
community as a whole and the present and future companies,
residents and workers.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS, KEY
SITES AND CURRENT PROJECTS
The Downtown Plan is not starting from scratch. In fact, Downtown
Port Arthur is rich with events, local pride and self initiatives. Having
benefited from past efforts, the City of Port Arthur is beginning a new era
of downtown planning. Building on the previous successes in Downtown,
this new plan can once again take advantage of the area’s history
and determine its own path. Through the years, numerous partners,
committee members and volunteers have overseen the actions for
Downtown‘s events and projects. Recent investments, although limited,
from both the public and private sectors showcase a willingness to invest
in the heart of the community. Such recent downtown revitalization
successes include:
• The restoration of the Kress Building by Golden Triangle
Empowerment Center, a $3 million dollar investment
• The restoration of the Downtown Pavilion, a $500,000 dollar
investment

HIGHLIGHT: RESTORATION OF THE
PAVILION

In 2013, renovation took place on the Pavilion in Downtown Port
Arthur; the original idea included three marquees and roll up doors,
a performance stage, vented louvers, exterior neon and LED lighting
and retro facade enhancements. According to Port Arthur News,
the City had a total of $239,000 to make improvements. The project
was funded by the Economic Development Corporation (EDC) under
the Operation Downtown Site Improvement Grant Program that
was approved in May 2009 allowing the EDC to dedicate $750,000
in sales tax funds annually for three years for eligible development
projects within a targeted area from Seventh Street to the Intracoastal
Waterway and from Martin Luther King Jr. Drive to Lake Charles
Avenue.1

1
Koonce, Sherry. PA downtown pavilion project back on track.
June 2011. http://www.panews.com/news/local_news/pa-downtownpavilion-project-back-on-track/article_3baee74c-c4b9-56e4-ac61a0323cfd246c.html.

• The restoration of the City Police and Municipal Court Building, a
$2.5 million dollar investment
• The proposed development of student housing on Lamar State
College Campus, a $6.6 million dollar investment
• The restoration of the historical First National Bank building by
PAEDC, that houses both PAEDC and the Greater Port Arthur
Chamber of Commerce, a $5.5 million dollar investment
• The State Legislators and Governor’s approval that will allow
PAEDC to spend 4A Economic Development Dollars for downtown
infrastructure improvement and Pre-Employment Training for Port
Arthur residents, which is an additional investment of $6 million
dollars
The Pavilion, post-renovation
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PLEASURE ISLAND

Port Arthur’s Pleasure Island is an 18.5 mile long man-made body of land
that extends from the mouth of the Neches River on the northwest to the
Sabine Causeway on the southeast and is surrounded by Sabine Lake and
the Sabine Neches Intracoastal Waterway. Prior to 1967, Pleasure Island
served as Port Arthur’s playground (boasting the largest roller coaster in
the South, an Olympic-sized pool, and a ballroom facility); in that year the
Pleasure Pier Bridge was taken out of service due its hazard to shipping
traffic, making it difficult to reach the island.
Today, the Martin Luther King Jr. Bridge and the Sabine Causeway connect
Pleasure Island to Port Arthur and Louisiana. Residents and tourists enjoy
the natural amenities of Pleasure Island.

INTERNATIONAL AVENUE OF FLAGS

To celebrate the Rotary Club of Port Arthur’s 100th Anniversary (April
2015), club members wanted to do something memorable to serve as a
legacy project. The idea behind the monument was to welcome shipping
traffic to the port with an exhibit of flags representing the vessels that
most use the Sabine Neches Waterway.1 Along the shoreline of the
Intracoastal Waterway in Downtown Port Arthur, the International
Avenue of Flags will be constructed on county-owned land adjacent to
the police and fire parking lot on 4th Street, and in front of the seawall.
The monument’s design is a 15-foot high, 160-foot wide platform to
display the American flag and 26 flags of the most frequent port visitors’
countries, which are flying 15 feet higher up.
The flags will be visible to ships on the waterway and those stationed
landside—even from as far as 4th Street, the Museum of the Gulf Coast,
and the Sub-Courthouse—thus making the memorial a great community
gateway, visible landmark, and tribute to the history and local economy.
1
Koonce, Sherry. “Rotarians break ground on flag exhibit.” The Port
Arthur News. November 20, 2014. www.panews.com/news/rotariansbreak-ground-on-flag-exhibit/article_7c3aa416-70fb-11e4-b6111bbbdfc91ed9.html

Photograph of Pleasure Island’s natural amenities and scenery
Source: Pleasure Island, TX. http://www.pleasureislandtx.com/index.htm
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Conceptual rendering of the International Avenue of Flags
Source: 12newsnow.com

ONE BLOCK AT A TIME

In 2009, Port Arthur’s One Block at a Time campaign kicked off, launching
the first volunteer event geared to cleaning up neighborhoods and
key areas of distress in the community. According to an article in the
Port Arthur News, cleanup that year began with the DeQueen area.
The program focuses on Port Arthur neighborhoods and cleaning up
unattractive areas of the city, as well as addressing code enforcement,
neighborhood stabilization and crime resolution in the process. The
One Block at a Time program helps to assist city departments with the
raised expectations and larger efforts to reverse community blight and
dilapidation.

HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD)
According to HUD, the Housing Authority of Port Arthur is identified as
a Medium Low public housing authority, meaning it managed between
250 and 499 public housing units. Also according to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the housing authority is
designated as Large, meaning it administers 1,250 to 9,999 Section 8
vouchers to residents.3

According to HUD, when comparing housing assistance distribution
between the Housing Authority of Port Arthur and the State, it is clear
that Port Arthur provides a smaller proportion of public housing units (10
percent) than the average housing authority (25 percent). Similarly, the
proportion of Section 8 vouchers under management is larger than the
average housing authority across Texas.

GERMAN PELLETS FACILITY

According to the Office of the Governor’s report on business expansion
outside major metropolitan areas, German Pellets has constructed a
$10 million, five-silo storage and shipping facility at the Port of Port
Arthur. German Pellets is the largest manufacturer of wood pellets for
fuel in Europe. The complex will process product bound for European
markets, which is a massive investment for future commerce at the Port.
In early 2013, the company also began construction on a wood pellet
manufacturing plant north of Port Arthur in the town of Woodville, Texas.4

Port Arthur’s One Block at a Time was Mayor Prince’s city-wide clean-up
campaign
Source: City of Port Arthur.

3
Department of Housing and Urban Development. (hud.gov, 2014)
4
Big Stories from Texas: Small & Medium Cities Edition 2012 - 2013.
Office of the Governor, Economic Development & Tourism. governor.state.
tx.us
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DEMOLITION GRANTS

The City of Port Arthur was granted funds via the Disaster Relief Grant
from the Texas Department of Rural Affairs to tear down and remove
77 empty commercial buildings that were dilapidated for quite some
time.2 Many of the buildings that were chosen for demolition were
largely damaged by Hurricane Rita and then damaged beyond repair by
Hurricane Ike. This process will open the doors for new development
and infill development to occur within the downtown area. In addition to
creating development potential, the City is also removing eyesores that
may be detracting from the look and feel of the community.

2
State grant helps Port Arthur demolish 77 empty buildings.
http://www.kcentv.com/story/14433507/state-grant-helps-port-arthurdemolish-77-empty-buildings

Demolition of vacant and dilapidated commercial properties that were
damanged in Hurricanes Rita and Ike
Source: www.kiiitv.com/story/14433507/state-grant-helps-port-arthurdemolish-77-empty-buildings
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PORT ARTHUR TRANSIT AUTHORITY
RENOVATIONS

After 50 years of diligent service, the Port Arthur Transit Authority
underwent massive upgrades last year that were largely funded by
Federal Transit Administration grant dollars (with the City matching
funds). The renovations are expected to give citizens easier access to the
transit department and bus system; renovations include additional square
footage and providing wheelchair access. The fully renovated, $700,000
Transit Authority Service Center spans a two-block area (from Front Street
across from City Hall to Procter Street) and now boasts a nearly $800,000
auto scrubber facility.5 The City has also purchased an old retail store
on Procter Street, behind the Service Center and adjacent to the bus
terminal, for a new administration building. The automatic wash facility
will be used for all transit vehicles, replacing the hand-wash technique
that the Authority had previously implemented. The City’s Transit
Authority is also looking to purchase a new fleet of buses to replace those
that were grounded (removed) last year due to mechanical issues. The
Southeast Texas Regional Planning Commission is currently conducting
a survey to gauge the level of interest in bus ridership to determine
whether or not to expand bus routes into areas where there are none
presently. Lastly, in addition to the buses employed on the fleet, disabled
persons who need special care can be better served by the fleet’s smaller
para-transit vans.6

5
Port Arthur Transit Authority to see major upgrades.http://www.
kiiitv.com/story/22572598/port-arthur-transit-authority-to-see-majorupgrades. Uploaded June 12, 2013.
6
Koonce, Sherry. PA Transit center near completion. The
Port Arthur News. http://www.panews.com/news/local_news/patransit-center-near-completion/article_01256988-c472-59bd-bcf53ee93074423d.html?mode=jqm. Uploaded June 3, 2013.

RECENT STUDIES AND PLANS
The following are existing regulations, policies and studies that currently
address the downtown study area. The planning team reviewed and
noted important components of each document as they pertain to
strategies within this report. The recommendations within this document
build upon these previous planning documents. The following should be
used in coordination with this report and reviewed in their entirety prior
to development.

PORT ARTHUR DOWNTOWN
REVITALIZATION STRATEGY

In 2009 the City of Port Arthur and the Port Arthur Economic
Development Corporation (PAEDC) contracted the International Economic
Development Council (IEDC) to develop a implementation-focused
revitalization strategy for Downtown Port Arthur. The report aimed to
present realistic strategies for downtown revitalization while outlining
implementation guidelines targeted within a designated area of Port
Arthur (from the eastern boundary of the Westside neighborhood to the
eastern boundary of Lamar State College, and north to 9th Street and
South to Lakeshore Drive).1 The study area of this plan had been impacted
by disinvestment, characterized by vacant and abandoned properties, loss
of population and businesses, and dilapidated buildings.

PROCTER STREET MASTER PLAN

The Procter Street Master Plan was created through the partnerships of
the City of Port Arthur, the Downtown Renaissance District, the LaBiche
Architectural Group, Inc., and Coleman & Associates. The plan essentially
divides Procter Street, from Houston Avenue to Lake Charles Avenue,
into three districts—the Business District , the Residential District, and
the Campus District.2 Each section is analyzed by existing land uses and a
plan drawing is provided illustrating the sidewalks, curbs, crosswalks, and
landscaping elements that are proposed. This plan is purely conceptual
in nature and does not provide the costs associated with implementing
these recommendations.
The plan provides conceptual designs from which the City can implement
ideas from or adaptations of in order to initiate larger changes along
Procter Street. For example, sidewalks in the business district are wide
with intricate crosswalks to accommodate busy pedestrians safely, while
sidewalks in residential areas are conceptualized much smaller in width
with simpler crosswalks as there are less pedestrians anticipated through
these residential parcels. The Procter Street Master Plan is a valuable tool
with respect to the character zones recommended.

Based on a Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Challenges Analysis
(SWOT), the IEDC team concluded that downtown revitalization in
Port Arthur should come from recommendations that include longterm planning, short-term actions, and financial incentives to attract
investment and facilitate partnerships. The plan’s recommendations are
still applicable today for the purposes of this Downtown Plan. Though
steps have been taken toward achieving these goals, there is still much
work to be done to bring about this vision.
1
TX

Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Strategy (2009). Port Arthur,

2

Procter Street Master Plan. Port Arthur, TX.
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CITY OF PORT ARTHUR BOARDWALK
MASTER PLAN

The Port Arthur Boardwalk Master Plan was a proposed multi-phased
development that planned to sustain public recreation, retail and
restaurants. The plan was generated by LaBiche Architectural Group, Inc.
located in Beaumont, Texas. A number of phases from this conceptual
boardwalk design have been completed in this development. The
master plan is important in the focus of the Downtown Plan because
placemaking and enhancing the boardwalk area for pedestrian enjoyment
and functions are two major recommendations of the Downtown Plan.
The design and intended uses envisioned for the boardwalk fit nicely
into the conceptual framework the Downtown Plan develops for the
entire downtown area. It will be important to envision the boardwalk’s
development and important role in future recommendations.

PORT ARTHUR HOUSING AUTHORITY
5-YEAR/ANNUAL PLAN

In 2010, the Port Arthur Housing Authority (PAHA), with the guidance
of local residents, developed a Five-Year/Annual Plan with the goal of
meeting low-income housing needs and providing programs and services.
The last update to this plan experienced a major shift to the initial fiveyear scope of work due to Hurricane Rita and the need to re-strategize
the scope of needs for families affected by the disaster, public housing
families and other families. According to the plan, the major initiatives
include moving forward in the development of mixed financing for
affordable housing by demolishing, rebuilding and otherwise increaseing
the availability of decent, safe and sanitary housing for the poor. The
goals outlined in this plan were3:
• Expand the supply of assisted housing
• Improve the quality of assisted housing
• Increase assisted housing choices
• Provide an improved living environment
• Promote self-sufficiency and asset development of assisted
households
• Ensure equal opportunity and affirmatively further fair housing
These goals are important to consider in this Downtown Plan because
it will be necessary to consider larger housing initiatives and goals
when delineating proposed land uses and making development
recommendations, thus ensuring that public housing needs are met.
It will be imperative to include considerations for public housing and
housing assistance subsidization in future plan recommendations so
that these underrepresented populations are not forgotten in the
revitalization efforts.

City of Port Arthur Boardwalk Master Plan
Source: http://www.labiche.com/portarthurboardwalksiteplan.html
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3
FY 2010 Five Year and Annual PHA Plans for the Port Arthur
Housing Authority. U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development.

LAMAR STATE COLLEGE-PORT ARTHUR
CENTENNIAL MASTER PLAN 2009- 2019

The Lamar State College-Port Arthur created a living document that
provides a present-day framework for addressing growth, academic
change and aging facilities in a coordinated manner. A master planning
committee was assembled to identify the existing and potential
future physical and programmatic challenges, create guidelines and
requirements to which proposed solutions should adhere, and test
multiple proposed solutions to each challenge. The challenges identified
in the plan are similar to those identified by the Downtown Plan for the
downtown area as a whole, some of these challenges include4:
• Socioeconomic challenges facing Port Arthur, including the
deterioration of surrounding commercial and residential properties
• Population loss and past enrollment declines due to Hurricane Rita
• Projected, short-term enrollment declines due to multi-billion dollar
expansion plans at area refineries
• Housing shortages due to decreased supply and increasing demand
• Competition from nearby colleges and Lamar University
• Potential reactivation of the adjacent Woodrow Wilson High School
as a magnet school
• Limited state funding for new projects
• A very linear campus, split by Procter Street, a five-lane
thoroughfare

4
2019.

Lamar State College-Port Arthur Centennial Master Plan 2009-

DOWNTOWN REDEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

In 2013, the City of Port Arthur contracted CDS Market Research to create
a plan that would address the next steps to current development trends.
Since the economy had declined significantly since the 1960s, other
economic forces had to be harnessed in order to support a downtown
in Port Arthur; such forces include the rehabilitated GTEC building that
houses Bechtel’s hiring office for the Cheniere Energy plant expansion,
the restoration and reuse of the First National Bank building by the Port
Arthur Economic Development Corporation, the desire of Lamar State
College to open its first true student housing, and the ongoing popularity
of the Museum of the Gulf Coast.5
The report ultimately analyzed existing economic and demographic
factors that exist downtown and determined what could be added to
help set the stage for more positive development in the future. The plan’s
near-term strategic actions included rehabilitating the Hotel Sabine to a
mixed-use student housing facility, developing a destination waterfront
restaurant near the boardwalk, improving and programming public
spaces at the intersection of Procter and Waco, making an economic
development policy to directly assist rehabilitation and renovation of
existing commercial properties; and lastly, dedicating and empowering a
non-governmental organization to facilitate, coordinate and communicate
for downtown. It will be critical to consider this study in this Downtown
Plan because many of the trends and baseline analysis done in the report
will apply to the purposes of this plan. The considerations and issues
facing Port Arthur that are identified in this plan still carry weight and
purpose in the Downtown Plan, as many of these issues are the same
and remain relevant today. It will be important to consider past economic
trends alongside this Downtown Plan’s detailed analysis in order to
provide the most comprehensive review and recommendations.

5

Port Arthur Downtown Implementation Plan. October 2013.
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MASTER PLAN FOR THE GULF
INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN TEXAS

The Master Plan for the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway in Texas presents the
complex issues surrounding the ongoing and unmet maintenance and
operational needs of the Texas portion of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
(or GIWW-T), as well as presents recommendations for next steps to
addressing these issues. Essentially, the increased coastal development
resulting from energy booms in the Eagle Ford Shale play in South/
Central Texas have made GIWW-T a key player in the State’s economy
and therefore its future (in all aspects, physical, economical, etc.) is a key
consideration for the purposes of this Downtown Plan.

Source: Waterborne Commerce of the United States: 2012, Institute for
Water Resources. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; A Modal Comparison of
Domestic Freight Transportation Effects on the General Public: 2001-2009,
Texas A&M Transportation Institute.
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In the past, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers would
maintain the GIWW-T,.
However, reductions
in federal funding have
limited the Corps’ ability
to meet that responsibility,
resulting in lost economic
opportunity. According
to the Master Plan, the
GIWW-T must continue
to maintain the waterway
and keep up with current
demands, but the most
important consideration is
providing recommendations
that will help the GIWW-T
The GIWW-T in Texas traverses the Texas
to accommodate and
coastline from the Sabine River to the
provide increased capacity Brownsville Ship Channel.
for the growing volume of
Source: Texas A&M Transportation Institute
goods expected from the
petroleum and petrochemical industries in the future.6 This master plan
is a critical consideration for the purposes for the current Downtown Plan
because the coordination of partnerships, identification of maintenance
issues, and creation of creative funding strategies for the GIWW-T will
have a direction impact on the economic and physical environment
adjacent to the downtown area. It will be of tantamount importance to
keep GIWW-T projects, plans, and initiatives in close collaboration with
downtown revitalization efforts.

6

Master Plan for the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway in Texas (2014).

DOWNTOWN HISTORY
Port Arthur has been a prominent part of the Gulf Coast’s history
for more than 100 years. Historically, the shores of Sabine Lake were
occupied by American Indians of the Atakapas tribe more than 1,500
years ago.1 In the late 1700s, Europeans began visiting the area and by
the 1800s the lake had become an avenue for trade and commerce.
The earliest attempt at settling the area was the community of Aurora,
located in today’s historic Port Arthur. By 1840, the project had failed
to sell enough lots and was abandoned by the time Port Arthur was
conceptualized.
The City of Port Arthur was inspired and founded by a railroad pioneer
named Arthur E. Stilwell who began settling the city in 1895 with the
financial backing of Dutch investors. Stilwell envisioned Port Arthur as the
southern terminus (a center for trade and tourism) for his new railway,
which would later become the Kansas City Southern Railroad.2 The city
incorporated in 1898, the official year the City was recognized.

Procter Street in the 1930s
Source: City of Port Arthur

During the same time period, Stilwell had established the Port Arthur
Channel and Dock Co., which began excavation of a canal along the
western edge of the lake to the deeper waters of the Sabine Pass. By 1899
the port was opened for seagoing shipping and trade; European traders
were the first visitors to arrive.
Pioneers began flooding into the area, building homes and opening
businesses in Port Arthur. Stilwell’s lasting physical achievements include
the Sabine Hotel on Lakeshore Drive, a natatorium to serve all residents
and an Export Pier into Lake Sabine; Stilwell was also responsible for
bringing Dutch colonists to Port Arthur to begin new lives as farmers on
the rich coastal prairie, a cultural contribution that can still be felt in the
area’s deep roots.3
1
Port Arthur Convention & Visitors Bureau. Port Arthur History.
http://www.visitportarthurtx.com/port-arthur-history/
2
Ibid
3
Ibid

Procter Street aerial
Source: City of Port Arthur
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In 1899, Stilwell’s friend, John W. Gates, visited Port Arthur; Gates decided
to take an interest in the budding City. Under suspicious circumstances,
Gates gained control of Stilwell’s interests in the Kansas City Southern
Railroad and named himself president of Kansas City Southern—
effectively becoming the moving force behind the development of Port
Arthur.
The discovery of oil through the eruption of the Lucas Gusher at
Spindletop in 1901 changed the future of not only Port Arthur, but the
entire region. The port quickly began to cater to new petrochemical
industries; companies like Gulf Oil Corp. and Texaco set up new refining
facilities in the City (in 1901 and 1902, respectively) and was the catalyst
for what would later become Port Arthur’s reputation as the center of
the world’s prosperous oil refining facilities. Gates spent $1.4 million to
dredge, deepen and extend the Sabine-Neches Canal up the Neches River
to Beaumont and Orange; then, he sold it to the federal government for
one dollar.4 Congress officially designated Port Arthur as a port of entry
in 1906 and by 1914 it had become the twelfth largest port in the United
States and the second largest refining port. In addition to his lasting
legacy in the port’s successes, Gates also built the Mary Gates Hospital
and founded the Port Arthur Business College (now Lamar-Port Arthur)
aided by the economic benefits of the oil boom in 1909.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, most of the South’s economy
relied on subsistence agriculture, alongside cattle ranching and lumber
businesses. The presence of oil in the Southeast Texas region was
known for years before any real excavation began; there were numerous
discoveries in east and central Texas, as well as drilling at Spindletop
in 1893 and 1896 and at Sour Lake in 1896.5 However, there was no
meaningful oil extraction along the Gulf Coast until the gusher at
Spindletop in 1901; total oil production for the State of Texas was 836,000
barrels in 1900, a small fraction of the 63 million barrels produced
nationally.
4
Port Arthur, Texas. History of Port Arthur. www.portarthur.com
5
The Spindletop Oil Field. Spindletop Gladys City Boomtown Lamar
University. http://www.spindletop.org/
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NATIONAL REGISTER LISTINGS OF
HISTORIC BUILDINGS IN PORT ARTHUR:
Port Arthur is fortunate to have several historic buildings within the city. There
are also several located within the Downtown study area. The City and other
organizations should explore the possibilites of tax credits and other grants for
preservation and rehab of these facilities.
• Eddington Court
3300 Proctor Street
• Gates Memorial Library
317 Stilwell Blvd.
• Marconi Tower at Port Arthur College
1500 Procter
• Pompeiian Villa
1953 Lakeshore Dr.
• Rose Hill
100 Woodworth Blvd.
• US Post Office and Federal Building
500 Austin Ave.
• Clubhouse of the Federated Women’s Clubs of Port Arthur
1924 Lakeshore Dr.
• Ellwood-Craig House
1953 Lakeshore Dr.
• Fuller, Ruby Ruth, Building
300 Stilwell Blvd.
• Morris-Booz-White House
2545 Lakeshore Dr.
• South County Office Building
525 Lakeshore Dr.
• Vuylstekke House
1831 Lakeshore Dr.
• Woodworth House (Rose Hill)
100 Woodworth Ave. at Lakeshore Dr.

Spindletop Oil Excavation Site, October 1902
Source: http://www.spindletop.org/
January 10, 1901 was the day the Lucas geyser blew a never-before-seen
100-foot high stream of oil, ushering in a new era of wealth and demand
for the region. Land speculation went wild and prices soared to incredible
heights while local populations exploded—Beaumont’s population rose
from 10,000 to 50,000 residents during this time. In 1901, an estimated
$235 million had been invested in oil statewide, drastically changing
economic and development patterns forever. Due to the overabundance
of wells at Spindletop, production rates declined and slowed from
17,500,000 barrels of oil in 1902 to 10,000 barrels a day in February
1904.6 After a second wave in 1927 and continued production, Spindletop
had produced over 153,000,000 barrels of oil by 1985.
The Spindletop oil boom is a key moment in Port Arthur’s history for
a number of reasons, the most important being the lasting impacts
6
The Spindletop Oil Field. Spindletop Gladys City Boomtown Lamar
University. http://www.spindletop.org/

on population growth, development patterns, and the local economy.
Investors continued to look for more deposits, spending billions of
dollars throughout the State; instead, they found cheaper fuel sources
that would ultimately help to revolutionize America’s transportation
and industry. Storage facilities, pipelines, and major refining units were
built to accommodate the petroleum industry’s needs throughout the
Beaumont, Port Arthur, Sabine Pass, and Orange areas. By 1902 more
than 500 Texas corporations were doing business in and around Port
Arthur; many of today’s major oil companies were born at or grew from
Spindletop’s successes, including Texaco, Gulf Oil Corporation, Sun Oil
Company, Magnolia Petroleum Company, and Exxon Company, U.S.A.7
Port Arthur remains the home of three major refineries and is still the key
terminus of the Kansas City Southern Railroad.8
7
The Spindletop Oil Field. Spindletop Gladys City Boomtown Lamar
University. http://www.spindletop.org/
8
Port Arthur, Texas. History of Port Arthur. www.portarthur.com
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Port Arthur is part of the Golden Triangle, a portion of Southeast Texas
that also includes the metropolitan areas of Beaumont and Orange.
The Golden Triangle is a U.S. Census-defined metropolitan area (MA)
that got its name from the 1901 Spindletop oil boom; and because oil
is still a major player in today’s regional economy gas flares from local
oil refineries light up the night skies and literally form a Golden Triangle
when viewed from above. Over the last decade and since the “Great
Recession,” Port Arthur has been losing jobs in key sectors, facing an
increase in vacant housing units and percentage of its population living
below the poverty line; this has led to a shift in the City’s economic
outlook for the future.9 Today, Port Arthur is woven together and has
absorbed a number of different communities that were established at
different times for various functions—including Griffing Park, Pear Ridge,
Port Acres, Sabine Pass, and Lakeview. Port Arthur’s nearest neighboring
communities in Jefferson County are Nederland (9.1 miles), Port Neches
(10.2 miles), and Groves (6.6 miles).
9
State of the Community Report: Port Arthur, Texas. Texas A&M
University, March 2012.

Spindletop Oil Excavation Wells
Source: http://www.spindletop.org/
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As previously highlighted in this chapter, Port Arthur’s location along
the Sabine Pass and on the Gulf of Mexico is vital for the role that the
City plays in petroleum- and cargo-shipping; this location is also one
of Port Arthur’s greatest challenges in protecting its citizens and the
natural landscape against the dangers inherent with being a coastal
city.10 After several major hurricane disasters, most notably the 1886
Indianola hurricane, the 1900 Galveston hurricane, the 1915 Galveston
hurricane, and the infamous Hurricane Audrey in 1957, the damages
repeatedly incurred by these disasters had become a great burden as
the local economy continued to slow.11 Next, Hurricane Rita came ashore
over Sabine Lake in 2005, followed by Hurricane Ike in 2008—both of
which brought more damage to the region’s resources and infrastructure.
According to the 2012 State of the Community Report, Port Arthur lies
almost entirely within Category 3 Hurricane surge zones, and since 2005
10
State of the Community Report: Port Arthur, Texas. Texas A&M
University, March 2012.
11
Hurricanes in History. National Hurricane Center of the National
Weather Service. www.nhc.noaa.gov/outreach/history

Photograph of a flooded street caused by the 1915 hurricane. Groups of
people wade in the water and float in boats as water reaches their thighs.
Source: The Portal to Texas History. http://texashistory.unt.edu/

Photograph of flood waters at Port Arthur College. A group of people
are standing under the awning of a building. In the foreground, a man is
standing in thigh-deep water left standing from the 1915 hurricane.
Source: The Portal to Texas History. http://texashistory.unt.edu/

Photograph of damage at Pleasure Island resulting from Hurricane Audrey
in June 1957. There are overturned amusement rides, chairs and damaged
buildings that are shut down.
Source: The Portal to Texas History. http://texashistory.unt.edu/

“...BEAUMONT WAS CUT OFF FROM THE REST OF THE
WORLD, PORT ARTHUR WAS FLOODED, GALVESTON
WAS FEARED DESTROYED AND 275 WERE DEAD AS THE
RESULT OF A KILLER HURRICANE. WHEN IT SLAMMED
INTO THE TEXAS COAST THE NIGHT OF AUG. 16-17,
1915, IT WAS THE BIGGEST STORM OF THE CENTURY,
CERTAINLY MUCH LARGER THAN THE STORM THAT
HAD WIPED OUT GALVESTON 15 YEARS BEFORE. IT
LEFT AT LEAST 275 PEOPLE DEAD IN ITS WAKE.”

Postcard of a group of men standing in a flooded street in Port Arthur,
Texas. The waters of the 1915 hurricane rise over the knees of those
gathered at the intersection of Austin and 5th.
Source: The Portal to Texas History. http://texashistory.unt.edu/

- THE ENTERPRISE, AUG. 17 1988
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HIGHLIGHT: MUSEUM OF THE GULF COAST
The Museum of the Gulf Coast uses conventional
and unique methods to narrate the dynamic story
of the Texas/Louisiana Gulf Coast region. The first
floor of the museum is dedicated to the traditional
reenactment and description of Gulf Coast life
before the arrival of man, the role of Native
Americans, European contact, Hispanic legacy, the
trauma of Civil War, economic and cultural growth,
and the integration of the Gulf Coast region into the
larger national and international communities.1
The Museum of the Gulf Coast is a 39,000 square foot building located at 700
Procter Street in Downtown Port Arthur. The museum building, which opened
in 1994, currently has two floors of exhibit halls, houses an orientation theater,
a classroom, a hospitality area and a gift shop. In order to serve the Southeast
Texas region, the Museum of the Gulf Coast has initiated several programs
focused on outreach and education; according to the museum’s website, these
programs include school tours, teacher resources, after school programs, teen
clubs, Girl Scout/Boy Scout workshops, and summer camps.
The museum hosts three permanent Popular Culture galleries featuring notable
personalities from the Gulf Coast region: 1) The Gulf Coast Music Hall of Fame
highlights over 60 music legends of various genres; 2) The Sports Legends
gallery highlights more than 60 athletes of various disciplines; and 3) The
Notable People Gallery highlights 35 individuals who have achieved national
and/or international recognition in various professional endeavors such as
entertainment, politics, science and education. In addition to these year-round
exhibits, the Museum of the Gulf Coast hosts an annual Gulf Coast Music Hall of
Fame Show every January (formerly the Janis Joplin Birthday Bash); the event
pays tribute to the Port Arthur native with a series of concerts and an induction
ceremony for the Music Hall of Fame. The Museum of the Gulf Coast and its
Music Hall of Fame are administered by the Port Arthur Historical Society
(PAHS), in partnership with Lamar College and the City of Port Arthur.2 One of
the Museum’s key functions is to provide Lamar State College students with a
1
Museum of the Gulf Coast. www.museumofthegulfcoast.org
2
Jennifer Cobb, “GULF COAST MUSIC HALL OF FAME,” Handbook of Texas
Online (http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/lbg03), accessed
January 01, 2015. Uploaded on August 7, 2014. Modified on October 4, 2014.
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Janis Joplin’s permanent exhibit display
Source: www.beaumonteanterprise.com
resource in the study of humanities to supplement their education from
the college.
The Museum of the Gulf Coast is one of the largest tourist attractions in
Port Arthur. The Museum has been averaging about 14,000 visitors per
year with nearly 250,000 visitors to date. The Museum hosts more than
5,000 children each year through free school tours. Nearly 3,500 children
and families participate in the Museum’s dynamic calendar of youth and
family programs; while other individuals can participate in a variety of
public programs such a lectures, workshops, and performances.3

3
The Museum of the Gulf Coast: History. Lamar State College - Port
Arthur. www.lamarpa.edu.

alone has withstood damage from four major storms. The report goes
on to cite land use decisions and planning as a valuable tool to enhance
the City’s capacity for resiliency and recovery, a recommendation that is
incorporated into this Downtown Plan as well.
In addition to Port Arthur’s role in manufacturing industries and shipping,
the City has also produced a number of Port Arthurans that have left
a nationwide impact in the arts, sports, politics, and business. These
homegrown celebrities are honored in the Museum of the Gulf Coast,
and include the likes of musician Janis Joplin, artist Robert Rauschenberg,
Texas Gov. Allen Shivers, Olympic athlete Babe Zaharias, chemist A.M.
McAfee, football coach Jimmy Johnson, football player Joe Washington,
Jr., “Gone With the Wind” actress Evelyn Keyes, pilot Major General
Harold E. Collins and businessman Mack H. Hannah, Jr.12 Port Arthur
continues its strong music-oriented heritage by hosting numerous annual
events like Mardi Gras of Southeast Texas, Zachary Breaux Jazz Festival
and the Buu Mon Lotus and Bamboo Festival.13 Mardi Gras is the largest
festival event put on in Port Arthur; it attracts over 100,000 people a year
to listen to live music, eat, drink, and catch glittering beads while viewing
the elaborate parade floats.14 Keeping past traditions alive and honoring
the history of Port Arthur is something that is very important to residents
and is clearly reflected in the variety and quantity of annual celebrations,
festivals, parades, and events held within the city limits.

12
Museum of the Gulf Coast. www.museumofthegulfcoast.org
13
Port Arthur Convention & Visitors Bureau.
www.visitportarthurtx.com
14
Port Arthur, Texas. www.tourtexas.com

Photo of the Red Hussars marching band taken on Procter Street in 1961
Source: The Red Hussars. www.tj61.com/red.htm

Southeast Texas Mardi Gras Celebration, Port Arthur, TX (February 2012)
Source: www.facebook.com/MardiGrasSETX
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Oil revenues funded the construction of many of the architecturally
impressive buildings that comprise the central business district along
Procter Street, such as the vacant 1929 Beaux-Arts-style Hotel Sabine.
While Port Arthur’s downtown has partly been vacated due to businesses
moving inland, revitalization efforts are underway. A number of
downtown initiatives have taken place, including:
• The restoration of the Kress Building by the Golden Triangle
Empowerment Center ( a $3 million dollar investment)
• The restoration of the Downtown Pavilion where the City hosts
the annual Mardi Gras celebration and other community events (a
$500,000 million dollar investment)
• The restoration of the City Police and Municipal Court Building (a
$2.5 million dollar investment)
• The proposed construction of student housing on Lamar State
College Campus (a $6.6 million dollar investment)
• The restoration of the historical 1930s First National Bank building—
originally built in the Classical Revival-style—by Port Arthur
Economic Development Corporation (PAEDC), that will house both
PAEDC and the Greater Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce (a $5.5
million dollar investment)

The Hotel Sabine in downtown Port Arthur during the 1940s
Source: City of Port Arthur

• The State Legislators and Governor’s approval allowing PAEDC
to spend 4A Economic Development Dollars for downtown
infrastructure improvements and Pre-Employment Training for Port
Arthur residents (which is an additional estimated investment of $6
million dollars)15
The above-mentioned redevelopment projects and other private sector
investments in Downtown Port Arthur, together with State and Federal
grant funding and New Market Tax Credits, could make possible the
community’s efforts to revitalize the Downtown Port Arthur waterfront
property.
15
The New Downtown Port Arthur & 501 Procter Incorporated. Port
Arthur Economic Development Corporation (PAEDC) Newsletter. Spring
2014.
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Old Draw Bridge over Sabine Pass
Source: City of Port Arthur

HIGHLIGHT: HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND RESOURCES IN DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
The City conducted a study in 2012 culminating in the Photographic
Historic Research Survey of Commercial Buildings within the City of
Port Arthur, Texas--an intensive photographic survey of all historic
resources within the historic Central Business District (CBD) of Port
Arthur. A “historic property” is specifically described as “any prehistoric or
historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, or eligible
for inclusion in, the National Register.” The survey was conducted to
preserve several specific buildings that were at risk of being demolished;
however, today the Plan continues to mitigate such risks and potential
adverse effects across approximately nine blocks of the CBD and 42
historic resources. The 1962 cut-off date was used in accordance with
the National Park Service’s (NPS) guidelines that a historic resource is
one that is at least 50 years old. A structure listed in the National Register
is provided with national recognition of the property’s historical or
architectural significance and denotes that it is worthy of preservation.
This Plan was conducted, in conjunction with establishing a Historical
Landmark Commission, to help identify, protect and champion the
remaining historical treasures in Port Arthur. The Historical Landmark
Commission is given authority by Article XI, Section 14- 353 of the Port
Arthur Code of Ordinances and serves a number of functions expressly
outlined therein; some of which include:
• Make recommendations to the city council for employment of staff
and professional consultants as necessary to carry out the duties of
the commission.
• Recommend to the city council criteria for the designation of
historic, architectural, and cultural landmarks and the delineation of
historic districts.
• Conduct surveys and maintain an inventory of significant historic,
architectural and cultural landmarks, and all properties located in
historic districts within the city.

• Recommend the designation of resources as landmarks and historic
districts.
• Recommend conferral of recognition upon the owners of landmarks
or properties within districts by means of certificates, plaques or
markers.
• Increase public awareness of the value of historic, cultural and
architectural preservation by developing and participating in public
education programs.
• Make recommendations to the city council concerning the utilization
of state, federal or private funds to promote the preservation of
landmarks and historic districts within the city.
• Recommend specific design guidelines for the review of landmarks
and districts.
• Recommend the acquisition of a landmark structure by the city
council where its preservation is essential and where private
preservation is not feasible.
• Recommend to the city council acceptance of the donation of
preservation easements and development rights as well as any other
gift of value for the purpose of historic preservation.
The Historic Landmark Commission helps to identify the boundaries of
historic districts and the recommendation of historic structures to be
recognized as local historical landmarks—such as the World Trade Center,
the Sabine Hotel, and 501 Procter Street. In addition to the Commission,
Port Arthur also participates in the Certified Local Government (CLG)
program. The CLG program is designed to help cities and counties develop
high standards of preservation to protect a variety of significant historic
properties—from beautiful courthouses to working-class neighborhoods.
Local governments that participate in the CLG Program act separate
to develop and maintain a successful preservation program. The Texas
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Historical Commission administers the federal program at the state level
and the National Park Service is the responsible federal agency.1 Being a
part of the CLG program provides the City with access to grants and other
funding sources. CLG grants provide funding to participating city and
county governments to create and sustain an effective local preservation
program committed to preserving local historic resources. Projects eligible
for CLG funding must be connected to the statewide comprehensive
preservation planning process.
In addition to grant funding, there are other incentives for historic
preservation. Some of which include Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentives listed below:
• The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program includes
a 20% income tax credit for the rehabilitation of historic, incomeproducing buildings and a 10% income tax credit for rehabilitation of
non-historic buildings.
• State Historic Preservation Tax Incentives include the newly
established Texas Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program and a
sales tax exemption on labor available for work to buildings listed in
the National Register of Historic Places.
• Local Historic Preservation Tax Incentives provided by County and
local taxing authorities may grant property tax exemptions for
buildings with state or local historical designations.
Port Arthur has already had many successes in preserving key historical
buildings and has maintained an active preservation agenda. Recent and
most notable projects include 501 Procter, the Pavilion, and the Hotel
Sabine. These successful projects have laid a strong foundation for future
projects and partnerships, as well as revitalization of Downtown Port
Arthur and the preservation of its unique history. The City should build
upon these successes and continue to champion historic preservation
efforts into the future.
1
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501 Procter (formerly the First National Bank Building)
In 2015, an application and support materials were submitted to the
Texas Historical Society on behalf of the City of Port Arthur for recognition
and inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. However, in
April of 2015 the City Council passed Ordinance Resolution NO. 15-186,
designating the building formerly known as the First National Bank
Building (located at 501 Procter Street), as a local historical landmark. The
building was designed by New Orleans architects Favrot and Livaudais,
and was one of their most important works. The building was built in
1930 by the local construction company, Chirsty Dolph Collins, where it
housed a significant Southeast Texas business enterprise that was deeply
connected to the early oil and shipping foundation of Port Arthur’s
economic history. The building now serves as a prime example of one
of two remaining Classical Revival buildings in the City. The exterior
and interior of the structure has been faithfully restored to its original
grandeur by the Port Arthur Economic Development Corporation and
its team of historical restoration architects and contractors. The Port
Arthur Historical Landmark Commission considered the application and
recommended that the City Council designate the building as a local
historical landmark.

PLANNING PROCESS
Freese and Nichols led the planning team and served as prime consultant for the Downtown Plan. The consultant team also included G.L. Blackstone
& Associates, which provided economic development assistance, and Catalyst Commercial, which provided market assessment and assistance with
programming strategies. ADS Environmental Services and SouTex Surveyors & Engineers aided in the infrastructure field data collection.
The Downtown Plan took approximately 12 months to create and was conducted in three phases: Data Collection, Collaboration and Analysis, and Plans
and Recommendations.

DATA COLLECTION PHASE

This phase established a further understanding of the study area. The study examined realities of existing conditions and the marketplace, demographic
implications, areas of growth potential and strategies for creating a unique sense of place and improving quality of life. During the Data Collection Phase,
team members were introduced, goals were set, schedules were outlined, a working plan was produced, data was collected and issues were identified.
The study kicked off with an introduction of the primary project team members to city leadership, local boards, citizens and a committee. Following, the
consultant team held a series of stakeholder interviews to gain insight on specific issues and challenges.
The planning team compiled data through research, field surveys, meetings, online surveys, interviews, ordinances, plans and maps, in addition
to multiple site visits that organized essential baseline information. A market assessment was conducted to identify local trends and programming
opportunities in Downtown. Additional advisory meetings were held to enable the planning team to locate and collect input and share it with all decision
makers. Once compiled, this data formed the knowledge base from which the analyses and preliminary recommendations were developed.

COLLABORATION AND ANALYSIS PHASE

During the Collaboration and Analysis Phase, the planning team gave thorough consideration to data gathered from the previous phase. A community
charrette and additional public and advisory committee meetings were conducted to summarize the vision and goals and to identify physical development
concepts and explore potential recommendations. The preliminary recommendations were then presented to the community. The team received
feedback regarding critical strategies and further refined the initial synopsis.

PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS PHASE

The information developed and refined during the Collaboration and Analysis Phase was then blended into solutions. Capital improvement, incentive,
marketing and development projects were identified. A preliminary draft report was presented for review. Upon further collaboration, the team
developed an implementation guide for specific action items.
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CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
This plan’s vision, policies and recommendations are based on the
input collected from the entire community, to ensure that present and
future stakeholder’s interests are equally represented. This Downtown
Plan was the product of a 18-month planning process, which can be
characterized by frequent benchmark check-in’s with City staff, officials
and a Public Involvement Plan to gather and disseminate information,
fact check, prioritize goals and objectives, and establish implementation
initiatives. Community participation activities included:
• Online Survey and Project Website were created to facilitate public
input, as well as provide a portal for the dissemination of public
information—such as meeting dates, topics and presentations.
• Data gathering meetings were held with key groups, which
included a mixed composition of long-time residents, EDC members,
stakeholders, City Staff, landowners, business owners and public
officials to identify issues and establish a vision for Downtown Port
Arthur.
• A Workshop was held in collaboration with City staff on various
issues and approaches that may be utilized to implement
recommendations made by the public. Technical resources and
key issues were defined and discussed, as well as discussions held
on preliminary ideas regarding how to capitalize on the Market
Assessment findings. At this workshop, consultants lead participants
in an input gathering session that included workstations, survey,
keypad polling, dialogue, issue identification, visioning and
breakout groups. The information gathered at this meeting helped
to guide the future analysis and preliminary strategies for future
development. Over forty people of all age groups and walks of life
attended this meeting and provided valuable input in describing the
amenities and future vision for Downtown Port Arthur. What was
obvious from all of the comments gathered at this meeting is the
historical significance of Downtown Port Arthur’s waterfront and
Procter Street—two major themes of this report and subsequent
recommendations.
28
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• A one-day charrette-style meeting was held to provide a submersed
brainstorming session that allows participants to collaborate
on potential strategies for the Downtown Plan. Once several
alternatives were identified and analyzed, the team was able to dig
into the details of implementation strategies for these scenarios.
• A Council Review with the Planning and Zoning Commission prior to
the City Council’s consideration and adoption of this Plan.
• Periodic updates and postings of presentations and interim
deliverables on the project website.
• Associated media coverage of the planning process, particularly
through the City’s planning department. A logo was developed
specifically for the plan that was used to market the planning
process and generate excitement throughout the community.

Figure 1: Phased Work Plan Process
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STUDY AREA
Fast Facts
Study Area: 342 acres
		
0.53 square miles
190 acres outside of right-of-way
67 acres currently vacant (approximately 19.5 percent of total
area or approximately 35 percent of parcels areas)

8TH ST

8TH ST

8TH ST

STILWELL BLVD

RAILROAD AVE

The study area is characterized as a collection of wide ranging land uses
and property conditions. Vacant parcels and abandoned or substandard
structures are frequent throughout the study area. The area does
contain historic structures. Procter Street, Houston Avenue Stilwell
Boulevard, Savannah Avenue and 7th Street are major roadways, each
with pedestrian challenges. The Gulf Intracoastal Waterway makes up
the southeastern boarder but has very limited access or viewsheds from
within the study area.
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5TH ST
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The downtown study area is located in the southern Port Arthur and
contains the historic downtown area, Lamar State College and the
adjacent residential areas. The study area is defined as Houston Avenue
to the West, 7th Street to the North, Lake Charles Avenue to the East, and
the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway as the approximate southern boundary.
In total, the study area is approximately 342 acres or about 0.53 square
miles. Outside of the existing right-of-ways, 190 acres are found in
existing parcels. Of the areas outside the right-of-ways, 35 percent is
vacant or about 67 acres.
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Downtown Port Arthur, 2014

CHAPTER

2

Downtown Snapshot
9.4%

CITY-WIDE TRENDS
The downtown snapshot explores the fact-based characteristics of the
City of Port Arthur. The snapshot allows the City to better understand
and identify particular facets that may affect the planning process of
downtown Port Arthur. Therefore, the snapshot provides the City with a
well-documented foundation for socio-economics.

751%

CHANGING POPULATION
In Figure 2: Population Change: 1900 - 2013, the historic population
growth from 1900 to 2010 is illustrated. Over a span of 110 years, the
City of Port Arthur experienced its biggest population growth between
1900 to 1910 with a 751 percent change. Between 1930 and 1940, the
population had a 9.4 percent decrease, which occurred during the Great
Depression that swept across the nation. The community’s population
has slowly declined since 1960. Illustrated in Table 1: Population Change:
1900 - 2013, the City experienced its biggest population growth between
1920 and 1930, with a population of more than 50,000 residents, to more
than 65,000 residents in 1960. As discussed in Chapter 1, the population
boom during 1960 was due largely to Port Arthur’s growing industries:
agriculture, commercial banking, and major chemical and petroleum
products manufacturing. Suburban growth continued to take place
between 1970 and 1980, with a 6.8 percent population increase.

Figure 2: Population Change: 1900 - 2013
Year
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
*Est. 2013

Port Arthur
Population Percent Change
900
7,663
751.4%
22,251
190.4%
50,902
128.8%
46,140
-9.4%
57,530
24.7%
66,676
15.9%
57,371
-14.0%
61,251
6.8%
58,724
-4.1%
57,755
-1.7%
53,818
-6.8%
54,135
0.6%

Source: U.S. Census 1900-2010; *Census estimate for
2012

Table 1: Population Change: 1900 - 2013
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AGE DISTRIBUTION

In Figure 4: Age Distribution, the age group breakout for both the year
2000 and 2010 are illustrated. It is clear that the “Young and High School”
age groups have slightly decreased since 2000, while the “College, New
Family” population have increased by less than half a percent. The most
drastic change took place within the “Older Labor Force” populations
(ages 45 to 64 years), with an increase of more than five percent.
Populations aged 65 or older have decreased by two percent since 2000.

The age distribution of Port Arthur is one of the vital characteristics that
should be examined when considering and planning for various facilities
and provisions for the community. According to Figure 3: Age Cohorts,
Port Arthur’s most visible age group belongs to those between the ages of
45 and 54, whose population is slightly more than the state-wide average.
This indicates that there is a large portion of the population that is older
and likely has an empty nest or is close to retirement. However, the age
groups 25 to 44 years old are dramatically lower than the State, indicating
that the younger populations are moving out of Port Arthur after they
graduate high school and/or college. The City of Port Arthur continues to
be a relatively “older” city, with a median age of 35.2 years. The median
age is slightly above the State average of 33.6 years.1
1
U.S. Census Bureau. 2008-20012 American Community Survey
5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3: Age Cohorts
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HOUSEHOLD
Household composition has shifted over the past decades, from
predominately traditional nuclear families to a large percentage of
nontraditional and blended families. Nontraditional or blended families
are a combination of two families, single-parent families, or couples
without children. According to the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census, the City
of Port Arthur experienced a significant decrease in all household groups
with the exception of those living alone (0.73 percent increase) and
female-run households (0.10 percent increase).

HOUSING TYPE

Figure 5: Single-Family vs. Multifamily Housing Type

The majority of housing stock in Port Arthur is
comprised of single-family units. Roughly 15
percent of the City’s housing stock is multifamily
units (see Figure 5: Single-Family vs. Multifamily
Housing Type). In Figure 6: Housing Types,
illustrates that there has not been any significant
change in the types of housing products since
2000. The number of one-unit detached homes
remained at 74 percent, while one-unit attached
homes decreased by one percent. Multifamily
homes with anywhere between five and 19 units
have increased about two percent, while those
with more than 20 units have decreased by two
percent.

Figure 6: Housing Types
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HOME VALUES AND AGE
Home value is a key trend to evaluate because it
usually indicates what the future housing stock will
contribute to the local economy. In Figure 7: Housing
Values - 2000 & 2012, housing values for both 2000
and 2012 are illustrated graphically. In 2000, nearly
70 percent of the housing stock was valued less
than $50,000, and in 2012 that number drastically
decreased more than 35 percent. Meanwhile, homes
valued at $50,000 or more increased as a whole
between 2000 and 2012—indicating that home value
rose as some new housing stock was built (refer to
Figure 8: House Built vs. Moved In). Between 2000
and 2009, houses being built increased from 7.2
percent to 8.6 percent from 1990 to 1999; at the same
time [2000 to 2009] 47 percent of residents moved
into homes. Post-2009 construction and move-in
rates slowed, paralleling national trends caused by
the recession of the early 2000s. The number of new
construction declined in 2010 by 7.1 percent, while
those moving into homes also experienced a severe
decline. A large percentage of Port Arthur’s housing
inventory was built over thirty years ago—the largest
percentage, 21.3 percent, being constructed between
1950 and 1959. Inclusively, more than three-quarters
of the current housing stock in the City is of an age
that risks market viability—meaning that it is too old
to compete in the newer housing market.

Figure 7: Housing Values - 2000 & 2012

Figure 8: House Built vs. Moved In
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MARKET ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
A city-wide market analysis was conducted by Catalyst Commercial and is
a supplemental document to this Downtown Plan. Please see Port Arthur,
TX 2014 Market Analysis.

PORT ARTHUR, Tx
2014 Market Analysis

MARKET SUMMARY
The initiative is to understand the regional current market conditions
in Port Arthur to develop a fact-based economic development strategy
and inform downtown planning efforts. This market assessment outlines
existing retail, industrial, office, and multifamily conditions and trends.
In addition, this analysis focuses on downtown in order to support
revitalization efforts and current planning for the City of Port Arthur,
Texas.

ACCESSIBILITY
Port Arthur is located in southeast Texas within the Beaumont – Port
Arthur MSA. Located within Jefferson County, Port Arthur is 90 miles
from Houston and 20 miles from Beaumont and is situated near the I-10
corridor. Port Arthur has a first-class regional airport with multiple daily
flights to Dallas/Fort Worth and is within driving distance to both Houston
Hobby Airport and George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston. The
Port of Port Arthur is just south of Downtown Port Arthur and has stateof-the-art shipping capabilities and is one of the choice ports along the
Gulf of Mexico. The port has direct connection to KCSC Railroad and is
near Interstate 10 for interstate or international connections.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Port Arthur is heavily influenced by the state’s economic conditions.
There are over 160,000 employees employed by 6,500 firms within the
MSA. The current unemployment rate is 6.9 percent compared to 4.8
percent of Texas (TWC) and 7.6 percent of the United States (BLS). The
unemployment rate of Jefferson County is 7.3 percent (BLS) and the
unemployment rate of Port Arthur is 11.3 percent (BLS).

Please see Catalyst Commercial’s Port Arthur, TX 2014 Market Analysis
Source: Catalyst Commercial

DEMOGRAPHICS

The population in Port Arthur is 54,135, an increase from 53,818 in 2010
(Census). Historically, the population of Jefferson County has exhibited
a lot of growth over the years, with large 10-year population spikes
ranging from 9 percent to 751 percent (prior to the 1950s). Between 1990
and 2000, the population of Jefferson County increased by 5.3 percent.
The Texas population has grown in recent years and is anticipated to
increase 13 percent from 2010 to 2020. The Beaumont – Port Arthur
MSA population in 2010 was 388,745 and was estimated to be 390,732 in
January 2013 (Census).
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Despite the population swings of Port Arthur within the past decade,
the next 10 years anticipates positive population growth. Using historical
conditions and a conservative planning approach, it is estimated that
Port Arthur will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 0.25
percent. With a CAGR of 0.25 percent Port Arthur will grow to 55,733 by
2024.

Demand for multifamily residential for Jefferson County is projected to
be 1,677 units, and Catalyst estimates that Port Arthur could capture up
to 168 units of multifamily residential. Approximately 66 percent of this
demand will be for mid to high rent developments for qualifying incomes
of less than $50,000 per year. This multifamily could be integrated into
downtown revitalization efforts.

The comparison of the City of Port Arthur and the PTA exhibit distinct
differences in demographic characteristics that could be beneficial in
attracting retailers to the City and PTA. With regard to population both
are expected to grow moderately by 2019. The median household income
of Port Arthur is 35 percent lower than the PTA and is not expected to
meet or exceed the PTA median household income with consideration of
a slightly lower projected annual growth rate. Race and ethnicity between
Port Arthur and the PTA differ inversely. Whites represent 36 percent of
the City of Port Arthur while representing 59 percent of the PTA, Blacks
represent 39 percent of the City and 23 percent of the PTA, and Asians
represent 6.0 percent of the City and 4.3 percent of the PTA.

RETAIL MARKET CONDITIONS

RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITY

Catalyst estimated the projected annual demand for mixed residential
in Port Arthur and surrounding areas. The analysis included a review of
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of existing residential products
and future demand in Port Arthur neighborhoods and Jefferson County.
Trends were analyzed to estimate the capture of new single family
residential. Catalyst estimates that over the next five years there will be
an annual increase of 238 new households in Jefferson County. Catalyst
estimates that the projected demand for single family housing units for
the City of Port Arthur is 67 units annually. A majority of these homes will
have a home value of $150,000 or less.
Catalyst also examined the existing multifamily residential products to
determine demand and findings indicate that the Port Arthur submarket
offers 35 multifamily developments with an occupancy rate of 96.1
percent and effective rents of $0.88 per square foot (ALN). The average
age of existing multifamily developments is 27 years old. Potential
40
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Within Port Arthur, retail demand is driven by various components which
include population density, income, a thriving college community, and
commuter activity. Catalyst examined the retail market to determine the
unmet demand of the region. Our findings indicate that there is positive
demand potential for the Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA to capture a
moderate amount of retail demand. These estimates are consistent with
the Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA market trends within the last five years.
The Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA commercial market is comprised of
7 submarkets with a low retail vacancy rate of 3.9 percent. The market
has absorbed over 31,000 square feet since 2013, and rental rates
average $9.74 per square foot. From 2010 until late 2013, the retail
market exhibited a steady increase in vacancy rates before significantly
decreasing in 2014.
Catalyst calculated the Port Arthur PTA by evaluating customer patterns
of six major retailers in Port Arthur. Our findings show that the Port
Arthur PTA is home to over 109K residents and is expected to grow to
over 110k residents (0.19 percent total growth). The PTA is slightly larger
than the Port Arthur city limits and reaches Port Neches to the west and
Central Gardens to the north. The Port Arthur PTA equates to a 17-minute
drive time and a 7-mile concentric ring. A trade area of this size offers
promising potential for individual retailers and emerging retail districts
such as Downtown Port Arthur.
The purchasing power within Port Arthur is $1.7B and the purchasing
power within the Port Arthur PTA is $4.6B. There is approximately 5M
SF of existing retail within the PTA with demand to support an additional
550K square feet. Downtown Port Arthur has the highest retail vacancy

rate of all the submarkets in the Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA. This
high vacancy could be leased to satisfy approximately 116K SF of
the 550K SF of total additional demand in the Port Arthur PTA.
The competitive trade areas were delineated from collecting
customer samples from major retailers in Beaumont, Groves, and
Port Neches. These areas are considered competitive trade areas
because of the close proximity to Port Arthur and the overlap in
retail trade areas.

Port Arthur Leakage Band Map 0-3, 3-5, 5-10 miles
Range
0-3 Miles
3-5 Miles
5-10 Miles
Total Demand (SF)

Demand
139,367
24,175
26,870
190,412

Port Arthur Radius Map

In an effort to better understand the existing retail market
conditions, Catalyst completed a comprehensive scan of major
retailers within a 5-mile radius of Port Arthur including but
not limited to the Port Arthur city limits. The comprehensive
scan allowed Catalyst to understand what retail categories are
over-saturated, under-supplied, or void of representation. This
understanding will enable Catalyst and the City of Port Arthur to
be strategic in retail recruitment efforts. Some of the prevalent
categories within the 5-mile radius were automotive service,
national fast food restaurants, and hotels.

RETAIL GAP ANALYSIS

To conduct the retail gap analysis for Port Arthur Catalyst examined
the retail demand and current supply of Port Arthur using mutually
exclusive bands of 0 to 3 miles, 3 to 5 miles, and 5 to 10 miles.
The supply includes the dollar amount spent at retail businesses
within the trade area by category using estimates generated
from consumer expenditures aggregated from comptroller data.
Catalyst calculated the demand by the typical dollar amount spent
by a household by category within the trade area based upon
population characteristics and income. Catalyst analyzed both
supply and demand by category using the industry standard North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS). Catalyst then
applied conservative capture rates between 10 percent and 90
percent to each category depending on the retail type and ability
of Port Arthur to capture that demand. Using this methodology

LEGEND
0-3 Miles

5-10 Miles

3-5 Miles

10-20 Miles

Port Arthur Radius Map, Source: Catalyst Commercial
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the total demand that could reasonably be captured by Port Arthur was
over 190,000 square feet of retail. The centroid for the 0 to 3 mile band
was located in Downtown Port Arthur. Based on Catalyst’s methodology
it is estimated that the 0 to 3 mile band can capture up to an additional
139,367 square feet of retail demand.

COMMERCIAL WORKFORCE

As stated earlier one of the primary drivers in retail sustainability is a
viable workforce. Port Arthur has a healthy workforce with over 2,000
businesses employing over 18,000 laborers. The three largest employers
are responsible for employing over 3,800 Port Arthur residents. Using
workforce data Catalyst was able to estimate the additional demand for
retail derived from the area workforce. The additional demand identified
has the potential to be captured by existing and future retailers and
restaurants that rely on daytime traffic for retail sales. Based on an
industry-accepted average of $195 spent on food, services, and products
per week per worker. Assuming Port Arthur could capture 10 percent of
retail workplace expenditures, there is potential for $6.9M in annual retail
sales supporting 30,399 square feet of additional retail.

INDUSTRIAL MARKET CONDITIONS

The Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA industrial market exhibited mild signs
of decline from a vacancy rate of 4.3 percent in 2010 to a vacancy rate of
8.8 percent with mild negative absorptions over the next two years. The
industrial market is strong with attractive average rental rates of $4.84
per square foot, 7.5 percent vacancy, and 4,800 square feet currently
under construction. According to a forecast by CoStar, the Beaumont
– Port Arthur MSA industrial market is expected to follow trends of
aggressively increasing vacancy rates coupled with negative absorption
for at least the next seven quarters. Conversely, the Downtown Port
Arthur industrial submarket is experiencing growth compared to its past
and the Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA. According to CoStar, Downtown
Port Arthur is currently experiencing the second lowest decrease in
vacancy rate recorded within the past 4 years, and it is expected to
steadily increase to almost 7.5 percent by 2016.
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OFFICE MARKET CONDITIONS

Catalyst examined the general market outlook and potential for
additional office inventory in the Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA, including
the Downtown Port Arthur Submarket. The current and projected
employment was examined by industry to determine the growth in the
Beaumont – Port Arthur MSA and the effect such growth would have on
the office market. Findings indicate that the office market exhibited a
moderate increase in vacancy peaking in 2012 at almost 8.8 percent. Then
the vacancy rate drastically decreased to 5.0 percent where it remained
constant for a year before climbing above 5.8 percent. The vacancy of
this market is expected to increase steadily while experiencing very low
negative absorptions for the next two years.
Office market ended the previous quarter with a 5.9 percent vacancy rate
and a net absorption of negative 5,252 square feet in the current quarter.
The current vacancy rate is slightly higher and the total net absorption is
increasing in comparison to the third quarter.
While the market shows modest absorption, the downtown area could
support newer office space integrated into downtown revitalization
efforts, or infill commercial in adaptive reuse of existing buildings.

EDUCATION

Port Arthur is home to Lamar State College. According to Ray Perryman,
Lamar State College generates $263.1 million in output and 3,878 in jobs
for the Beaumont – Port Arthur metro area.
The College of Business at Lamar State College is ranked as one of the top
300 business schools internationally. Current enrollment exceeds 14,000
students. Lamar State College has a strong research field in energy and
other cutting edge technology. Additionally, the College of Engineering
at Lamar State College is developing a Ph.D. program in energy to meet
increased workforce needs for highly specialized energy workers. This can
increase the amount of knowledge workers and support attraction of new
millennial housing and active living demands.

BLOCK FRAMEWORK
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The larger downtown area lacks a strong identity and continues to exhibit
limited critical mass. The small block sizes, about 350’ by 350’, are good
for pedestrian scale and promote walkability and connectivity. However,
smaller block sizes can pose challenges for new investment due to parking
requirements, parcel assemblages and building sizes. Often, real estate
framework for new investment is based on the existing blocks. The study
area’s existing blocks are fairly small by today’s downtown development
standards and needs for many uses. With that, the block layout and sizes
are set but do define the physical real estate potential. Generally, smaller
blocks create downtown development scenarios such as low density or
higher development cost, but rarely both. Smaller blocks can be more
costly to develop because in a higher density scenario, they generally
require structured parking. As such, the rent prices within the study area
do not currently justify the creation of structured parking.
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A redevelopment analysis based on the existing city blocks structure
was conducted within the study boundary. Information collected and
planning assessment were applied to both the physical and market
potential framework elements that could have determining factors
affecting redevelopment potential. The following series of maps
illustrate full block and half-block planning structures in order to identify
areas with infill or redevelopment project probability. The mapping
interpretations for this planning assessment are not absolute and should
not discourage investment or creative thinking. Rather, the exercise
concludes at critical starting points to formulate development strategies
and recommendations that should be paired with the downtown
market assessment. Two lenses were viewed during the assessment,
first a planning lens and second a market lens. The key blocks, or areas
identified as having the greatest opportunities for investment, can later
be matched with the findings of the market programming square footage
in order to articulate viable development sites, especially those areas
likely positioned for early catalyst type developments.
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Map 2: Block Framework
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Map 3: Existing Land Uses
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Blocks identified in orange have the strongest existing identity and
investment based on current conditions. Examples of this include the
Post Office, Lamar State College, City and County facilities, museum and
churches. These blocks have memorable sites or uses that greatly add to
the downtown perception. These areas begin to hold together well near
each other but infill is still needed to improve the site experiences. Areas
outside the orange need better definition through branding, infill and
planning strategies.
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Existing land uses are dominated by vacant land and public uses. Public
uses include the largest uses such as Lamar State College, the Jefferson
County Courthouse and the City of Port Arthur City Hall. Other public
uses include police and fire facilities, numerous churches, the Museum
of the Gulf and the U.S. Post Office. The public uses are closely grouped
between Procter Street and 4th Street, each helping to create the
strongest mass of current uses and a likely starting point to build upon for
future development infill. Office, service and commercial uses are limited
and include health services, banking and small office users. Procter Street
and Houston Avenue have the greatest cluster of existing commercial,
office and retail uses, but again are extremely limited. The study area has
some open storage and industrial uses. The neighborhoods north and
northwest include older single family houses with limited attached and
multiple family structures. Recent single family infill has begun on several
blocks but has not created a neighborhood identity or significant critical
mass.
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Map 3: Identity Blocks
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Map 4: Urban Form
1

In contrast, most of the downtown area has limited urban forms with
single-use sites and auto-oriented developments found scattered
throughout the study boundary. In this scenario, areas are separated by
open expanse, vacant parcels and parking lots. Thus, urban forms do not
hold up well and are not seen as a unified development pattern. These
areas in turn do not create a strong neighborhood presence. Smaller
infill can be seen throughout the downtown area and are consistent
with the types of infill development resulting from small block sizes and
fragmented ownership.
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The urban building forms are identified through a figure ground analysis
in which existing building footprints are shown in black. This map
illustrates current building patterns. As opposed to the auto footprint,
areas within small block urban context that have defined building patterns
will generally present a more positive visual character and identity. Only
a few areas display this within the Port Arthur study boundary. First is
the area found along Procter Street between Stilwell Boulevard and New
Orleans Avenue. This area includes Lamar State College uses along both
sides of Procter Street. Second, is the area of Procter Street near Austin
Avenue. This second area includes older building stock, many abandoned,
from the early- to mid-twentieth century. In addition, this second area
includes the existing museum, municipal and county facilities. This fair to
good urban form will likely relate to a future walkable environment due to
the existing block face closures.
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Map 6: Activity Generators
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Map 5: Natural Amenities
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This green space assessment identifies existing improved open spaces and
significant vegetation or tree coverage that exists in the blocks presently.
As illustrated, existing green space in Downtown is extremely limited.
New green amenities should be anticipated with new development,
especially residential, to create new animated and activated outdoor
spaces that provide unique urban and neighborhood spaces. An open
space network is needed to better position the area’s infill development
potential. As such, the existing Montgomery Park needs significant
improvements and updated equipment. The City Park plaza to the north
of the Jefferson County Courthouse is a critical open space element and
may serve as a future key design element for Downtown. Seawall Drive
is a unique linear trail extending south of Lamar State College, adjacent
to the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. Seawall Drive provides vehicular and
pedestrian access along with parking. However, no significant urban
design improvements or site amenities are provided. In addition, there
is a short boardwalk along the levee directly south of Lakeshore Drive.
The boardwalk is an important open space feature that needs heavy
consideration for future programming and adjacent land uses.
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Activity generators, or major points of interest, have been identified on
the Activity Generators Map. They include: the Port of Port Arthur, City
Hall, Jefferson County Courthouse, the Downtown Transit Station, the
Museum of the Gulf Coast, and Lamar State College. These locations
represent the most likely current opportunity for major concentrations of
visitors, students, residents and employees to produce pedestrian traffic.
A 1/4-mile radius was plotted for each activity generator which represents
about a five minute walk. The activity generators are scattered, but most
are within a five-minute walk to one another. If properly connected, these
anchors could create a sequence of special events, adding to Downtown’s
walkability. The majority of the area south of Procter Street is within a
five minute walk to another nearby activity generator. This is important as
this area holds major potential for connective future development.
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Map 6: Parking Lots
1

This creates a different type of parking issue as the downtown area is
defined by and characterizes empty parking areas and auto-dominance.
This presents visual quality challenges as many lots area located along
prominent corridors with no screening or significant urban design
improvements. This directly affects how residents, employees, students
and visitors experience Downtown Port Arthur. The abundance of parking
is great for visitors traveling by car to a single destination but in direct
conflict with the community’s desire for a walkable environment. The
abundance of parking can be directly related to a lack of desire to walk
or the perception that Downtown is not walkable or safe. Public parking
wayfinding is not provided and clear public parking destinations are not
signed well. How parking is perceived in the future is extremely important
for Downtown.
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Community input and previous planning have not identified parking
issues as a major challenge in the study area. Generally, growth in
downtown areas throughout the U.S. will experience parking demands
and pressure resulting from both parking management and parking
supply situations. In contrast, Downtown Port Arthur is not dominated by
parking challenges as a pure result of limited development and limited
office and commercial activity. This could be viewed as an opportunity
when attracting future development as parking requirements could likely
be met. A few areas near the municipal and county facilities appear to
have an oversupply situation, common with auto-oriented commercial
and service corridors.
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The amount of pavement indicates that past priorities have been
placed on the need of the car user rather than people places. Along
with a negative visual character, the analysis identifies the challenges
with Downtown’s goals for producing pedestrian spaces and increased
walkability.

The southern study area boundary is defined by the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway which extends from Florida to Brownsville, Texas. The Port
of Port Arthur is located along this barge shipping channel which can
accommodate large petro-chemical tankers and cargo ships. The Port of
Port Arthur is 19 miles from the Gulf of Mexico and has 24-hour channel
and dock accessibility. The Port is connected to the KCS Railroad providing
direct intermodal service to and from major markets of the United States
and Canada. It also provides convenient access to interstate highways for
truck transportation. In addition, the Port is equipped to handle any type
breakbulk general cargo, including, but not limited to: forest products;
iron and steel products; dry bulk cargoes; project and military cargo; and
bagged and bailed goods.
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The Port Arthur Transit Department or PAT provides bus service through
the downtown study area. Major transit routes are illustrated along
Procter Street, Waco Avenue, Houston Avenue and Stilwell Avenue. The
Port Arthur Transit Terminal is located at the intersection of Procter Street
and Dallas Avenue.
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The auto footprint analysis for pavement coverage illustrates those areas
that are paved including parking, alleys, streets and drives. The areas
shown in red are programmed for the automobile and the vast majority
of the downtown area is paved. The abundance of pavement drives the
overall identity and likely leaves a visitor’s memorable experiences for
Downtown as auto-oriented with lacking urban character.
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The Opportunity Blocks map identifies areas based on a pure planninglenses-only assessment and is not influenced by market trends or
opportunities. With that said, blocks shown in pink are areas that reflect
sites that should be further analyzed for project potential. Project
potential refers to near full block development scenarios, i.e. mixed use
housing covering an entire or nearly entire city block. The areas shown in
pink are most likely positioned for infill development or redevelopment.
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Map 9: Opportunity Blocks
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The opportunity block assessment is not an absolute. Rather, it is simply a
starting point to identify locations for programming strategies associated
with redevelopment or renovations on other blocks. The larger zones
or areas of pink and green begin to define larger portions within the
study, which if properly planned, start to link new developments into the
existing framework. For example, the green area defined between Waco
Avenue and Austin Avenue could be redeveloped to help create urban
forms and development patterns that begin to repair the urban core of
buildings. The same could be true for the larger pocket of pink areas in
the northern portions of the study area, as these areas hold the greatest
potential to create thriving neighborhoods.
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Blocks shown in blue are areas that reflect sites unlikely to redevelop
due to new development, perceived development challenges, existing
investments and/or existing uses. The areas shown in blue are most likely
positioned for reinvestment of existing stock and not redevelopment
because of the evaluation of the land, value of the property, or difficulty
of assembly. In addition, green areas are shown as containing large
amounts of existing abandoned structures that need further evaluation
as to reuse potential. Thus, areas shown in green are positioned for both
redevelopment and reinvestment.
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Of the 190 acres outside the right of way areas, 68 acres are vacant lands,
or 19.8 percent of the total 342.7 acre study area. This creates great
opportunity for new greenfield and brownfield infill sites. Much of the
future single family developments could likely occur without significant
removal of existing non-used structures.
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Because this is an older area, there are many property encumbrances
on each block. This includes elements such as alleys, easements, utilities
and historic structures. This impacts the developer’s ability to assemble
large tracts. In similar downtown settings, this condition can direct
new investment to smaller, incremental development patterns. Based
on flood data, there are clearly stormwater issues resulting in needed
infrastructure improvements to accommodate future development and
investments.
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This map illustrates the difficult aspect of development based on number
of property owners for each block. For many redevelopment situations
around the region and country, the difficulty of assembly is one of the
most challenging issues. The Ease of Assembly map shows number of
owners per block or half block. The areas shown in yellow reflect the
simplest land assemblies based on single ownership. The areas shown in
blue reflect the most challenging land assemblies due to more than three
property owners. It is likely difficult for a developer to assemble more
than three individually owned properties.
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Future physical improvements for Downtown Port Arthur have two
existing design categories with significance. These are major street
layouts and viewsheds. The viewsheds include two notable areas both
looking across the shipping channel to the picturesque Pleasure Island
area. The viewsheds are from the boardwalk area and the area of Seawall
Drive. Future development must find a way to take advantage of these
views as a place making technique.
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The second major notable design significance are existing major roadways
within the study area. These roadways are Houston Avenue, Austin
Avenue, Waco Avenue, Savannah Avenue, Stilwell Boulevard, 7th Street,
Procter Street and 4th Street. Each of these listed holds the greatest
potential for future branding and identity efforts, major developments
and streetscape enhancements.

Map 13: Design Framework
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SURROUNDING CONTEXT

In relation to its context, the downtown area has several challenges.
Downtown Port Arthur needs to employee a system of wayfinding signage
from Interstate 10 to the downtown area. Major routes of Highways 73,
87, 82, 93 and 96 all should have signage directing to the downtown area.
This signage would increase in occurrences and decrease in scale once
within the study area. In addition, a future marketing campaign would
be prudent along Interstate 10, advertising the future businesses and
downtown destination. Also, downtown’s distance from Port Arthur’s
major retail corridor near the mall is both positive and negative. On the
positive side, the distance allows Downtown Port Arthur to be an urban
experience destination, in contrast and separated from the suburban
retail formats. But, challenges will be great to draw visitors from the
heavily commercialized area.

Map 14: Context
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The orange, green and teal areas are more likely land value situations
where new development could occur. Areas shown in dark blue and red
are where the cost of development entry is likely very high for most uses
or could not support enough density, thus driving development cost.
Again, these are not absolutes but rather general observations. While no
one would suggest redeveloping the Museum or areas of Lamar State
College, their land values are the highest in the study area as expected.
In general, land values in the study area remain low, a promising
opportunity to accommodate the community’s development desires.

RAILROAD AVE

The Value Assessments map is one of the most important maps for
development and is based on the County’s tax assessments. The values
shown are price per square foot and do not represent market values or
the owners’ expectations. Blocks shown in gray are properties with no tax
data; perhaps exemption areas; however, if converted to tax-generating
property, would be based on market comparable.
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While the planning team identified a lack of civic identity in Downtown
Port Arthur, the city facilities are mostly grouped together. Most city land
holders are within walking distance of the urban core near Austin Avenue.
Because there are many publicly owned properties in the study area, it
may pose potential for creative infill and redevelopment partnerships
with private investments.
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The Composite Assessment map takes the Infill and Reinvestment
map a step further and identifies areas with the most potential for
redevelopment. These newly defined zones, shown with a purple outline,
identify blocks and half blocks with less than $25 per square foot value
and with three or less property owners. The areas with the purple
outline are the starting points to begin a more detailed programming
and site design. The assessments associated with this map are a starting
point only. They do not provide absolutes for investment but rather
an assembly of assumptions to begin further assessment for catalyst
projects.
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EMERGING ISSUES FACING
DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
The following Emerging Issues facing Downtown Port Arthur are a result
of community input, physical analysis, market assessment and the
collaboration of this planning process. Downtown Port Arthur is in an
interesting position having seen the past decades of vibrancy fade to
challenges for needed infill and revitalization. While much is needed,
much has been done in recent years at the hands of dedicated citizens,
volunteers, business owners and city leaders. Downtown Port Arthur
continues to have key activity generators and events such as the Mardi
Gras of Southeast Texas festival, Lamar State College, city and county
facilities, new office users, and an underutilized water front. However, the
current state of Downtown Port Arthur is not unlike others downtowns
throughout Texas and the country. Downtown Port Arthur still faces
numerous obstacles. Each Emerging Issue identifies a series of challenges
and opportunities that raise critical questions and strategies that must
be addressed to reach the community’s vision for Downtown Port Arthur.
Again, Port Arthur is appreciative for its recent success, but expectations
include unremitting improvements.

POSITIONING DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
TO ADDRESS DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES

The City of Port Arthur is a community that has experienced decreased
growth in both population and density. The City experienced its biggest
population growth from 1900 through the 1960s. Rapid suburban growth
took place between 1920 and 1930. However, since the 1980s population
of 61,251 persons, Port Arthur’s Census records have decline to the
current population of 53,818 people living in the City.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
POSITION DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR TO HELP PORT ARTHUR
ATTRACT ITS FAIR SHARE OF POPULATION GROWTH

54
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HOUSING CHOICES THAT APPEAL TO ALL
STAGES OF LIFE

As shown in Figure 9: Household Characteristics, Port Arthur needs to
offer a range of housing choices that appeal to all demographics, income
levels and stages of life. Downtown Port Arthur offers a unique urban
opportunity to attract those interested in walkability and live-work-play
scenarios. In addition, infill housing helps downtown areas in two critical
ways. First, increased densities can help to create critical mass to support
local non-residential uses. Second, residential units in a downtown setting
help to create street level activity and visual characteristics expected in
mixed use cores.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
PROVIDE NEW TYPES OF HOUSING AND SERVICES TO CONTINUE
TO STRENGTHEN DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR’S APPEAL

23%

30%

Single Person Households
Multiple Adults, Non Children
Households With Children

47%

Figure 9: Household Characteristics

HELPING THE PEOPLE OF PORT ARTHUR
BE SUCCESSFUL

Research clearly shows how important education, arts and culture are for
individuals and for the economic well-being of their communities. Port
Arthur’s highest education attainment shows all categories below state
averages. This directly impacts workforce preparedness and resident
retention.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
USE DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR PROGRAMS AND AMENITIES TO
PROMOTE EDUCATION AND ARTS TO HELP THE GREATER PORT
ARTHUR COMMUNITY

EXISTING NEIGHBORHOOD CONDITIONS
AND LIMITED RESIDENTIAL CRITICAL MASS

Infill housing example

Most of the land in the study area is within existing residential
neighborhoods, comprised of single family homes and many vacant
sites. The existing neighborhoods are great opportunities for infill but
lack a positive identity and many structures are in poor condition. As the
area continues to age, they become less desirable unless homeowners,
residents and the City continue to invest to keep the neighborhoods
appealing.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
CREATE STRATEGIES FOR THRIVING NEIGHBORHOODS ADJACENT
TO DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR. IMPLEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS TO SUPPORT ADDITIONAL INFILL.

ENHANCING DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR’S
PERCEPTIONS AND IDENTITY THROUGH
COMMUNITY CHARACTER
Every downtown has its own character based on its history, design
styles, public spaces and natural settings. Character is what helps set
one community apart from another. It’s one of the reasons people feel

Downtown placemaking example elements include sidewalks, lighting,
paving, benches, art, signage, street trees and building forms
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connected to the place where they live. Downtown Port Arthur should
remain the identifiable center of the community and provide a distinctive
destination. In order to achieve this goal, key urban design techniques
must be implemented to address the existing lack of continuity. Design
elements will need to include multiple tools such as increased wayfinding,
gateway and district signage, streetscapes and design guidelines. Working
in concert, these described techniques can help to provide a positive
memory of Downtown Port Arthur that increases visitor perceptions and
their overall experience.
A strong civic presence is not visible. If Downtown Port Arthur is to be
recognized as the heart of the community, a stronger civic exposure
needs to be implemented. This will require public investments in
buildings, the physical concentration of city services, improved
streetscapes, new outdoor spaces and better building utilization.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
INCREASE A CIVIC PRESENCE IN DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR.
PROMOTE AND MAINTAIN DOWNTOWN’S HISTORY. CREATE
DESIGN FEATURES WILL HELP MAKE RESIDENCE CHERISH THEIR
DOWNTOWN.

CAPITALIZING ON MARKET POTENTIAL

Larger societal trends show the upcoming millennial generation’s preference
to live and work in authentic urban communities that promote a unique
identity and offer a range of daytime and nighttime uses centered on
creative and dynamic experiences. Downtown Port Arthur’s existing vision
for the area together with the area’s unique water front, urban setting and
related market potential may combine to allow for a unique mixed use
destination. Downtown Port Arthur must find a way to build on the regional
market’s strength while providing unique options to local residents and
visitors. As a component to fulfilling Downtown Port Arthur’s potential, the
need to capture both night and day interest is recognized. Entertainment
and a visible and active night life is currently missing.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
PROVIDE LOCAL INCENTIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS IN ORDER TO
CAPITALIZE ON REGIONAL AND LOCAL MARKETS. CREATE NEW
DOWNTOWN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND ATTRACT NEW
BUSINESSES AND PRIVATE INVESTMENT.

LIMITED ACTIVITIES/ VISITORS AND
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF SURROUNDING
INDUSTRIES AND EMPLOYMENT

Port Arthur is blessed with key local and regional employment centers.
Such businesses include local school districts, Lamar State College,
the Port of Port Arthur, and large industrial users. Key events such as
annual Mardi Gras are great but other significant festivals and events are
lacking. Future efforts must focus on increasing Downtown Port Arthur’s
visitors and street level activity along with attracting daytime users from
surrounding employers.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
PROVIDE FEATURES TO ATTRACT PEOPLE 24-7, 365. ATTRACT
LARGER DAYTIME POPULATIONS.
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Mixed use building example

FOSTERING A DEEPER RELATIONSHIP WITH
LAMAR STATE COLLEGE
Lamar State College is a key user and activity provider and will play a
vital role in Downtown Port Arthur’s future success. As identified by
the previous plans, the downtown area, specifically the urban core and
areas north of Procter Street have a significant physical and economic
disconnect with the Lamar campus. As a key economic anchor and driver
for Port Arthur, future infill developments must work to capture the
buying power of 2,500 students, staff and faculty. A true Town and Gown
relationship must be realized for Downtown Port Arthur and the campus.
Infill development and branding surrounding the campus should help
Lamar to reach their enrollment goals and provide amenities to attract
and retain quality faculty and staff. Future infill housing should include
a range of options from off-campus mixed use style student housing to
urban lofts and townhomes to support faculty and young professionals.
Support uses adjacent to the campus’ western edge should expand to
further include retail, restaurants and entertainment for students.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:

Lamar State College’s brand should be expanded in the downtown area as
a placemaking and district defining technique

IMPLEMENT AMENITIES AND LAND USES WHICH SUPPORT
STUDENT AND FACILITY NEEDS. BLEND LAMAR’S BRAND WITH
ITS SURROUNDINGS.

MAKING THE MOST OF THE WATERFRONT

Downtown Port Arthur’s waterfront offers a unique edge, calm waters
and a destination that is currently underutilized. Interesting shipping
activities and boat docking help to provide connections to the water.
Views to Pleasure Island are picturesque and promising for future
restaurant and recreation uses. However, many obstacles prevent access
and views due to the levee system and limited views from within the
study area.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
PROMOTE AND TAKE BETTER ADVANTAGE OF DOWNTOWN PORT
ARTHUR’S WATERFRONT.
Example of waterfront development
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INCREASING DOWNTOWN’S AWARENESS,
ACCESS AND CITYWIDE CONTEXT

Downtown Port Arthur currently lacks a strong awareness along Interstate
10 and other parts of the City. The downtown area would greatly benefit
from continuous marketing and image campaigns to promote Downtown
Port Arthur’s location and offerings. The area must find ways to better
position itself in attracting retailers and businesses downtown. The future
success of Downtown Port Arthur will depend not only upon creating a
better destination but creating better wayfinding and interesting routes
into the study area. Downtown Port Arthur must take advantage of
regional corridors and connections into the area to increase visitors and
future non-residential users.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
IDENTIFY THE BEST ROUTES FROM THE INTERSTATE INTO
DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR AND ENHANCE WAYFINDING
THROUGHOUT THE CITY.

OVERCOME DEVELOPMENT BARRIERS,
LACK OF INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITY

From a physical standpoint, disconnected street activity, vacant lands,
smaller block sizes and the difficultly to assemble larger parcels drive
the development types and project sizes in Port Arthur. Much of this has
been realized in the past decade with smaller development patterns and
infill on half or quarter block sizes. In addition to physical constraints,
financial realities drive project timing and project sizes. Overcoming these
challenges will likely need to include creative financing, incentives and
public-private partnerships. The dedication of consistent funding sources,
both private and public, needs to be realized in order for Downtown
Port Arthur to remain competetive in attracting new development
and disposable incomes. Downtown Port Arthur could benefit from
community outreach and education programs explaining the benefits that
other parts of Texas have seen from maintenance funds, development
incentives, creative funding structures and improvement districts.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES AND PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
ARE NEEDED. INCREASE WHITE COLLAR OFFICE USERS IN
DOWNTOWN.

MAKING THE MOST OF CITY LAND
HOLDINGS

The City of Port Arthur is a key land owner in the downtown area. The
City and EDC have made recent purchases and investments in buildings
and land holdings. The City should take advantage of its greatest financial
assets, its land holdings. Existing city land holdings offer opportunities
to induce the market and to be leveraged as a partnership with private
development.

URBAN TACTIC MOVING FORWARD:
Port Arthur’s City Hall
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EMPLOY CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS TO LEVERAGE CITY LAND
HOLDINGS.

IMAGING CHANGE TO UNDERUTILIZED
PLACES, DETERIORATING PROPERTY
CONDITIONS, UNINSPIRED SPACES AND
ABANDONED BUILDINGS

Like many cities, Port Arthur’s downtown has areas of store fronts,
homes and municipal building that are showing their age. Much of
the developments constructed since World War II are now more than
50 years old and, for some of these buildings, they have passed their
expected useful life. People want different things now from their homes,
offices and stores than they did when these buildings were constructed.
Since some of these exhausted uses are in desirable locations, it makes
sense to reexamine land uses, locations and redevelopment potential.
Existing abandoned structures and often poor property conditions
dominate much of the study area. Finding new life and infill uses for these
structures will be vital for downtown’s economic impact and renaissance.

URBAN TACTICS MOVING FORWARD:
REVITALIZE UNDERUTILIZED AREAS WITH NEW USES AND
IMPROVEMENTS. FILL VACANCIES WITH NEW USERS. USE PUBLIC
SPACES TO ATTRACT NEW DEVELOPMENT INFILL.

Downtown Port Arthur is dominated by existing abandoned structures

KNITTING THE URBAN FABRIC: NEED FOR
INFILL TO CREATE DESIRED PLACES,
MAKING THE MOST OF AND LINKING
EXISTING ANCHORS

Although there has been an extreme lack of development in the past
decade, critical program anchors exist. These include such areas as Lamar
State College, the Museum of the Gulf Coast, the Port of Port Arthur and
government use. Unfortunately, programmable anchors are currently
fragmented and are disconnected without proper linkages and without
consistent frontage. Outside the core building forms near Austin Avenue,
much of the uses during the past decades have developed as typical
suburban sites without connection to the greater context of Downtown Port
Arthur. Furthermore, the core building areas exhibit quality urban forms
but most buildings remain vacant. While many public uses are appropriately
implemented and serve a great purpose, better opportunities exist to
connect future businesses in a more walkable, urban form. Making the most
of existing anchors with proper linking of sub areas will serve the greater
whole. The addition of several catalyst projects in the span of five or 10 years
can greatly influence how Downtown Port Arthur is experienced and how
the market views the area.

New development can bring quality site designs and create seamless
experiences
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan
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DOWNTOWN PORT
ARTHUR’S FUTURE
1
2

VISION
GOALS

When assembling a puzzle, knowing the
outcome makes the task easier. As with
a puzzle, understanding the community’s
goals creates a vision that leads to better
development decisions. The Downtown Plan
works in the same fashion, it serves to define
and describe the vision. It makes assembling
the pieces easier and ultimately a place that
better responds to the vision.

CHAPTER

3

Downtown Port Arthur’s Future

VISION
The vision for Port Arthur’s downtown is to create a people-centric place.
The vision works to establish expectations for Downtown to grow and
improve through public and private investments. Addressing decades of
decline is not easy, but our focus for the future will be to make Downtown
the premier destination for investment, housing, working and playing
within Port Arthur. Over the next ten years and beyond, the city will
need to partner with the private sector to implement development
opportunities in new housing choices, restaurants, office users and
entertainment. Infill development and reinvestment into existing
buildings must be accomplished by inducing the market with incentives,
led in part by daytime office and employment. This, accompanied with
neighborhood strategies to cluster new housing to provide needed
increase to critical mass, to support street level activities, restaurants and
retail.
Downtown must be recreated into the cultural center of Port Arthur and
provide a unique community-focused character. With proper incentives
and partnerships, Downtown can once again be a strong choice for
business and office environments. The infill office and housing can help
set the stage for restaurant and retail space with a unique blend of local
offerings. In the future, existing annual events can be leveraged with new
entertainment venues and festivals to increase attractions for day and
night visitors. A well maintained area is critical for Downtown’s reputation
in regards to cleanliness, safety and business-friendliness. Circulation
will be provided efficiently and include a range of modes for safe travel.
Downtown will be more walkable with new investments in infrastructure
and urban forms along with pedestrian spaces that create interesting
streetscapes.

Port Arthur’s downtown possesses one of the City’s largest opportunities
to define and expand its regional identity and market popularity over the
next decades through coordinated investment in urban living, restaurants,
entertainment and the downtown workplace. A continued focus on
Downtown and its core will strengthen the City’s regional profile. A key
piece is to continue the emphasis on image, inducing reinvestment and
continuing revitalization. The ongoing redevelopment of Downtown will
provide the larger community with a destination for a walkable urban
experience. In addition, Downtown’s redevelopment will expand the
City’s programmatic offerings, thereby expanding its competitive position.
The challenge with new development in Downtown is largely one of
perception. There is a need for infill strategies that focus on catalytic
project areas to create an economic incentive program that developers
can utilize to mitigate the cost associated with such assembly. There
are a host of obstacles that have been encountered in pursuit of larger
private investment in Downtown. Over time, the historic core has been
overlooked by the development community in exchange for suburban
land use patterns in other parts of Port Arthur. As a result, it is not
highly evident where Downtown starts and ends as the remaining urban
footprint falls off in all directions. There is a need for catalyst infill projects
to reinforce Downtown, to test the market place in addition to district
enhancing streetscape, branding and public spaces.
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GOALS
Goals are broad and general expressions of a community’s aspirations,
toward which planned effort is directed, and tend to be ends rather
than means. The goals, listed below, were developed through the public
input process and thorough analysis of market forces, land uses, existing
conditions, and current issues. The goals of this Plan are:
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•

REINFORCE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN DOWNTOWN AND
ADJACENT NEIGHBORHOODS

•

ENHANCE ACTIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH LAMAR STATE
COLLEGE

•

CREATE A THEME FOR IDENTIFICATION/RECOGNITION OF
DOWNTOWN AND SURROUNDING AREAS

•

BUILD QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND ROADS TO ATTRACT
AND SUPPORT EXISTING AND NEW DEVELOPMENT

•

CREATE A DOWNTOWN WITH A COMPACT, WALKABLE CORE
AND A LIVELY AND ACTIVE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT

•

ESTABLISH FUNDING PROGRAMS AND EXPLORE MULTIPLE
FUNDING SOURCES

•

ENCOURAGE HOUSING IN AND NEAR DOWNTOWN

•

FOCUS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTS

•

CREATE A VARIETY OF DESTINATION ENTERTAINMENT
VENUES AND EVENTS IN THE DOWNTOWN

•

ENCOURAGE PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN
DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
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LAND USES AND
ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN
1
2

DOWNTOWN LAND USES
ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN AND CATALYST PROJECTS

CHAPTER

4

Land Uses and
Illustrative Plan

DOWNTOWN LAND USES
The Land Use Plan is intended to be a comprehensive blueprint of
Downtown’s vision for its future downtown land use pattern. Specifically,
it designates various areas within the study boundary for particular
land uses. It is important to note that Map 20: Future Land Use is not a
zoning map, but rather is intended to be used as a tool to guide future
development, infrastructure and land use decisions. The right of a
municipality to coordinate growth is rooted in its need to protect the
health, safety and welfare of local citizens. Although it is one of several
components of this Downtown Plan, the significance of the Land Use Plan
text and map cannot be overstated.

LAND USE CATEGORIES AND
ASSOCIATED FORMS
As defined by the community throughout the planning process, new
development within Downtown will have both urban and suburban
character and a true mix of lower and higher intensity uses. This mixed
density is important to preserve existing neighborhoods while at the
same time accommodating new downtown development. The Future
Land Use Map works to coordinate those uses and to minimize conflicts
while outlining patterns supportive of the discovered market potential.
Where possible, new development near the core of Downtown should
add a mix of uses to better enliven the streetscape and key commercial
corridors.
Many of the streets and public spaces in Downtown‘s core should be
lined with high-quality building facades that contribute to the creation

of a lively urban environment. Downtown should retain and expand
residential use types that fit within the existing context and character.
To define the pedestrian realms and create a distinctive sense of place,
new non-residential and medium-to-higher density residential buildings
should generally be placed along block perimeters with modest or very
limited setbacks, heights should be generally consistent along block
frontages and across streets, and parking should be located as not to
dominate the pedestrian viewshed. Map 20: Future Land Use, defines
the preferred use mix, intensity and form of development within the
downtown study area. For each of the land use types, general language
is provided regarding preferred land uses, building types, building scale,
setbacks and parking configurations.
The definition of the land use categories, as well as the preliminary
location shown on the plan, provides a basis for the evaluation of
potential policy and regulatory changes. Map 20 provides the framework
for a cohesive community of businesses, public uses, public spaces,
housing, employment and services. The Future Land Uses respect
past core uses and defines a framework to recapture the business
environment.
The following land use types provide development choices. The Future
Land Use map designates a range of housing options comprising attached
single family, medium-density, student and high-density choices for
residents that work in Downtown and those that commute. Land uses
expand employment opportunities to those who commute throughout
the Port Arthur area. The non-residential components are appropriately
located and mixed to include traditional retail-oriented sites all the way
to walkable mixed use developments. Growth can be flexible, timely and
responsive to demands.
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PARKS, OPEN SPACE AND EVENT SPACE
Intended
Land Uses

Mix of existing and proposed public spaces. Existing uses include Montgomery Park, the Pavilion on Procter Street,
People’s Park, and Central Park. Future uses should promote public access for recreation, events and outdoor gatherings.
Such spaces could include pocket parks, neighborhood parks, gardens, plazas and spaces for gatherings and events to
activate the streetscape.
n/a

Building
Types
n/a
Building
Scale and
Placement
Build-to-Lines n/a
Both on site and off site spaces. On-street angled and parallel parking. Public off-street surface and future public
Parking
structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block entrances.
Table 2: Parks, Open Space and Event Space Land Use Standards
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LOW-TO-MEDIUM-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

Low-to-medium density residential uses. These uses should primarily serve as a neighborhood setting and preserve
existing neighborhood areas. These areas anticipate new infill housing.
This category refers to single-family homes that are generally included in typical subdivisions. In addition, but on a limited
basis, attached residential structures such as duplex or small townhomes.
One-to-two story houses with semi-privates spaces such as porches. Setbacks should provide front yards typical of existing
low density lots within the study area.
No build to line is recommended. Front setbacks are 20 to 30 feet. Variations are included in front setback to prevent
monotone street scene with all houses on the same building lines.
Adjacent on-street parallel parking. Single family off street parking in driveways and garages and can include access to rear
facing garages from the alley. Attached structures include parking in driveways and garages and can include access to rear
facing garages from the alley.

Table 3: Low-To-Medium Density Residential Land Use Standards
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MEDIUM-TO-HIGH-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types

Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

Medium-to-high density residential uses. These uses are intended to provide a buffer between lower density residential
areas and non-residential uses. The uses in this category are intended to provide housing choices in contrast to singlefamily houses and offer additional life-stage housing choices. These areas anticipate new infill housing.
These attached residential developments may take a variety of forms including duplex, townhomes, condos, and
apartments. Traditional garden style apartments have been the primary design for multiple family units but are not
recommended for the downtown area. Instead, courtyard apartments have grown in use and popularity due to their
focus upon situating dwelling units around a courtyard or common space. These complexes should include community
amenities, such as fitness facilities, common active recreation areas, and dedicated open space areas.
Two-to-four story structures aligned along public sidewalks or near public streets and plazas.

0 to 15 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, dooryards, porches, areas for entry plazas,
site furnishings, landscape areas, common yards and stoop frontages.
Adjacent on-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface, rear garages, rear tucked-in parking and structured
parking, all located behind buildings with mid-block entrances or alley access. No new surface parking is recommended
adjacent to street.

Table 4: Medium-To-High Density Residential Land Use Standards
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PUBLIC AND SEMI PUBLIC
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

This designation is representative of uses that are institutional, governmental or religious in nature. These uses are
generally permitted within any area; therefore, many of the areas shown include the uses that are currently in existence.
Existing buildings range in urban and suburban forms including churches with steeples, traditional office buildings and
historic buildings. Future municipal buildings are envisioned to be civic-oriented architecture.
One-to-multi story structures. Future buildings are encourages along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street
scene interest and pedestrian spaces. However, future site constraints will apply and building placement for these areas
should allow flexibility for other master plans.
0 to 25 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site furnishings and
landscape areas. Large governmental sites may need larger setbacks.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface parking behind buildings with mid-block entrances, alley
entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block entrances. No new
surface parking is recommended adjacent to street unless building is also located at front property line or parking as a
single bay of parking (browser lane) adjacent to major roads.

Table 5: Public and Semi Public Land Use Standards
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EDUCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

This designation is representative of existing and future college, school or educational uses. These areas are intended to
accommodate expansion zones for Lamar State College.
Existing buildings range in urban and suburban forms found on or near Lamar State College. Future Lamar State College
buildings are envisioned to include similar architectural styles found on campus.
One-to-multi story structures. Future buildings are encouraged along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street
scene interest and pedestrian spaces. However, future site constraints will apply and building placement for these areas
should allow flexibility for other master plans.
May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site furnishings and landscape
areas. Larger college sites may need larger setbacks.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface parking behind buildings with mid-block entrances, alley
entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block entrances. No new
surface parking is recommended adjacent to street unless building is also located at front property line or parking as a
single bay of parking (browser lane) adjacent to major roads.

Table 6: Educational and Educational Expansion Land Use Standards
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COMMERCIAL AND RETAIL
Intended
Land Uses

Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks

Parking

This land use designation is intended for a variety of commercial, retail, restaurant and services uses along with limited
small office uses. These uses are envisioned to provide goods or services directly to the community. Example uses include
retail sales, hardware stores, shops, cafes, restaurants, banks, service industry, and small professional office such as
doctors or insurance agencies.
New buildings should exhibit urban forms or mixed use style commercial and retail buildings. Includes renovated buildings
with improved facades and front yard aesthetics. Could include live-work buildings or mixed uses with retail below office.
Stand alone pad site or suburban architecture is discouraged.
One-to-three story structures located along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street-level activity, interesting
street scenes and pedestrian spaces.
0 to 15 feet for buildings with parking behind building. Up to 80 feet building setback with single bay of parking (browser
land) located in front of building. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry
plazas, site furnishings, and landscape areas.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface parking behind buildings with mid-block entrances, alley
entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block entrances. No new
surface parking is recommended adjacent to street unless building is also located at front property line or parking as a
single bay of parking (browser lane) adjacent to major roads.

Table 6: Commercial and Retail Land Use Standards
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OFFICE
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types

Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks

Parking

This land use designation is intended for a variety of medium-sized and professional office sites. This land use category
is intended to be a less intense land use than the Central Business District. The category is a complementary land use to
retail and commercial.
New buildings should exhibit urban forms or mixed use style commercial and retail buildings. Includes renovated
buildings with improved facades and front yard aesthetics. Could include live-work buildings. On a limited basis, stand
alone pad sites for professional office complexes could be accommodated along Procter Street. However, these suburban
architecture styles should not be located adjacent to the Central Business Districts as the core area of the Central Business
District is envisioned as a more urban, walkable destination.
One-to-three story structures located along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street-level activity, interesting
street scenes and pedestrian spaces.
0 to 15 feet for buildings with parking behind building. Up to 80 feet building setback with single bay of parking (browser
land) located in front of building. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry
plazas, site furnishings, and landscape areas.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface parking behind buildings with mid-block entrances, alley
entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block entrances. No new
surface parking is recommended adjacent to street unless building is also located at front property line or parking as a
single bay of parking (browser lane) adjacent to major roads.

Table 7: Office Land Use Standards
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MIXED USE
Intended
Land Uses

Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

Mixed Use areas support a compact mix of office, retail, restaurant, flex space and medium-to-high density housing.
Mixed Use refers to the combination of multiple residential and non-residential uses within the same site, development
and/or building. Residential uses include future condos, townhomes, urban lofts, student housing, and apartments. The
residential uses are likely above some non-residential uses. No future single family uses are recommended.
New buildings should exhibit urban forms or mixed use style residential, commercial and retail mixed buildings. The
buildings include renovated buildings with improved facades and front yard aesthetics. Could include live-work buildings
or mixed uses with retail below office. Stand alone pad site or suburban architecture is discouraged.
One-to-four story structures located along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street-level activity, interesting
street scenes and pedestrian spaces.
0 to 15 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site furnishings,
landscape areas, common yards and stoop frontages.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface and structured parking behind buildings with mid-block
entrances, alley entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block
entrances. No new surface parking is recommended adjacent to street.

Table 8: Mixed Use Land Use Standards
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CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
Intended
Land Uses

Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

The Central Business District is the highest density of land uses in the downtown area. It is intended to be the core
downtown areas. These businesses can be advantageous for a municipality in terms of providing employment and an
increased tax base. This land use includes office/professional uses such as research and development, technology centers
and corporate offices with limited supporting retail/commercial activities such as corner shops and corner restaurants.
New office buildings comprised primarily of class A office spaces. New office buildings should exhibit urban forms or
mixed use style found in dense downtown areas. The buildings include renovated buildings with improved facades and
front yard aesthetics.
One-to-multi story structures located along or near public streets and sidewalks to create street-level activity, interesting
street scenes and pedestrian spaces.
0 to 15 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site furnishings,
landscape areas, common yards and stoop frontages.
On-street angled and parallel parking. Off-street surface and structured parking behind buildings with mid-block
entrances, alley entrances or as public lots. Future public structured parking located behind buildings with mid-block
entrances. No new surface parking is recommended adjacent to street.

Table 9: Central Business District Land Use Standards
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INDUSTRIAL
Intended
Land Uses
Building
Types
Building
Scale and
Placement
Setbacks
Parking

This land use designation is meant to support the Port of Port Arthur. It is intended for a range of light and heavy
industrial uses such as manufacturing, assembly, packaging, outdoor storage, and warehousing.
New buildings are commercial and industrial in design and could include support office buildings.
One-to-three story structures with buffer landscaping.

15 to 50 feet. May include variations in front setbacks to provide facade interest, areas for entry plazas, site furnishings,
and landscape areas.
Off-street surface parking with screening.

Table 10: Industrial Land Use Standards
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ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN AND
CATALYST PROJECTS
Downtown Port Arthur’s future successes will not hinge on any single
action but rather on the coordination of City resources, inducing private
development, existing anchors and individual champions. For future
development to be realized, the following concept should be reinforced:
Downtown Port Arthur needs to focus on measurable and achievable
action items. This simple but important statement helps to combat local
trends, such as where to start in the study. But if individual elements
(projects) are created that work to piece together the whole, then they
can easily stand on their own merit. Think of these described projects
as small working parts. These parts are less dependent on timing of
one another and are easy to understand and easier to market to the
development community. See Map 19: Illustrative Plan.
Implementing items for lasting and valuable infill change in appearance,
character and economic function is equally important. Community
leaders need to establish milestones for development that raise the
bar for visitor and user expectations in Downtown. While everyone is
encouraged to dream, the vision is still grounded in market and long term
realities.
The strategies for Downtown Port Arthur must balance capital
improvement projects with return on public investment. The community
should identify market-based opportunities that can be implemented in
the short-term and in conjunction with capital improvement projects.
In addition, the City should leverage its land holdings as one of the
most valuable pieces to attracting new investments. The Downtown
Plan has identified opportunities aimed to transform the area by
implementing quality development that meets the community’s goals for
the future. These opportunities will provide visible physical change and
implementable projects to help knit the study area together.
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Facilitating private investment is the next overall Downtown Plan strategy.
Economic development incentives and funding partnerships need to be
employed. Actively targeting development and infill redevelopment needs
to be a high priority in the downtown area. These actions will require a
clear list of development incentives and marketing effort to help identify
development potential for those seeking to invest.
Specific catalyst projects will be needed, both on public and private
sectors. The catalyst projects should take early advantage of identified
residential and market gaps and those that can attached surrounding
numbers of employers. For these catalyst projects to work, existing
anchors such as Lamar State College, the municipal core, waterfronts and
pavilion should be leveraged. By leveraging the existing anchors, new
residential projects can help strengthen connection zones to the college
and commercial/municipal core.
New neighborhood park centers can help create increased value
and livability for new and existing residents. Increased critical mass
surrounding the proposed Central Business District will help make nonresidential uses more viable. In addition, new housing products should
be geared towards providing full life-cycle housing in addition to college
students and faculty housing demands. Future residential and nonresidential uses are well blended as both vertically and horizontally mixed
use sites. They should be active with non-residential at the street level
or uses that directly access and connect to the adjacent street and help
to define pedestrian realms and experiences. The housing created will
range in options from urban lofts to infill townhomes that support local
businesses with critical mass. Future projects will promote a pedestrian
scale and relationships at street level. Project sites will need to rely less
on conventional parking standards.

Improved parking lots near the proposed Central Business District
core are a key strategy. They provide opportunity to redevelop existing
buildings back to office and provide parking for large events such as
Mardi Gras and could even be a revenue generator with long term leases
or event funding sources. Also, if future demands warranted intensities,
the surface lots could still be redeveloped into vertical building space. It
should be noted that the larger parking lots (especially in the core) have
been purposefully designed with primary access from alleys to minimize
driveway cuts along the pedestrian spaces and result in a more walkable
street design. Parking lot perimeters should buffer cars and sidewalks
with the use of plants and low wall screening.
Specific development opportunities should help capture market potential
and offer something new to the region in the form of a true mixed use
destination. This can help attract business development and align the
area with Lamar State College’s goals. The College’s progress will aid in
attracting a younger demographic. The City should strive to create publicprivate partnerships with the College, capitalizing on activity and talents
at Lamar. The lines between Downtown and Lamar’s campus should be
further blurred with the introduction of support uses and more uses off
campus in the downtown area. This includes new housing opportunities
for young professionals, faculty and students in an effort to create
environments that help the College attract and retain quality talent.
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CATALYST PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS
After consolidating the results of the physical analysis, market assessment, and stakeholder involvement, the opportunities and challenges to
redevelopment in the study area were carefully analyzed. Targeted locations and programs were assembled to create a series of project recommendations.
These projects are intended to display real potential for new investment in Downtown. See Map 20: Catalyst Projects. It is understood that as the market
embraces such concepts, small modifications will likely occur to their programming and basic site approach, but the general concepts have been devised to
induce a stronger physical identity in a manner which strengthens Downtown.
Part of the overall illustrative plan’s strategy is to recognize the market potential and community desire, then address both by turning the focus to
investments through catalyst redevelopment projects. The focus should be on changing the perception of Downtown, one project at a time. The goal is to
create new investment that will create jobs, provide a mix of land uses, create amenities, and enhance the overall downtown experience. The illustrative
plan targets opportunities for new infill that can build excitement for even more redevelopment and long-term change to the area’s appearance.

Catalyst Project Ideas
Area A
Central Business District
- 30,000 SF Mixed Office
- 4,000 SF Retail
- 0.70 Acre New Park
- Pavilion Site Enhancements
- New Surface Parking
Area B
Boardwalk Restaurants
- 7,000 SF Restaurant(s)
- New Surface Parking
Area C
4th Street Townhomes
- 55 Townhome Units
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Area D
Mixed Residential Neighborhood Center
- 16 Townhome Units
- 100 Multi Family Units
- 2.25 Acre Park
Area E
Procter Street and Lamar College Retail
- 18,000 SF Mixed Retail, Office and
Commercial uses
Area F
Stilwell Boulevard Townhomes
- 75 Townhome Units

Map 20: Catalyst Projects
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AREA A- CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

Demolition and reconstruction of a building(s) across from 501 Procter
Street will including new, multi-story mixed use. The building’s upper
stories could help to deliver office space for energy companies and/or
include upper story residential lofts. Ground floor will include limited
retail and restaurants. The ground floor uses should be highly visible and
help to create an active pedestrian environment. The remodeled EDC
building and the proposed building will help to establish a revitalized
Central Business District core and help to fuel continued excitement in
Downtown Port Arthur’s re-imaging. Adaptive reuse of existing buildings
are recommended but not included in program estimates, i.e. the World
Trade Building.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 30,000 SF Mixed Office
• +/- 4,000 SF Retail
• 0.70 Acre Park
• Pavilion Site Enhancements
• New Surface Parking
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WACO AVE

AUSTIN AVE

FORT WORTH AVE

The revitalization for Downtown Port Arthur’s core Central Business
District will be a phased approach. Expansion in the core needs to build
upon the EDC’s recent investment at 501 Procter Street and recent
enhancements at the Pavilion. An urban-style streetscape with buildings
oriented to the street, street trees and landscaping along sidewalks would
encourage a walkable environment for residents and users of the retail
and office space. New surface parking lots and reconstruction of existing
surface lots are illustrated on the concept plan. Access to the parking is
from the alley as to minimize the impact to pedestrian circulation and the
streetscape. These new lots are targeted at providing shared parking for
future employees, community events and visitors and may be packaged
as incentives in attracting new investments. Continued enhancements
to the Pavilion site are recommended to include new landscaping,
streetscaping, trees, lightings and site furnishings.

6TH ST

PROCTER ST

4TH ST

Figure 10: Catalyst Site

AREA B- BOARDWALK RESTAURANTS

Restaurant sites oriented towards the boardwalk are recommended
south of Lakeshore Drive. The new buildings would be elevated on piers
with full wrap around decks for outdoor dining. Dramatic views would
be allowed towards Pleasure Island and the water. Visitors would have
direct access to the boardwalk via a pedestrian bridge. A new parking lot
is proposed near Lakeshore Drive and shared parking options could be
explored with the existing boardwalk parking lot. The restaurants could
take advantage of fresh seafood, weekly/monthly boardwalk events and
direct access to boat slips for their patrons. The new restaurants could
create a destination draw for regular lunch crowds from surrounding
employment areas and downtown workers.
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POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 7,000 SF Restaurants
• New Surface Parking
GULF INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

Figure 11: Catalyst Site
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CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT BIG IDEAS
KEY ELEMENTS
• Take advantage of existing anchors such as the renovated Pavilion
and new Economic Development Corporation building at 501
Procter Street
• Expand People’s Park to include highly visible spaces and activities
to support visitors, residents, and local businesses along with
opportunities to host regularly scheduled weekly, monthly and
annual activities
• Procter Street streetscape enhancements with branding, gateways,
intersection improvements, on street parking, street trees, lighting,
site furnishings and pedestrian spaces
• Future office, retail and mixed-use infill
• Programmable spaces for community events such as movies in the
park, festivals, parades, farmer’s markets and holiday celebrations
• Pavilion site enhancements

The illustrated townhomes site plan incorporates rear garage entry
and additional parking along the street edge for residents and visitors.
Buildings near the street edge and enhanced streetscapes would further
support the desired walkability of the downtown area. 4th Street and
the three north-south avenues should consider wide walks, heavy
landscaping with street trees and on-street parking.

PROCTER ST

4TH ST

The housing product would be three stories or could include tiered roof
lines to allow dramatic rooftop views of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway.
This housing product could be targeted for young professionals, Lamar
faculty or retirees.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 55 Townhome Units

Figure 12: Catalyst Site
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MOBILE AVE

SHREVEPORT AVE

This project takes advantage of existing EDC owned property to deliver
new medium density housing near the downtown and municipal core.
Attached row homes or townhomes would be constructed north of 4th
Street, between Shreveport Avenue and Mobile Avenue.

ATLANTA AVE

AREA C- 4TH STREET TOWNHOMES

AREA D- MIXED RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

Area D projects include both private and public investments to create
added property value and identity to the area’s existing neighborhoods. A
passive park surrounded by a variety of residential types is recommended
for the block faces bound by Shreveport Avenue, 5th Street, Beaumont
Avenue and 6th Street.

The new residential structures would comprise both small multi family
sites and attached rowhomes or townhomes. Parking for both visitors and
residents would be accommodated on street. Additional resident parking
would be alley access with surface lots and rear access garages.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE

SHREVEPORT AVE

WACO AVE

The open space component for this can not be understated as it
provides an attraction for potential home-buyers, investors and a
strong neighborhood center and identity. The proposed park would
be mainly passive in programming with limited active elements such
as a playground. The park would include trees, open play areas, shade
structures and site furnishings.

6TH ST

5TH ST

PROCTER ST

Figure 13: Catalyst Site

• +/- 16 Townhome Units
• +/- 100 Multi Family Units
• 2.25 Acre Park
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MIXED RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER BIG IDEAS
KEY ELEMENTS
• Life-cycle housing product types for Port Arthur such as
rowhomes, townhomes and mixed-use residential
• Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) that includes
a variety of housing types, a mixture of land uses, a
vibrant core, walkable design and multi-modal options of
transportation within a compact, neighborhood-scale area
• New homes should front the open space with buildings near
the street with direct access to front doors from sidewalks
• Use opens space and parks to better define neighborhood
character, enhance identity, improve visitor perceptions and
increase property values
• Neighborhood center open space and parks should include
activities for open play, exercise, community gardens, family
events, and relaxation
• Public-private partnerships
• Resident parking should be located behind buildings with alley
access to rear garages and shared parking lots
• New streetscapes provide on-street visitor parking along with
site furnishings, lighting, street trees and wide walks

TND is a popular tool for revitalization efforts. Cities like Port Arthur that
were primarily built in the 20th Century are facing deterioration of their
central cores, particularly in the form of housing. These core areas already
contain many core principles of TND, such as a connected street grid, mixed
use development and public space. Additionally, TND housing design
guidelines generally fit seamlessly into existing neighborhoods, ensuring
that new housing does not encroach upon or alter the scale and character of
existing neighborhoods.
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Parking for the proposed redevelopment uses should be located behind
the main structures to minimize visual impacts along Procter Street.
In addition, on street parking would be located along Procter Street.
Providing a strong edge condition near the Lamar Campus will help to
denote a sense of place and remain inviting to students.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 18,000 SF Retail, could also include office, commercial and
restaurant uses
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PROCTER ST

Figure 14: Catalyst Site

NASHVILLE AVE

5TH ST

CHARLESTON AVE

Small retail or commercial sites oriented towards Procter Street is
recommended near the Charleston Avenue intersection. Redeveloping
the blocks with buildings oriented on both Procter Street and Charleston
Avenue helps establish an urban edge and a small gateway to the north.
Uses would be student oriented with small shops, deli or student services
such as a bookstore. The intersection would include an updated crosswalk
to safely connect pedestrians with the redevelopment site and Lamar’s
campus.

SAVANNAH AVE

AREA E- PROCTER STREET AND LAMAR
COLLEGE RETAIL

AREA F- STILWELL BOULEVARD
TOWNHOMES

STILWELL BLVD

The future townhomes would be located with access to Stilwell’s future
median trail with strong pedestrian connections to campus, Barbara
Jacket Park and the trails along Thomas Boulevard.

MEMPHIS AVE

6TH ST
NASHVILLE AVE

This project has a potential for phased townhome product located along
Stilwell Boulevard, just one block from the Lamar campus. For each
block, two rows of townhomes would be located across a common mews
street or alley with rear garage access screened from the main streets.
Visitor parking would be located in shared parking lots accessible from
the alley and as adjacent on street parking as a convenience for residents
and visitors. Buildings near the street edge and enhanced streetscapes
would further support the desired walkability of the downtown area.
This housing product would be targeted for both students, faculty or as
potential for empty nesters.

5TH ST

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 75 Townhome Units
PROCTER ST

Figure 15: Catalyst Site
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STILWELL BOULEVARD BIG IDEAS
KEY ELEMENTS
• New townhomes front Stilwell Boulevard with buildings near the
street
• Housing product types could target college faculty and student
populations
• New housing along Stilwell Boulevard helps to define neighborhood
edges and provide new gateway corridor experience to Lamar State
College
• Promote Lamar brand with streetscape features such as logo in
intersection and banner poles
• Use trails in the median to connect campus and neighborhoods to
Barbara Jacket Park and the trails along Thomas Boulevard
• Public-private partnerships
• Resident parking should be located behind buildings with alleyaccess to rear garages and shared parking lots
• New streetscapes provide on-street visitor parking along with site
furnishings, lighting, street trees and wide walks

ADDITIONAL DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Figure 16: Catalyst Site

SINGLE FAMILY INFILL AND
NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION

As an ongoing community effort, new infill single family home
construction is recommended in the neighborhoods surrounding
Downtown Port Arthur. Demolishing uninhabitable structures due to
flood and hurricane damage should be partnered with HUD and other
grant resource opportunities to rebuild Port Arthur’s neighborhoods.
These homes and populations provide necessary critical mass to make
Downtown Port Arthur successful again. A full range of neighborhood
preservation techniques must be explored in order to both physically
and visually improve existing neighborhood areas. In addition, increased
property maintenance enforcement is desired by the community.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 150 Single Family Units
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PROCTER STREET REDEVELOPMENT AND
INFILL

Figure 17: Catalyst Site

Redevelopment and infill development along Procter Street is
recommended as a phased approach based on market indicators.
Targeted commercial and office infill including small professional office
and neighborhood services would be implemented on a site-by-site
basis. New construction should consider buildings near the street
edge to reinforce the urban environment. Off street parking could be
accommodated behind the main structures or as single parking bays with
access easements to adjacent properties. Limited retail is encouraged
with focus on boutique shops, daily services and small restaurants. Some
higher intensity mixed use developments are illustrated along Procter
Street and are envisioned as multi-story office with first floor retail and
potential mix of residential loft products or as a student housing project
in partnership with Lamar State College.

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE
• +/- 45,000 SF Retail
• +/- 45,000 SF Office
• +/- 75,000 SF Mixed Use (Retail, Office, Lofts)
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CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT EXPANSION

• New Surface Parking

WACO AVE

• +/- 150,000 SF New Construction and Reuse Buildings

5TH ST

AUSTIN AVE

POTENTIAL PROGRAM ESTIMATE

6TH ST

FORT WORTH AVE

Additional Downtown Port Arthur core revitalization phases span
northwest along Austin Avenue. New infill buildings are mixed with the
adaptive reuse of existing historic structures to deliver new office and loft
spaces. Buildings include first floor retail and cafe uses to create a vibrant
street scene. An urban-style streetscape with buildings oriented to the
street, street trees and landscaping along sidewalks would encourage a
walkable environment for residents and users. New surface parking lots
and reconstruction of existing surface lots are illustrated on the concept
plan. Access to the parking is from the alley as to minimize the impact
to pedestrian circulation and the streetscape. These new lots would be
targeted at providing shared parking for future employees, community
events and visitors and may be packaged as incentives in attracting new
investments.

PROCTER ST

Figure 18: Catalyst Site
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A third neighborhood center park is recommended
near Dallas Avenue and 6th Street with attached and
single family homes fronting
the park.

6TH ST

5TH ST
AUSTIN AVE

SAN ANTONIO AVE

Mixed use style buildings are illustrated as full block
developments with buildings located near the street.
Parking for the mixed use sites are screened from
the street and include surface parking, tucked-under
parking and potential for structured parking. The
mixed use buildings would be primarily residential
apartments or lofts with very limited retail. Streets
surrounding the mixed use developments would
include an urban style street with wide walks, trees,
on street parking and site furnishings.

DALLAS AVE

Additional residential and non residential uses are
envisioned surrounding the Central Business District
Core. These infill projects are likely a long-term phase
but some targeted redevelopment could be early
projects. New commercial or retail buildings along 7th
Street would create needed neighborhood services
and job opportunities. The commercial uses would
be low intensity to minimize impacts to surrounding
neighborhoods.

FORT WORTH AVE

MIXED USE, COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL INFILL

PROCTER ST

Figure 19: Catalyst Site

POTENTIAL PROGRAM
ESTIMATE
• +/- 20 Townhome Units
• +/- 200,000 SF Mixed
Use (Primarily Lofts
with Limited Retail)
• +/- 15,000 SF Retail and
Commercial
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan
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5

Infrastructure and Circulation

WATER AND WASTEWATER

POPULATION

Part of the Downtown Plan includes an assessment of the downtown
water and wastewater systems. The goals of this assessment were to
evaluate the capacity of the existing Downtown Port Arthur water and
wastewater systems and to recommend a phased Capital Improvements
Plan for the Downtown Port Arthur study area. The recommended
improvements will serve as a basis for the design, construction, and
financing of facilities required to meet Downtown Port Arthur’s water and
wastewater service needs as a result of the projected population growth
and commercial development. The major elements of the scope of this
project included:

Population projections and future land uses are discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, Downtown Snapshot. Population projections and future
land use is discussed in detail in the City of Port Arthur Downtown
Revitalization Plan. The approximate locations of projected future
developments were refined by analyzing existing land use and vacant land
in the Downtown Study Area.
As part of the Downtown Revitalization Plan, six Proposed Catalyst
Projects were developed to create defined districts, leverage
existing anchors, develop a university connection zone and revitalize
neighborhoods. Additional projects were identified as part of the

• Updating the water hydraulic model
• Developing a wastewater hydraulic model
• Conducting field testing for wastewater
• Developing future land use assumptions
• Developing water and wastewater load projections
• Hydraulic evaluation and modeling of water and wastewater systems
• Identifying Downtown Port Arthur system improvements
• Developing a phased Capital Improvements Plan
• Preparing a Downtown Port Arthur Water & Wastewater System
Analysis Memo

Table 11: Proposed Catalyst and Additional Projects
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Downtown Revitalization Plan that will be needed as growth continues
in the Downtown Study Area. Table 11 presents the Proposed Catalyst
and Projects as well as the Additional Projects for the City of Port Arthur
Downtown Revitalization Plan.

Capital improvements were identified to address both capacity and
condition deficiencies. The future system analysis was run with capital
improvements plan (CIP) projects. System looping and larger diameter
lines improved system pressures and fire flows.

WATER DEMANDS

WASTEWATER FLOWS

Downtown water demands were projected for 2015 and Downtown Study
Area buildout conditions based on the future land use. Water demand
criteria was developed based on historical data and TCEQ requirements.
Projected average day water demands were developed for the proposed
catalyst projects.

Downtown wastewater flows were projected for 2015 and Downtown
Study Area buildout conditions based on the future land use. Wastewater
load criteria was developed based on historical data and flow monitoring
results. Projected wastewater flows were developed for the Proposed
catalyst Projects.

WATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

WASTEWATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The City of Port Arthur provided AutoCAD data, as-built drawings, and
a vellum system map showing the existing water lines. These sources
were converted to Geographic Information System (GIS) shapefiles and
used to develop the hydraulic model for the Hydraulic Analysis for City
of Port Arthur Water Delivery to Cheniere LNG. In order to accurately
analyze pressures and available fire flow for the Downtown Revitalization
Plan, all existing water lines in the Downtown Study Area were added to
the existing hydraulic model. Hydraulic analyses were performed on the
distribution system under existing and Downtown Study Area buildout
demand conditions. Several parameters were evaluated during the
water system analysis including storage and pumping, water supply, and
pressure maintenance. The analyses were conducted for average day,
maximum day, peak hour, and maximum day plus fire flow conditions.

The City provided AutoCAD data, as-built drawings, and a vellum map
showing the existing wastewater system. Soutex Surveyors conducted a
field survey of manhole rim elevations and pipe invert elevations for the
Downtown Study Area. This combined information on the existing system
piping network was incorporated into the GIS and into the hydraulic
model. The model was verified using flow monitoring data. Hydraulic
model analyses were performed on the collection system under existing
and Downtown buildout flow conditions. Analyses were performed for
peak wet weather conditions to determine the Downtown Study Area
system’s ability to adequately convey existing and projected wastewater
flows without excessively surcharging or overflowing.

The majority of the water lines in the Downtown Study Area are currently
located in alleys. The location of the lines creates accessibility issues for
maintenance crews and City Staff expressed the need to relocate the lines
from the alleys to the streets. As a result, the cost estimates developed
for the projects also include the cost to relocate the services from the
alley-side of the properties to the street-side.
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The majority of the wastewater lines in the Downtown Study Area are
currently located in alleys. The location of the lines creates accessibility
issues for maintenance crews and City Staff expressed the need to
relocate the lines from the alleys to the streets. As a result, the cost
estimates developed for the projects also include the cost to relocate the
services from the alley-side of the properties to the street-side.

Capital projects were identified to address both capacity and condition deficiencies. Flow redirection and interceptor upsizing improved system hydraulics
and eliminated predicted overflows. The lift stations were reviewed and FNI determined that the existing lift stations in the Downtown Study Area have
sufficient capacity to serve the Downtown Study Area through buildout conditions.

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
PLAN
Water and wastewater system
capital improvement plans were
developed for the City of Port
Arthur downtown study area
based on hydraulic modeling
results. The recommended
improvements will provide the
required capacity and reliability
to meet projected downtown
water demands and wastewater
flows through buildout. Table
12: Water and Wastewater
Capital Improvements Projects,
summarizes the costs of the
capital improvement plan for the
City of Port Arthur downtown
study area. A full memorandum
with appendices is provided in an
appendix to this report.

Table 12: Water and Wastewater Capital Improvements Projects
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan
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STORMWATER

HYDROLOGIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Similar to water and wastewater assessments, the Downtown Plan
includes an assessment of the downtown stormwater system. The goals
of the assessment of the downtown stormwater system were to evaluate
the capacity of the existing stormwater system and to recommend a
phased Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) for the downtown study area.
The recommended improvements will serve as a basis for the design,
construction, and financing of facilities required to meet Port Arthur’s
stormwater service needs. The major elements of the scope of this
project included:

Drainage areas were delineated to the inlet level based on best available
LIDAR data, offsite areas were also accounted for. Hydrologic scenarios
modeled include existing conditions, and master planned or ultimate
conditions.

• Develop hydrologic conditions for existing land use
• Develop 1D-2D hydraulic model for existing conditions of
stormwater system
• Develop hydrologic conditions for future land use
• Hydraulic evaluation and modeling of existing stormwater system
with existing and ultimate flows
• Identifying downtown system improvements
• Hydraulic evaluation of downtown system improvements
• Developing a phased Capital Improvements Plan

DATA COLLECTION
Data collection for the project was performed in two separate
components. First, Soutex Surveyors and Engineers collected the
necessary data required to develop hydraulic models of the area,
including manhole, inlet, outfall, and street cross section data. Second,
FNI performed a two-day field visit June 9-10, 2014 and observed a minor,
but not insignificant rainfall event.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS HYDRAULICS
The survey data and field visit data were used to develop an InfoWorks
Integrated Catchment Model (ICM) of the study area. The ICM analysis
included four DD7 pump stations, all surveyed inlets and manholes in
the study area, and the best informed opinion of storm sewer conduit
infrastructure. The maximum rated capacity for each pump station
was provided by DD7. Operations curves were developed by FNI to
approximate realistic operations.
Results of the existing conditions analysis indicate recurring and systemic
problems in the study area. Generally, the recurring problems in the
existing stormwater system are related to the inability of inlets, laterals,
and trunk lines to efficiently convey water to the pump station. An aspect
of the inefficiency is attributable to the fact that many inlets and storm
sewer lines are too small. As a result, the system surcharges and floods in
the streets for even the 2-year event.

PROPOSED CONDITIONS HYDRAULICS
Two scenarios were analyzed using the Master Planned Hydrology:
Existing Infrastructure and Master Planned Infrastructure. To develop
according to the conceptual plan without improving the stormwater
infrastructure would cause an increase in the extents of flooding in the
downtown area and increase structural flooding.
The hydraulic model for master planned conditions was developed to
address inadequacies of the current system such as consistent localized

flooding, surcharged trunk lines, and other deficiencies. The existing
stormwater system was envisioned to be replaced and upgraded to
the ultimate stormwater system in conjunction with the water and
wastewater system improvements by collocating improvements, where
possible.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN
Stormwater system capital improvement plans were developed for the
City of Port Arthur downtown study area based on hydraulic modeling
results. The recommended
improvements will provide
the improved capacity to
alleviate downtown flooding
concerns. Table 13: Stormwater
Capital Improvements Projects
summarizes the costs of the
capital improvement plan
for the City of Port Arthur
downtown study area. A full
memorandum with appendices
is provided with this report.
In order to significantly reduce
the flooding extents within the
downtown area, improvements
to the DD7 pump stations will
be required. It is recommended
that the City coordinates with
DD7 in order to further explore
the possibility of increasing the
capacity of the Houston Avenue
and Shreveport Avenue pump
stations.
Table 13: Stormwater Capital Improvements Projects
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan
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HIGHLIGHT: LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT (LID)
The low-impact development (LID) approach to development combines a
hydrologically functional site design with pollution prevention measures to
compensate for land development impacts on hydrology and water quality. LID
is a sustainable approach to land development that uses various land planning
and design practices, and technologies to simultaneously conserve and protect
natural water resource systems and reduce infrastructure costs. The primary
goal of LID methods is to mimic the predevelopment site hydrology by using
site design techniques that store, infiltrate, evaporate, and detain runoff.
LID encourages land to be fully developed in a cost-effective manner that
mitigates potential environmental impacts. LID techniques used for a
particular site will more closely mimic the watershed’s natural hydrologic
functions or the water balance between runoff, infiltration, storage,
groundwater recharge, and evaportranspiration.1 For example, site plan
designs should keep water from running off the land too quickly, thus allowing
the water to soak into the ground and recharge the water table or aquifer,
as well as minimize soil erosion and loss of land. Municipalities can establish
requirements and/or incentives for the installation of LID techniques like
pervious paving materials in parking lots and other hardscape areas to reduce
the site’s total imperviousness and stormwater runoff; and natural methods
of filtration, infiltration, storage, and reuse, such as grassed filter strips and
vegetated (bio)swales within public rights-of-way, along roadways and in
parking lots.
1

Low-Impact Development Design Strategies: An Integrated Design Approach. Prince George’s
County, Maryland. Department of Environmental Resources, Programs and Planning Division. June
1999.

Example of Rainwater Collection Methods
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The list below highlights some of the main goals and principles of LID:
• Provide new technologies for environmental protection of receiving waters.
• Provide economic incentives that encourage environmentally sensitive
development.
• Grow the full potential of environmentally sensitive site planning/design.
• Encourage public education and participation in environmental stewarship.
• Help build communities based on environmental stewardship.
• Reduce construction and maintenance costs of stormwater infrastructure.
• Host new concepts, technologies, and objectives such as micromanagement
and multifunctional landscape features (bioretention ponds, swales, and
conservation areas); mimic/replicate hydrologic functions; and maintain the
ecological/biological integrity of receiving streams.
• Encourage flexibility in regulations that allows innovative engineering and
site planning to promote smart growth principles.
• Discuss the economic, environmental, and technical viability and applicability
of current stormwater practices and alternative approaches.
In addition to being environmentally-friendly, LID designs are also developmentfriendly. LID designs can significantly reduce the cost of development through
smart site design by reducing impervious surfaces (roadways), curb, and gutters;
decreasing the use of storm drain piping and inlet structures; and eliminating or
decreasing the size of large stormwater ponds.
Example of Biosretention Landscape Median
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CIRCULATION
Circulation provisions can shape the look and feel of a community. The
physical arrangements of roadway travel lanes, sidewalks and landscape
can create a sense of movement or arrival, and can be auto-oriented or
multi modal. The system of transportation facilities should adequately
meet the current and anticipated future needs of automobiles,
goods movement, transit, bicyclists and pedestrians. Circulation
recommendations are targeted at providing more efficient roadways and
better pedestrian options. The roadway improvements consider future
traffic impacts from proposed development while supporting Downtown
identity. Several development recommendations have identified the need
for a walkable environment with buildings provided near the street. New
pedestrian options will link those new uses with area residents, education
and employment.
The existing street grid and block sizes work well for the downtown
settings. In the future, maintaining and protecting this grid system is
recommended and no permanent street closures are encouraged within
the study area. In addition, no new streets are proposed, although
improvements to existing streets are plentiful. The improvements
represent a hierarchy that reinforces the development pattern’s land
uses. Street enhancements support the idea of a central business core
and appropriate functional and aesthetic connections to key activity
generators. The use of context sensitive streets have been incorporated
to allow street functions to respond to adjacent land uses and future
development.
The implementation of downtown street improvements needs to
be strategic and work with future development. Only a few key road
segments are first phase projects, as a build-it-and-they-will-come
mentality is not always a successful model. But in Downtown Port
Arthur’s situation, limited to moderate investment in public project to
induce the market is prudent because of infrastructure needs and the
need to change the appearance drastically. In addition, increased capital
resources into maintaining the streetscape is also required.
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MARDI GRAS CONSIDERATIONS
Lane capacity along Seawall Drive is an important element to maintain
for Mardi Gras’ annual staging area. In addition, a minimum 30 feet
width (15 feet on both sides of the center line) is recommended to be
maintained for parade float clearance while traveling Procter Street. This
30 feet minimum width does include areas for parade visitors, workers
and vendors (since much of those space needs are accommodated on
sidewalks, additional closed lanes and on-street parking stalls during
parade and festival activities).
For the downtown study area, Procter Street from Fort Worth Avenue to
Shreveport Avenue is recommended as a two lane section with on-street
parking. This section of Procter Street is the narrowest lane configuration
and is important for the identity of the core. However, the two lanes
are recommended to be wider than normal travel lanes, such as 15
feet each for a total of 30 feet of float clearance. No raised medians are
recommended for Procter Street along the parade route.

WALKABLE STREET DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
Walkable streets are shared transportation corridor spaces and are an
essential component of Complete Streets. They are designed for all
people, whether in cars, on foot, in wheelchairs or on bicycles. Just some
of the factors enhancing walkability include but are not limited to: street
connectivity; land use mix and residential density; frequency of entrances
and other sensations along street frontages including the transparency
of adjacent buildings, orientation and proximity of homes and buildings
to watch over the street; presence and quality of sidewalks, ramps,
trails and street crossings; buffers to moving traffic, street landscaping/
furniture traffic, and the volume and speed of adjacent traffic. Finally, a
walkable street leads to desired destinations, whether they are retail or
commercial establishments, the bus stop, neighbors, jobs or a park.

DOWNTOWN AREA COMPLETE
STREETS
The historically auto-oriented nature of street planning is being
counteracted in many communities by changing to planning and design of
streets that also consider the mobility needs of people, not just vehicles.
Provision of Complete Streets, as described by the National Complete
Streets Coalition, is a transportation policy and design approach that
requires streets to be planned, designed, operated, and maintained to
enable safe, convenient and comfortable travel and access for users
of all ages and abilities regardless of their mode of transportation.
Complete Streets allow for safe travel by those walking, bicycling, driving
automobiles, riding public transportation, or delivering goods. The
benefits of Complete Streets include improved safety, health, economic,
and environmental outcomes. Whether used for driving, walking or
biking, streets should be designed to get around safely, particularly in
urban areas.
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan
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Map 21: Circulation Plan

CIRCULATION PLAN AND STREET
SECTIONS

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN
Roadway capital improvement plans were developed for the City of
Port Arthur downtown study area’s catalyst projects in conjunction with
water, wastewater and stormwater systems. Table 14: Roadways Capital
Improvements Projects for Catalyst Projects summarizes the costs of the
capital improvement plan for the City of Port Arthur downtown study
area. The following cross sections show the vision and intent of particular
streets and sections within the study area.

Traditionally, functional street classifications are used to recognize that
streets are part of a system having diverse origins and destinations. A
typical trip involves the following stages: primary movement, transition,
collection/distribution, access and termination. Functional classifications
also describe and reflect a set of characteristics common to all roadways
within each class. For this study, additional street design and land
use considerations resulted
in street section based on
traditional functions, such as
providing mobility, but also
design character and stronger
pedestrian considerations.
Features unique to each
section include the degree
of continuity, general lane
capacity, pedestrian areas
and relationships to adjacent
Table 14: Roadways Capital Improvements Projects for Catalyst Projects
development.
Street sections addressing each functional class have been developed
and incorporate a limited degree of options from lane numbers, sidewalk
placement, on-street parking treatment and mixed-use areas.
The character of the roadways reflects the intensity and connections
of the adjacent land uses they serve. Streets with more intensive
concentrations of retail, housing, office and other trip generators should
support high levels of pedestrian activity to, from and within these areas.
Motorized and bicycle vehicular traffic needs for access and circulation
in Downtown Port Arthur must also be met, in harmony with the desired
street environment, as well as reasonable accommodations for parking of
those vehicles.
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STILWELL BOULEVARD PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 20: Stilwell Boulevard Proposed Enhancements
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4TH STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 21: 4th Street Proposed Enhancements
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PROCTER STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS
(LAKE CHARLES AVENUE TO AUGUSTA AVENUE)

Figure 22: Procter Street Proposed Enhancements (Lake Charles Avenue to Augusta Avenue)
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PROCTER STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS
(AUGUSTA AVENUE TO SHREVEPORT AVENUE, FORT WORTH AVENUE TO
HOUSTON AVENUE)

Figure 23: Procter Street Proposed Enhancements (Augusta Avenue to Shreveport Avenue, Fort Worth Avenue to Houston Avenue)
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PROCTER STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS
(SHREVEPORT AVENUE TO FORT WORTH AVENUE)

Figure 24: Procter Street Proposed Enhancements (Shreveport Avenue to Fort Worth Avenue)
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TYPICAL CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 25: Typical Central Business District Street Proposed Enhancements
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TYPICAL MIXED USE STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 26: Typical Mixed Use Street Proposed Enhancements
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TYPICAL DOWNTOWN RESIDENTIAL STREET PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 27: Typical Downtown Port Arthur Residential Street Proposed Enhancements
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ENHANCED PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION
The presence of people, visibly out enjoying their neighborhoods, is a sign
of the vitality of a community. Attracting people out into the community
requires the provision of access-ways that connect where people live or
work to purposeful destinations, points of interest or gathering places
nearby. These active transportation facilities that link land uses and
activity areas within Downtown Port Arthur are an integral part of the
transportation infrastructure.
Along an urban street right-of-way, the pedestrian realm is the space
between the roadway curb and right-of-way line and/or building line.
This pedestrian realm can be physically and psychologically separated
from adjacent travel lanes in two ways: first, space within the pedestrian
realm can be allocated to street landscaping and street furnishings and
should generally be at least three feet in width; second, space within the
roadway can be allocated to 6- to 8-foot wide parking lanes and/or bike
lanes or cycle tracks. Adjacent to buildings at the right of way line, a oneto two-foot clear zone should be provided. Parking, if provided, should be
terminated in advance of the intersection corners and the sidewalk realm
extended, or bulbed out, to the corner radius. The unobstructed sidewalk
space within the pedestrian realm should be at least 5 feet wide to
comply with the pending requirement of the Americans with Disabilities
Act, and should also comply with City standards. Sidewalks are typically
made of concrete, though brick or concrete pavers may be used in special
pedestrian activity areas.
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PRIMARY PEDESTRIAN ROUTES AND
TRAILS

The proposed trail routes are designed to allow neighborhood residents
to access trails and continue on relatively uninterrupted travel and return
home. The trails and off-street facilities provide the desired links to key
points of interest in the community such as schools, parks, other existing
trails and non-residential areas.

The trail segment along Seawall Drive doesn’t recommend road
reconstruction but rather resurfacing the existing drive and new surface
striping to delineate the recommended section. A multi-use trail is
maintained along the water side but the trail space has three or four
new rest areas with benches, trash receptacles and shade structures. In
addition, branding banner poles are recommended along Seawall Drive.

For Downtown Port Arthur, the primary trails takes advantage of Seawall
Drive, the boardwalk and the existing Thomas Boulevard trail just
outside the study boundary. A side path trail, a type of off-street facility,
is recommended connecting the boardwalk to Seawall Drive (and along
Seawall Drive), onto Lamar State College Campus and eventually north
along Stilwell Boulevard’s median.
A side path pedway is physically separated from roadways by open
space or a barrier. It may be within the roadway right-of-way, a utility
right-of-way (only if allowed by easement) or an independent easement.
These facilities are sometimes referred to as bike trails or hike and bike
trails. Side paths should be a minimum width of 8 feet and should be
constructed of smooth, hard, all-weather paving such as concrete or
asphalt.
The trail segment along Lakeshore Drive and 4th Street will incorporate
a wide side walk, side path, likely along the south and east sides of the
roadways. A critical pedestrian crossing will be at 4th Street and the
center of Lamar Campus, previously the Stilwell Boulevard extension
and in front of the remodeled Woodrow Wilson Middle School. The trail
will continue through Lamar’s campus and cross Procter Street. The trail
is recommended to continue within Stilwell Boulevard’s median with
clear pedestrian pavement markings and signage at each street crossing.
Ultimately the trail will connect to Barbara Jackson Park and the treelined trails within Thomas Boulevard.
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SEAWALL DRIVE PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 28: Seawall Drive Proposed Enhancements
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CHAPTER

6

Branding, District and
Public Space

PRINCIPLES
Downtowns are regaining popularity after decades of disinterest from
residents and businesses due to suburbanization of many cities. According
to Census data, between the years 2000 and 2010 the rate of residential
growth in some of the nation’s largest downtowns grew more than twice
as fast as the rest of their cities.1 However, this trend is not limited to
large metropolitans it is touching cities and towns of all sizes around the
country. Downtowns are becoming not just places to work, but also to live
and play. As city leaders and decision-makers refocus their efforts back
on downtown districts, many of these stakeholders acknowledge that
perceptions of vitality will culminate along Procter Street and ultimately
reflect on the community as a whole. A vibrant downtown is attractive
and exciting to visitors, potential residents and the businesses that seek
to serve them.
Place branding is a term that describes the determination of attributes
that distinguish one place from others. It embodies some of the same
qualities and practices as retail branding. Successful brands are able to
differentiate themselves and incite emotional attachments and positive
associations that ultimately strengthen community ties with long-time
relationships. Downtown Port Arthur has underutilized districts that
serve primary functions within the community—including the Port of
Port Arthur, the County Courthouse, and Lamar College—and branding
will play a critical role in defining and reinforcing these districts, as well as
unifying Downtown Port Arthur as a whole. It will be important for Port
Arthur to make smaller more strategic, focused efforts on targeted blocks
that will ultimately catalyze revitalization throughout the downtown area.

In Map 22: Branding District and Public Spaces, illustrates that combining
measurable components within a system can provide a unique downtown
setting. Working together with the City Planning Department, residents,
and stakeholders, four policy areas were identified to bring value to past
efforts and aid the community’s goals. These four core principles aim to
work in concert with existing planning efforts and development incentives
to continue to build on the successes of Downtown Port Arthur, as well
as provide a larger framework for strategic planning efforts. Individual
Branding, District and Public Space projects use the following four policy
areas as the foundation for recommendations:
1. Enhance the identity of Downtown Port Arthur and its districts by
creating a unique sense of place
2. Create an attractive, inviting atmosphere to enhance Downtown
Port Arthur’s sense of place and foster a variety of amenities
3. Create vitality, interest and scale by promoting sidewalk activity and
pedestrian-oriented nodes
4. Continue to focus on urban infill and redevelopment projects in key
areas to inspire future investment

1
U.S. Census. http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/
archives/2010_census/cb12-181.html
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ENHANCE THE IDENTITIES OF
DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR AND ITS
DISTRICTS BY CREATING A UNIQUE
SENSE OF PLACE
The recent renovation of the historic Bank Building and Pavilion to
their former glory have laid a strong foundation for the continued
development of Downtown Port Arthur’s image. These innovations
include adding historical elements such as art-deco light fixtures, clock
poles, wall signage, banners, building materials, landscaping elements,
trash receptacles, wayfinding signage, and sign kiosks, to name a few. It is
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important that these elements be designed along specific guidelines with
a common look, material, color, and scale and can easily be recognized
throughout Downtown Port Arthur and in future streetscape projects.
Aesthetic considerations play a critical role in providing an environment
with meaning, character, beauty, function, and education, thus additional
public investment projects should encourage the use of repeating
elements and designs with the intention of increasing and enhancing
Downtown Port Arthur’s identifiable image. While reinforcing a unified
design concept, Port Arthur should foster creativity and flexibility in these
designs so as not to discourage creativity within individual districts and on
special sites.

CREATE AN ATTRACTIVE, INVITING
ATMOSPHERE TO ENHANCE
DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR’S SENSE
OF PLACE AND FOSTER A VARIETY OF
AMENITIES
Sense of place goes beyond physical design and must foster a spirit of
belonging among visitors and residents alike; sense of place is achieved
by providing unique or unexpected interactions. Additional spaces
for discovery and exploration need to be fostered and created within
Downtown Port Arthur to its unique character. This is best illustrated
during the Mardi Gras season when Procter Street is closed for pedestrian
festivities and the vibrant parade of floats, as well as along the waterfront
at the International Avenue of Flags. It is recommended that year-round
dynamic features and spaces be proposed and included throughout the
downtown area.
Inciting a strong emotional connection between pedestrians and the
urban environment can open up new community, social and economic
opportunities along Procter Street and in surrounding districts and

neighborhoods. The unique downtown energy will encourage creativity
and fuel innovation, along with entrepreneurial spirit. Fun, quirky
spaces are great for Downtown Port Arthur, not every element has to
be refined and organized—spontaneous elements are encouraged! The
idea is to create spaces that foster and encourage human interaction at
a variety of scales—from the civic core of Port Arthur to neighborhood
park spaces. A great example is the renovation of the Pavilion along
Procter Street. The initiative to redevelop and utilize the Pavilion as a
flexible-use space for community events and activities will provide a
venue for social interaction, educational opportunities, uncommon and
rewarding experiences. One consideration may be a public art initiative
throughout the study area to provide visual interest and perhaps serve
as an educational opportunity to learn more about the talents, history
and creative roots of Port Arthur. Public art can include murals, light
installations, sculptures, and plantings. The largest component for this
strategy is that Downtown Port Arthur should be fun and a place for social
interactions. The key to Downtown Port Arthur’s success, both now and
into the future, is that it remains the beating heart of the community and
continues to host community events, parades and festivals that excite the
local population and draw visitors from around the State throughout the
year.
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CREATE VITALITY, INTEREST AND
SCALE BY PROMOTING SIDEWALK
ACTIVITY AND PEDESTRIANORIENTED NODES
Creating special experiences and pulse points at key nodes along Procter
Street will help to provide street level interest and activity. Recommended
nodes include Fort Worth Avenue, Austin Avenue, Waco Avenue,
Beaumont Avenue, Shreveport Avenue, Augusta Avenue, and Stilwell
Avenue (see Map 6.1: Branding District and Public Spaces). This strategy
is closely related to Strategy 1: Enhance the Identities of Downtown
Port Arthur and Its Districts by Creating a Unique Sense of Place in Each,
because it also puts emphasis on place making and the pedestrian
environment.
Due to the scale of the study area, it is recommended that portions of
Downtown Port Arthur be addressed individually by their major function-such as Port/manufacturing activities, civic core, educational center,
and commercial/retail storefronts. Not all designs and projects need
to be symmetrical, this is not to say that Downtown Port Arthur should
take on a completely different look from one end of Procter to the other.
Rather, a one-size-fits-all street section is not appropriate to apply to
the entire downtown; designs vary from campus, residential, retail, and
industrial purposes. The idea is to create an intuitive circulation network
across Downtown Port Arthur and within districts that highlight vital
community connections and points of interest. These types of projects,
when implemented across a community, can become costly endeavors,
logistical challenges and often long-term commitments. Rather, a series
of smaller, special urban design experiences can provide uniqueness and
increased image recognition for Downtown Port Arthur while offering
more bang for the buck.
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CONTINUE TO FOCUS ON URBAN
INFILL AND REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS IN KEY AREAS TO INSPIRE
FUTURE INVESTMENT
Previous and current City initiatives, community participation and
persistent efforts by stakeholders have laid a tremendous foundation to
establish where Downtown Port Arthur is today. The City should develop
guidelines that provide the detailed framework for illustrating desired
urban forms as the City redevelops and welcomes new investments.

A continued emphasis on urban form and infill sites, not suburban
sites, will be necessary in order to advance the community’s vision for
the downtown area. Examples include buildings located next to the
street, street trees and wide walks with site furnishings. Recent Port
Arthur projects have provided great examples of urban redevelopment,
including the Pavilion renovation and the preservation and re-use of the
historic 501 Procter building. As such, Downtown Port Arthur’s buildings,
architecture and site designs must remain unique and retain the historical
significance of Port Arthur. These urban principles apply to all aspects of
physical design from building facades to parking enhancements.
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DISTRICT MARKERS AND SIGNAGE EXAMPLES
INSPIRATION

Due to the prominence and visibility of Procter Street, a gateway element or monument sign is recommended. The sign should be located along the
eastern and western portions of the study area. The example district markers, planters and signage borrow local historical cues. An iconic image, color,
look, slogan or symbol should be repeated on signage throughout the City. Materials for consideration should include stone, stucco, brick, wood and
potential accents of metal and metal lettering. The signs should vary in size from monumental (meant to be viewed from the street) to pedestrian-friendly
(directional primarily for the pedestrian and site-specific visitors). The examples below include the Keyhole Klub sign and Roy’s Hobbies and Electronics
sign, both remind visitors of a time long ago and are examples of the character and look of historical Procter Street businesses. Creative use of LED
lighting, internal lighting and/or up-lighting should all be explored to reinforce a dynamic quality that supports street activity and aesthetic image.

Source: www.roadarch.com
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PROJECTS: BRANDING, DISTRICT AND PUBLIC SPACE
1. LAMAR STATE COLLEGE BRANDING EXPANSION

Lamar State College’s branding and visual identity should be expanded off campus to further integrate the college’s identity with that of the downtown
area. Downtown Port Arthur and Lamar have a symbiotic relationship and as one grows, so too shall the other. Procter Street, along with intersections at
Stilwell Boulevard and Augusta Avenue, become signature identity corridors for Lamar State College. A more pedestrian-friendly and exciting transition
between Lamar State College’s northwestern boundary and surrounding blocks is needed to generate the visual identity, accessibility, and safety that
these critical nodes deserve. First, an improved Procter Street streetscape is needed from Lake Charles Avenue to Augusta Avenue—including landscaping,
enhanced paving techniques, decorative lighting, college branding, safer intersections, and wide sidewalks.
The second strategy is a visually captivating intersection at Stilwell Boulevard and Procter Street; Lamar College’s logo could be incorporated into the
intersection’s ground plane with stamped concrete or differentiated pavers. The new colors and textures would be repeated in the bulbout or curb areas
and crosswalks to enhance visibility and safety. Textured surfaces such as brick or pavers may be used to emphasize pedestrian crossings and indicate
to motorists, visually, that lower speeds are intended. Future improvements should promote this campus edge as a pedestrian-oriented entrance from
Stilwell Boulevard. Ideally, the College’s brand will bleed out onto the streetscape in a variety of ways that allow visitors and residents to immediately
recognize and identify the special area of the City in which they are. Spaces like this will generate community pride and reflect the collaboration and
partnership that the City of Port Arthur holds with Lamar State College.

Example of blending college brand with streetscape and campus entry
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2. STREET CLOSURE/SECONDARY DISTRICT
FEATURES
The secondary district features will be less monumental than the primary
gateway features, but they will still portray a sense of entry into what
has been highlighted as the urban core of Downtown Port Arthur. It is
recommended that the City focus investments on a smaller scale area,
around six blocks or so. These features are included at the northwestern
and northeastern entry points into the designated civic/urban core of
Port Arthur. This core set of blocks—being the location of the Jefferson
County Courthouse, the Pavilion, the Port, Central Park, etc.—with access
to the waterfront and boardwalk areas, would be a compact and easily
recognizable area when branded with unique signage and pedestrian
amenities.
During Mardi Gras, the City’s largest annual event, the secondary district
features will also serve as a street closure to protect the pedestrian
crowds and floats from the hazards of automobile traffic. Bollards are an
example of street closures that can be timed to raise and lower for City
events, functions, or needs. Visitors entering from Augusta, Waco and
Beaumont Avenues will have these striking visual cues to indicate their
presence and entry into Port Arthur’s vibrant civic core.

3. PRIMARY DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
FEATURE/GATEWAY

Fort Worth Avenue and Shreveport Avenue will be the major gateways to
Port Arthur’s civic core along its major axis, Procter Street. It is envisioned
that the gateway elements chosen will adhere to the Procter Street
Master Plan’s original design of monolithic columns supporting a wrought
iron gate that can be closed during community events and functions—
most notably, Mardi Gras which parades down Procter Street annually.
The gateway elements will incorporate materials and colors as displayed
in the historical buildings of Port Arthur. The design elements should
respect the historical roots of the area by using colors and materials
found within the study area. Continuity in colors, materials, architectural
features, signage and landscaping can translate as a coordinated effort,
thus providing increased sense of place. The gates that will frame the
view down Procter Street will create a grand vision and presence for all
those who walk, drive, or ride through the heart of Port Arthur.

Source: Procter Street Master Plan, The LaBiche Architectural Group, Inc.,
Coleman and Associates
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4 - 5. PAVILION ENHANCEMENT AND
PEOPLE’S PARK ENHANCEMENTS

An early catalyst project for this series of blocks was the 501 Bank Building
renovation done in partnership with the Port Arthur Economic Development
Corporation (EDC). It is hoped that community events like summer movies
projected onto the rear of the EDC building could take place with lawn chairs
and blankets laid out within People’s Park. This park is meant to be a passive
park with shade trees and seat walls that could be utilized for special events,
or a casual visit to the park. Greenspaces and flex-use spaces can ultimately
be used year-round by the community and also serve a vital aesthetic
function and respite from the hustle of urban life.
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5TH ST

WACO AVE

AUSTIN AVE

These two improvements are described together because the
recommendation is that they function as complimentary community spaces.
With the Pavilion enhancements already having such success, it would only
add to the revitalization of the area by continuing similar elements--such
as low walls, decorative lighting, and pedestrian furniture. This community
space could house markets, fairs, community events, and much more; it is
hoped that enhancements to People’s Park could also turn this open space
into a flexible-use area that could be programmed for use alongside Pavilion
events. The design of the Pavilion should inspire the enhancements of
People’s Park so that the two relate to one another, while still functioning
independently.

PROCTER ST

4TH ST

Figure 29: Park enhancements

6. POTENTIAL PAVILION PARK EXPANSIONS
This project is meant to function alongside the previous
recommendations for a People’s Park expansion and Pavilion
enhancements, but also to serve as a linkage of greenspace to Central
Park (#10 on the map). This green corridor could be an activated linkage
with retail frontage. This combination opens up an exciting opportunity
for a creative space that will generate pedestrian traffic, wanderers,
tourists, picnickers, people-watchers, and workers from adjacent
businesses.

Greenspaces and networks, including corridors and linkages, are widely
seen as a key mechanism for reversing fragmentation of the urban core—
in both built form and landscaping. These spaces also deliver a range of
other social and environmental benefits, including enhancement of local
character and increased opportunities for public access, social interaction,
and recreation. The focus is on identifying and protecting greenspaces in
urban areas so visitors can retreat from the bustle of urban life, engage
in physical activity, improve their health and well-being, and engage in
their environment. Through these types of interactions and opportunities,
people begin to value these spaces “in their backyards.” Incorporating
these types of elements can transform the quality of the environment in
an urban area, which can then become a catalyst for increasing economic
value, stimulating economic activity and reinvestment in an area.
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7 - 9. NEIGHBORHOOD PLAZA AND
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

Parks are usually acknowledged for their contributions to the physical and
aesthetic quality of neighborhoods, but new studies are revealing that
parks play a broader role in generating larger economic revenue, inducing
investment, youth development, and community building. Recent studies
have shown a significant link between property values and proximity to
greenspace, including neighborhood parks and forested areas.1 These
neighborhood parks will serve as neighborhood identity centers that
essentially turn a neighborhood into a village with a centralized focal
point for gathering and social interaction. Creating these beautiful park
spaces and redeveloping the residential areas adjacent to them is a key
strategy for neighborhood revitalization and redevelopment in these
residential areas northwest of Procter Street. These park-front homes will
become highly sought after pieces of real estate within the community
and will generate reinvestment in the surrounding areas.

These greenspaces are a key strategy of this plan because these projects
will require minimal land acquisition as many of these properties are
currently vacant. These illustrated locations are recommended but could
be located on different blocks as the neighborhood center intentions are
created. With the help of public-private partnerships, these lands could
be acquired and developed into vibrant, flexible-use spaces that will
ultimately serve as catalyst projects for the development community to
rally around for the purpose of reinvestment. These spaces will include
playscapes for families, as well as passive and flexible-use spaces that
welcome open play or pick-up games for residents of all ages. These
spaces are highly programmable for neighborhood events and social
gatherings such as birthday parties and holidays. Social interaction and
building relationships within the community is a fundamental tenant of
creating vibrant and resilient communities; having greenspaces and areas
that invite interaction is a way that cities can encourage residents to bond
and build community at the neighborhood level.

1
Correll, Mark R., Jane H. Lillydahl, and Larry D. Singell. 1978. “The
Effects of Greenbelts on Residential Property Values: Some Findings on the
Political Economy of Open Space.” Land Economics 54(2): 207-17.

PROCTER ST

Figure 30: Neighborhood Centers
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SHREVEPORT AVE

WACO AVE

BEAUMONT AVE

6TH ST

5TH ST

THE BENEFITS OF PARKS IN ADVANCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
According to the National Recreation and Park Association, parks and
recreation possess three values that make them essential services to
communities:
1. Economic Value
• Parks improve the local tax base and increase property values.
• Cities can use parks to reduce public costs for stormwater
management, flood control, transportation, and other forms of built
infrastructure.
• Quality parks and recreation are cited as one of the top reasons for
business relocation decisions.
• Parks and recreation programs generate revenue from operating costs.
• Indirect revenues are generated for the local and regional economies
through the hosting of sports tournaments and special events such as
arts, music, and holiday festivals. Economic activity from hospitality
expenditures, tourism, fuel, recreational equipment sales, and many
other private sector businesses yields more sustainable local and
regional economies.
2. Public Health and Environmental Benefits
• Parks are the places people go to get healthy and stay physically fit.
• Parks and recreation programs and services contribute to the health of
children, youth, adults, and seniors.
• Designing places within which people can become physically active can
improve individual and community health, and result in an increase of
residents who exercise regularly.
• Research shows correlations between the reduction of stress, lowered
blood pressure, and perceived physical health and the length of time
spent in parks.
• Parks and other conserved open spaces help to improve water quality,
protect groundwater, prevent flooding, improve air quality, produce
wildlife habitat, and provide places for individuals to connect with the
natural environment and recreate outdoors.

• Cities can use parks to help preserve essential ecological functions and
to protect biodiversity.
• When planned as part of a system of green infrastructure, parks can
help shape urban form and buffer incompatible uses.
3. Social Importance
• Parks are a tangible reflection of the quality of life in a community;
providing identity for citizens and enhancing the perception of quality
of life in the community.
• Parks provide gathering places for social groups and families, as well
as for individuals of all ages and economic status, regardless of their
ability to pay for access.
• By providing gathering places, parks facilitate social interactions
among residents that are critical to maintaining community cohesion
and pride, as well as developing social ties that become the glue that
holds the community together and drives future actions.
• Voter approval rates for bond measures to acquire parks and conserve
open space has exceeded 75 percent in recent years, revealing the
public’s prioritization of parks in government spending.
• Parks and recreation programs provide places for health and wellbeing that are accessible by persons of all ages and abilities, especially
to those with disabilities.
• Community involvement in the planning and design of neighborhood
parks, as well as access to parks and recreation opportunities are
positively associated with lower crime rates, vandalism, and juvenile
delinquency.
• Parks have a value to communities in the formation of a sense of
public pride and cohesion.
Source: National Recreation and Parks Association. “Why Parks and
Recreation are Essential Public Services.” http://www.colchesterct.gov/
Pages/ColchesterCT_Dept/PR/forms/Parks-Are-Essential-Public-Services.pdf
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10. CENTRAL PARK

Central Park is an existing greenspace adjacent to the Jefferson County
Courthouse. This open space is meant to serve as a relaxing pedestrian
area and visual oasis outside of the civic heart of Jefferson County.
Central Park includes pavilions for picnicking or social gatherings, and
paved walkways for accessibility. Walkways meander through the shaded
canopy of the mature trees that have grown up in the park. From under
the canopy opens up a water feature and the entrances to the Jefferson
County Courthouse building. These greenspaces will be most often
utilized by tourists, visitors to the courthouse, businessmen and women,
employees of the courthouse and surrounding uses.
Central Park must remain highly maintained and immaculate at all times;
due to its high profile location it will be the first impression for many
tourists and visitors to Port Arthur. Having such a well-maintained and
utilized park space adjacent to the City’s municipal buildings will likely
spark improvements for the entire municipal area itself—including
pedestrian amenities like trash cans, benches, banners, and walkways.
These improvements provide yet more opportunities to identify Port
Arthur’s civic core with a unique character and identity, separate from
other districts identified by this plan.

Source: Google Earth
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11. INTERNATIONAL AVENUE OF FLAGS

As discussed in Chapter 1, the International Avenue of Flags was a gift to
the City of Port Arthur in celebration of the Rotary Club of Port Arthur’s
100th Anniversary. The 15-foot high, 160-foot wide platform displays the
American flag alongside 26 international flags representing the countries
who visit the Port of Port Arthur the most frequently. The landmark is
meant to welcome visitors, especially ships as they enter the waterway to
do business in Port Arthur.
The flags serve as a gateway from the water and are highly visible from
land as well—from as far as Fourth Street, the Museum of the Gulf
Coast,and the Sub-Courthouse. Elements like these, paying homage to
the industries that have built and continue to help build Port Arthur, as
well as generating visibility from the water, are important in building a
sense of place, identity and civic pride among residents of the community
and visitors as well. The Avenue of Flags will be a great destination that is
located close to the boardwalk area, generating more traffic and visitors
along the waterfront area.

12. BOARDWALK

The boardwalk is meant to be an attraction and an anchor for Downtown
Port Arthur. It is the vision of the boardwalk area to become a focal point
where history meets present-day Port Arthur. Imagine sitting on a bench
along the boardwalk watching the ships turn around in the Gulf Coast
Intracoastal Waterway. People are strolling up and down the boardwalk,
the Avenue of Flags is gently swaying with the coastal breeze. This area
should incorporate a center for community events such as a fish market
for local fisherman to sell the day’s catch or educational seminars on
coastal ecology or port operations.
It will be critical to maintain connections from the boardwalk to adjacent
restaurants and retail stores, including adequate parking nearby, a
pedestrian bridge, and even a ferry for trips to Paradise Island. This
area will be an epicenter of history, culture, exploration, education,
excitement, and entertainment all along Port Arthur’s scenic waterfront.
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13 - 14. ENHANCED INTERSECTIONS

This plan recommends enhancements at major intersections as a streetscape strategy to enhance the experience of arrival and begin to define pedestrian
nodes along Procter Street. Along with gateway elements, three intersections will provide aesthetic ambiance for the roadway. Because of the number
of districts and variety of uses along Procter Street, key intersection improvements are recommended to unify the area and create a repeating element
that will provide visual continuity and familiarity. The intersections proposed for enhancement include Fort Worth Avenue, Austin Avenue, Waco Avenue,
Beaumont Avenue, Shreveport Avenue, Augusta Avenue, and Stilwell Avenue (see Map 22: Branding, District, and Public Space Map). The enhancements
recommended at these intersections should be consistent in design, color, materials, and fixtures/furniture, yet unique in landscape planting or public art
elements. Waco intersection could be designed with more significant design elements to denote the center of the downtown core.
Landscaping is important in creating human scale and comfort, especially along vibrant corridors like Procter Street that is, in certain areas, autodominant. Based on site observations, it is recommended that greenspaces and plantings be propagated throughout the study area. This will support
visual quality and should become part of the review process for future development and redevelopments along these key corridors. These landscape
enhancements should not be seen as merely aesthetic elements, but also as methods of screening between different uses and areas.
Landscaping should be utilized along Procter Street at the key intersections mentioned above, as well as site entrances at locations like the Port of Port
Arthur, Lamar State College, and the Jefferson County Courthouse. Plantings help to define major portions of the site and create gateways for the building
itself. The plant materials for these areas should include large trees and shrubs, as well as seasonal blooms, ornamental trees and planters. Landscape
beds and planters should be provided at building entrances and outdoor seating areas.
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CORNER CUT FOR AESTHETIC
OPPORTUNITIES

PAVERS OR UNIQUE CONCRETE

PAINTED SIGNAL LIGHT POLES

ENHANCED CROSSWALKS

OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC ART
OR STATUES

LANDSCAPE WALL, SIGNS AND
PLANTINGS

Figure 31: Enhanced Intersection Example
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ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
1
2
3

COMPARISON OF MUNICIPAL ECONOMIC
PROGRAMS
SWOT ANALYSIS OF PORT ARTHUR’S RETAIL
ATTRACTION INCENTIVES
RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR SALES TAX AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES

CHAPTER

7

Economic Development

COMPARISON OF MUNICIPAL
ECONOMIC PROGRAMS
A review was conducted of how economic development programs are
promoted by nine small cities scattered in different areas of Texas. At least
several of those cities attended the May 2014 convention conducted by
the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), the largest gathering
for retail attraction efforts attended by developers, owners, retailers
and municipalities. The cities of Richardson, Grapevine and Forney
were interviewed regarding tools deemed to be most effective for retail
attraction. The primary focus reported from those cities was the use of
sales tax grant agreements. In addition, this review categorized eleven
general features inherent in how those economic development programs
were marketed and communicated online to the business community.
They are listed in the Port Arthur Incentive System Comparables matrix
which accompanies this section. Also, where those sample cities
identified the standard use of an application for incentives, the key
general components of those applications were identified in the matrix.

• The Operation Downtown brochure should be revised to incorporate
the recommended guidelines for sales tax and incentives.
• In developing a revised application in connection with the Task 4
recommendations, that document should include the following:
◦◦ Probe the applicant for any required infrastructure
improvements necessary to support the project.
◦◦ Probe for projected wages and payroll to be generated.
◦◦ For retail projects, probe for the market or trade area to be
served by the project. Determine whether the project’s trade
area will include Downtown Port Arthur and whether it will
impact retail attraction to downtown.
◦◦ Similar to Temple, TX, ask for the rationale for the incentive.
Why is it needed?
◦◦ Probe for whether the project is compatible with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan and the downtown recommendations.

As a result of this review, several recommendations for potential
refinements to the online administration and promotion of Port Arthur’s
economic programs are listed below.
• Similar to Grapevine, TX, it is recommended that Port Arthur
incorporate a list and description of targeted industries.
• Given the priorities of the downtown, an applicant questionnaire
should be developed for multi family projects and commercial and
residential development.
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PORT ARTHUR INCENTIVE SYSTEM COMPARABLES
Incentive System Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Profile of City Economic Strengths
Description of Targeted Industries
Guide to Federal, State & County
Resources
Summary Description of Incentives
Description of How Incentives Can
be Used
Examples or Case Studies of
Incentive Deals
Applicant Questionaire
Database of Available Parcels
Downtown Development Guide
Description of Incentives Limitations

Limited, on website

Limited, on website

Yes

Not available
Yes, TX on
website

No

No

Yes

Yes, TX on website Yes, fed., TX & Cty.
Yes, on website

Yes, on website

No

Not available

No

Yes

No

Not available

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not on website

Yes

Yes, on website

Yes

Not on website

Not available

No

No

No

Not available

Not available

Yes

No

No

No

Not available

Application Components

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Company Information
Project or Property Investment
Information
Utility Demand & Usage Data
Required Infrastructure
Improvements
Projected Job Creation
Projected Wages
Projected Worker Benefits
Business History & References

Desoto, TX (Pop. Grapevine, TX
51,500)
(Pop. 46,000)

* For industrial & commercial development excluding retail & multifamily development
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No

Yes, on website

Sherman, TX
(Pop. 39,300)

Taxable Sales & Purchases

12

Yes, on website

Allen, TX
(Pop. 92,000)

14

11

Desoto, TX (Pop. Grapevine, TX
51,500)
(Pop. 46,000)

Not available

13

10

Sherman, TX
(Pop. 39,300)

Desired or Prioritized Community
Benefits

Market Area or Trade Area to be
Served
Requested Incentives & Dollar
Amount
Federal, State & County Incentives
to be Leveraged
Rationale for the Incentive, i.e.,
funding gap, risks to be mitigated
Is the project compatible with the
City's Comprehensive Plan?

9

Allen, TX
(Pop. 92,000)

Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan

Forney, TX
(Pop. 16,700)
Yes
No, but major
sectors described

Port Arthur
(Pop. 54,000)
Limited, on EDC
website

No
,
regional
workforce
No
Yes, for Type B
Yes, on EDC
projects
website
Yes, on EDC
Yes
website
Yes, on EDC
No
website
Not for retail or
Yes
res.
Yes, on EDC
Yes, via CoStar
website
p
Downtown
Yes, in downtown
brochure
dev. report
Limited, on EDC
No
website
No

No

Forney, TX
(Pop. 16,700)

Port Arthur
(Pop. 54,000)

No application on
website
Yes
Yes
No application on
website
Yes
Yes
No application on
website
Yes
Yes*
No application on
website
Yes
No
No application on
website
Yes
Yes p
Downtown, Yes*
No application on
Yes, payroll
for industrial
website
projections
No application on
website
No
No
No application on Yes, incl. financial
website
statements
Yes*
No application on
website
No
Yes*
No application on
website
Yes
Yes
No application on
website
No
Yes*
No application on
website
No
No
No application on
website
Yes
To be determined
No application on
website
Yes
Yes

Table 15: Comparable Incentives

PORT ARTHUR INCENTIVE SYSTEM COMPARABLES
Incentive System Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Profile of City Economic Strengths
Description of Targeted Industries
Guide to Federal, State & County
Resources
Summary Description of Incentives
Description of How Incentives Can
be Used
Examples or Case Studies of
Incentive Deals
Applicant Questionaire
Database of Available Parcels
Downtown Development Guide
Description of Incentives Limitations

Port Arthur
(Pop. 54,000)

Yes

Yes

None identified

Yes

Limited, on EDC
website

Major sectors highlighted

No

None identified

No

Yes

Yes

None identified

Yes

No
Yes, TX & regional
workforce resources

Yes

Yes

None identified

Yes

Yes, on EDC website

No

Yes

None identified

Yes

Yes, on EDC website

No

Yes

None identified

No

Yes, on EDC website

1 page for TIRZ

Yes

None identified

Yes

Not for retail or res.

Yes
Dwtn Midland Mgmt District
Svce. & Improve. Plan

Yes

None identified

Yes, via CoStar

No

None identified

No

None identified

No

Yes, on EDC website
Operation Downtown
brochure
Limited, on EDC
website

No

Yes, in evaluation criteria

None identified

No

No

Application Components

Midland, TX (Pop.
124,000)

Temple, TX (Pop.
70,200)

Beaumont, TX
(Pop. 118,000)

Richardson, TX
(Pop. 104,500)

Port Arthur
(Pop. 54,000)

Yes

Yes

None identified

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

None identified

No

Yes

No

No

None identified

No

Yes*

No

Yes

None identified

No

No

Probably

Yes

None identified

Yes

Probably

Yes

None identified

Yes

Yes
No for Op. Downtown,
Yes* for industrial

Undetermined

No

None identified

No

No

Undetermined

None identified

No

Yes*

Undetermined

No
Indirectly, query re:impact
on local businesses

None identified

No

Yes*

Undetermined

Yes

None identified

No

Yes

Undetermined

No

None identified

No

Yes*

Undetermined

Yes

None identified

No

No

Undetermined

Yes

None identified

No

To be determined

Undetermined

Yes

None identified

Yes

Yes

Company Information
Project or Property Investment
Information
Utility Demand & Usage Data
Required Infrastructure
Improvements
Projected Job Creation
Projected Wages
Projected Worker Benefits
Business History & References

Taxable Sales & Purchases

12

Richardson, TX
(Pop. 104,500)

Yes

14

11

Beaumont, TX
(Pop. 118,000)

No

13

10

Temple, TX (Pop.
70,200)

Desired or Prioritized Community
Benefits

Market Area or Trade Area to be
Served
Requested Incentives & Dollar
Amount
Federal, State & County Incentives
to be Leveraged
Rationale for the Incentive, i.e.,
funding gap, risks to be mitigated
Is the project compatible with the
City's Comprehensive Plan?

9

Midland, TX (Pop.
124,000)

Table 16: Comparable Incentives
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SWOT ANALYSIS OF PORT
ARTHUR’S RETAIL ATTRACTION
INCENTIVES
This section entails an analysis of the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities for deployment, and threats to the future viability of select
economic development programs available in the City, i.e., a S.W.O.T.
analysis. As previously cited, this report does not intend to offer legal
advice regarding the administration of economic incentives.

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
DISTRICTS (TIRZS)
Tax increment financing in Texas is commonly referred to by the statutory
mechanism used to implement this economic development tool: the tax
increment reinvestment zone (TIRZ). According to an article co-authored
in 2001 by Enid Arvidson, a professor at the School of Urban and Public
Affairs at the University of Texas, Port Arthur was an early adopter of
tax increment financing and had created its first TIF district in 1981. This
is consistent with the history of tax increment financing in Texas as the
state’s smaller cities took advantage of the tool well before its larger
cities.

TIRZ STRENGTHS

Although it varies from state to state, tax increment financing is an
economic development tool which has been utilized by most states in
the nation as well as the District of Columbia. As such, it benefits from a
deep reservoir of experience regarding its potential application in publicprivate partnerships. The strengths of its authorization in Texas include
the following:
• The Texas statute allows for the projected incremental tax revenues
to be securitized, i.e., to be financially engineered by bond
underwriters and the capital markets to effectively borrow a lump
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sum of capital from incremental tax revenues to be generated over a
20-year to 30-year time frame.
• TIRZ provides a basis for incentivizing the development of large
projects. Sales tax revenues were deemed insufficient by the city
of Grapevine, TX to finance improvements for luring the proposed
Grapevine Mills outlet mall, notwithstanding the size of the center
to be developed on a 275-acre tract. So that city established a
TIF district to support a bond issue to finance street, sewerage,
lighting, and utilities improvements for the project which had a 1996
development cost estimate of $228 million.
• According to First Southwest Company, a Texas-based investment
banking firm, TIRZ bonds can be issued with city-wide tax support, if
a municipality deems it warranted, although this is not necessarily
essential for underwriting this class of revenue bonds.
• Because TIRZ bonds are typically structured as revenue bonds,
they do not impose an obligation for bond repayment upon a city.
However, the capital markets may deem that there is an implicit
moral obligation by a city to stand behind a failing TIRZ bond issue,
even though there is no legal obligation to do so.
• TIRZ bond issues can be buttressed by developer guarantees.
Therefore, if a financially-strong developer is spearheading a project,
that developer’s financial capability can stand behind the bond issue
as a source of partial credit support.
• A TIRZ provides a basis for incentivizing the development of nonretail projects. The City of Midlothian, TX issued three series of
TIF bonds to finance infrastructure improvements to enhance the
attractiveness of its RailPort Industrial Park. According to a report
published by the Council of Development Finance Agencies, bond
proceeds financed a roadway over U.S. Highway 67 to improve
access to the project, in addition to paving, drainage, water
distribution and supply facilities, sanitary sewer facilities and
engineering costs.

• Should capital market conditions be favorable, TIRZ bonds issued
for a project can be subsequently refunded or refinanced in order
to save the issuing authority money on debt service costs. This is
possible when interest rates have declined, or when a city’s bond
rating has improved, or when the underlying project of the TIRZ
has proven to be successful and has stabilized. The Midlothian
Development Authority issued two series of bonds totaling
$42,285,000 in 2007 to refund all of the outstanding Series 1999 and
2004 bonds previously issued.
• A TIRZ can be used to facilitate the redevelopment and revitalization
of a blighted neighborhood. The City of Houston established
a TIRZ in 1990, at the request of a developer, to catalyze the
redevelopment of the Lamar Terrace neighborhood near the
Houston Galleria shopping center. Two years after establishing
the TIRZ, the City approved a total of $3m in TIRZ and public
improvement district bonds for street repairs, new curbs and
sidewalks, new sewer and water systems, removal of overhead
utility lines and installation of lighting and landscaping.
• The aforementioned Houston TIRZ for the St. George Place
redevelopment also illustrates that a TIRZ can be used in concert
with a public improvement district. In addition, the Houston City
Council approved and adopted a plan to organize development
within the TIRZ through a zoning ordinance—a rare use of zoning in
that city.
• A TIRZ can be enlarged if conditions make it favorable to do so.
Houston enlarged the aforementioned Lamar Terrace TIRZ in 1992
after its initial authorization in 1990.
• TIRZs are economic development tools that have been used by small
cities such as Temple (pop. 66,000), Missouri City (pop. 70,000) and
Mission, TX (pop. 80,000). Accordingly, the size of a city is not the
exclusive determinant of the potential success of a TIRZ.
• TIRZs apparently can provide a mechanism for supporting
multifamily development or mixed-use projects. Although Section
311.006 of the Tax Increment Financing Act incorporates restrictions

on the composition of tax increment reinvestment zones, with those
restrictions including limiting residential property in the proposed
zone to no more than 30% of property, the section apparently
was not intended to apply to larger multifamily development.
Section 311.006(d) expressly indicates that property is deemed
to be used for residential property “if it is occupied by a house
having fewer than five living units.” Therefore, it can be interpreted
that a multifamily development involving 6 or more residential
units would not be deemed to be “residential property” for the
purpose of that provision. The City of San Angelo, TX has a TIRZ that
provides incentives if projects are an “existing or new building which
devotes, or will devote at least 50% of its floor area to one or more
of the following uses: residential living, retail sales, restaurant or
entertainment.”
• Unlike incentives based on sales tax revenues where a significant
portion of incremental sales taxes are claimed by the state, a TIRZ
can allow for jurisdictions such as the county and school districts to
elect to contribute from 0% to 100% of their respective share of the
tax increment in support of a TIRZ.
• The Texas tax increment financing statute has certain advantages
that TIF statutes in some other states do not have. For example,
formal blight findings are not required to establish a TIRZ as is
necessary in New York. However, there is a form of “but for” test
requiring that the area’s condition must “substantially impair the
city’s growth, retard the provision of housing or constitute an
economic or social liability.”
• Another advantage of the Texas law is that it allows for TIRZs to be
initiated by a petition directed to city government by local property
owners. This may have inherent political advantages as contrasted
with a TIRZ initiated and advanced as a proposal by city government.
• According to an article published by the TAMU Real Estate Center:
“…studies have shown that in Texas, on average, the public sector
participates at a rate of less than eight to one.” As such, TIRZs can
allow for a significant leveraging of public sector capital.
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TIRZ WEAKNESSES

Setting up a new TIRZ entails a statutory and bureaucratic process with timelines
that must be planned. Other drawbacks of TIRZs, whether employed as backing
for municipal revenue bonds or administered as pay-as-you-go structures,
include the following:
• In contemplating the issuance of TIRZ bonds, municipalities must be
cognizant of the potential marketability of such bonds. In essence,
investors in the capital markets become invisible stakeholders that affect
the ability of communities and economic development practitioners to
raise capital for economic development objectives.
• According to one investment banker, the underlying district backing an
issue of TIRZ bonds may require a minimum size of 200 acres to achieve
investment grade status. However, it should be noted that there are nonrated tax increment financing bonds that are successfully marketed. In
addition, the existing Downtown Port Arthur TIRZ encompasses 372 acres.
• For TIRZ bond issues, relying solely on incremental tax revenues to cover
bond debt service entails some level of risk as revenue shortfalls can occur
if development does not progress as projected in the bond underwriting.
• Successful TIRZ bond underwriting may require that the top ten taxpayers
in a district constitute less than 30% of total taxable value of the TIRZ
district.
• TIF legislation in Texas requires the establishment of a board of directors.
As such, the effectiveness of that body can influence the success of the
TIRZ.
• Since taxing jurisdictions are allowed to negotiate with a city regarding
what portion of the increment they are willing to contribute, there is the
possibility that the increment stream may be diminished by low levels of
cooperation. To illustrate, of the $3.19 Port Arthur property tax rate per
$100 of valuation, the City’s share is only 25% while the school district
claims 42%. The lower the opt-in percentage from the multiple claimants
to the tax increment, the lower is the available income stream that can be
securitized or funded on a pay-as-you-go basis.
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TIRZ OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities to utilize tax increment financing in Port Arthur include the
following:
• The Downtown Port Arthur planning study highlights capital projects
relating to infrastructure requirements for Downtown Port Arthur.
As opposed to the exclusive use of general obligation bonds, TIRZ
funding could constitute an additional funding tool for such capital
expenditures.
• The geographic expanse of the downtown TIRZ encompasses
several proposed and model development projects which have
been conceptualized as possibilities for Downtown Port Arthur.
These development projects could help generate the tax increment
to support a TIRZ bond issue to finance the aforementioned
infrastructure improvements.

An additional and universal threat to tax increment financing districts is
the possibility of declines in assessed values within the district. Factors
contributing to such a phenomenon include recession, natural disasters,
property acquisitions by tax-exempt entities, and assessment appeals by
major landowners.
Last, the City’s general obligation bond rating was downgraded in 2012
from Aa3 to A1. While this is still investment grade and is of no material
concern, any future downgrades of the City’s general obligation bond
rating could affect the rating of any future revenue bonds issued in
connection with a TIRZ. Lower bond ratings result in higher interest rates
on the debt service.

• The Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project could
potentially stimulate the expansion and development of port-related
and marine-related businesses that could be increment generators if
located in Downtown Port Arthur.

TIRZ THREATS

Given the number of TIRZ-related bond financings that have occurred
in Texas during past decades, a significant threat of statutory changes is
probably unlikely. This is premised on the assumption that such changes
might impair the ability of districts to collect tax revenues and, thereby,
put bond issues with original maturities as long as 30 years in jeopardy.
However, a local threat might constitute the preemptive establishment
of a TIRZ by one of Port Arthur’s neighboring municipalities near the Port
Arthur city limits. Should such a TIRZ be established encompassing a large
district, and for a major commercial project, it might preempt the ability
to attract similar development within the City’s jurisdiction. This is more
of a concern for northern areas of the City connected by the U.S. Jighway
link to IH-10 rather than Downtown Port Arthur.
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TAX ABATEMENT AGREEMENTS
(TAAS)
These agreements can be used, potentially, in concert with other
incentives to facilitate retail attraction and other development supportive
of the City’s economic development objectives.

TAX ABATEMENT AGREEMENT STRENGTHS

Tax abatement agreements, by affecting the ad valorem or personal
property tax burden of a property or business, offer an opportunity
to bolster the cash flow projections of a development project or new
business operation. Authorized under Chapter 312 of the Texas Tax Code,
their potential strengths are as follows:
• The 10-year maximum limit on the abatement period is of a fairly
long duration. It is also a time frame that matches the time horizon
for many real estate investment analyses and projected holding
periods.
• The abatement can be scaled up or down from 1% to 100% of the
increase in value as a city may deem fit to allow.
• Even with the requirement for the establishment of local guidelines
and criteria governing the use of abatements, a city still has
discretion on whether to enter into a TAA.
• With the exception of school districts, TAAs allow for other taxing
jurisdictions to join a city in providing a tax abatement of their share
of the increment.
• For intensely-developed sites involving the new construction
of multi-story buildings, a real estate tax abatement could be a
significant factor in the operating cost profile of a project during its
first ten years of operation (inclusive of the construction period).
• The use of TAAs does require establishing a reinvestment zone.
However, for Downtown Port Arthur, we assume that the existing
TIRZ zone designation would also be applicable to tax abatement
agreements. This should be confirmed with municipal counsel.
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• Technical assistance is available from the Governor’s Office
of Texas Economic Development and Tourism and also the
State Comptroller’s Office for municipalities seeking guidance
regarding the designation of reinvestment zones, the adoption
of tax abatement guidelines, and the execution of tax abatement
agreements.

WEAKNESSES OF TAX ABATEMENT
AGREEMENTS:

The use of tax abatement agreements does require a municipality to
comply with several procedural steps before such agreements can be
executed. These include establishing guidelines and criteria governing
such agreements. These are steps that must be planned for in advance.
Other drawbacks or potential weaknesses of this economic development
tool are as follows:
• School districts are expressly prohibited from opting in to
participate in a tax abatement agreement. For Port Arthur, this
means the jurisdiction with the larger claim on property tax rates
cannot make its share of the tax increment available under this
particular incentive tool. Of the five jurisdictions that share in the
local property tax rate, the Independent School District accounts
for 42% of the tax rate whereas the City and County account for
25% and 13%, respectively. This prohibition is applicable even for
development which arguably would result in no incremental impacts
on the demands of the school system, e.g., shopping centers and
retail properties. Although school districts do have authority to limit
appraised values under Chapter 313, that authority is not applicable
to certain types of development.
• Because of the 10-year limitation tied to the effective date of the
agreement, a portion of that timeframe will be applicable to the
construction period of new development and redevelopment
projects. As such, a project with a 1-year construction period
will only have a maximum of nine years of tax relief upon project
completion.

• Although TAAs can be used in TIRZ districts, state law reportedly
requires a TIRZ’s board of directors and the governing bodies of all
taxing jurisdictions contributing tax increment revenue to a TIF to
approve a city tax abatement agreement on property located in that
TIRZ before the agreement can take effect.

TAX ABATEMENT AGREEMENTS
OPPORTUNITIES

Within Port Arthur, perhaps the most significant opportunities for the use
of tax abatements involve the following circumstances:
• To incentivize non-retail as well as retail development. TAAs offer a
tool to incentivize non-retail development such as major commercial
projects in which real estate taxes may constitute a significant
portion of the project’s operating cost profile.
• To incentivize multi-story development and commercial buildings.
TAAs can be used to incentivize multi-story residential and
commercial development projects such as those model projects
conceptualized for the downtown district. Since the site value
increase will be driven by the vertical development programs, the
tax abatement should result in a greater amount of tax savings per
square foot than a development limited to one or two stories.
• Cross-jurisdictional collaboration. If the other taxing jurisdictions
(school district excluded) can be persuaded to opt-in, then a
significant incentive can be potentially offered, notwithstanding the
school district.
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CHAPTER 380 DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS
Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code provides a platform for
creative uses of economic development incentives by the state’s
municipalities. Considerations relating to its strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats are citied below.

STRENGTHS

Additional considerations of the strengths of Chapter 380 authority
include:
• It provides the basis for sales tax refund grants used by
municipalities for retail development projects.
• It can be used in connection with Chapter 378 of the Local
Government Code to establish a Neighborhood Empowerment Zone.
• It provides the basis for property tax reimbursement grants relating
to machinery and equipment investments made by a business
expanding or locating within a city. As such, it is a tool for attracting
office operations and industrial facilities. An example is the City of
Austin’s agreement with technology giant Apple, Inc. in connection
with that firm’s $304 million campus development project.
• As evidenced by Austin’s development agreement with Apple,
Chapter 380 authority can be used—as an alternative to tax
abatement agreements—as the basis for a reimbursement of real
estate property taxes on new construction.
• Municipal payments can be made contingent upon the future
appropriation of such funds. Austin’s agreement with Apple
expressly indicates that Austin shall not be liable for such payments
in the event that the city does not appropriate funds in any fiscal
year.
• Chapter 380 allows for the capping of benefits to be provided to a
business—including sales tax refunds.
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• Although cities may choose to limit sales tax grants to a period of
ten years, Chapter 380 reportedly does not contain a durational
limitation. It has been reported that whether a particular city has a
durational limitation may be controlled by a home-rule city charter
or other local provision.
• It can be used to establish what might be considered as an “artificial
TIRZ” from which a city can reimburse a developer through grants
based on sales tax receipts and property tax receipts. This was done
by Allen, TX in connection with the Village of Allen project. That
agreement provided for a reimbursement mechanism that lasted
twenty (20) years.

WEAKNESSES

Compared to other economic development programs authorized within
Texas or, for that matter, other states, there are minimal apparent
weaknesses inherent in Chapter 380 authority.

OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities are numerous for potentially effective use of Chapter
380 to spearhead economic development in Port Arthur. Some of
these were cited in the 2014 PowerPoint presentation. Additional
considerations include:
• Using Chapter 380 authority as the basis for the sale or long-term
leasing of City-owned land on terms economically-favorable to a
business. Refer to Task 4 comments on the abundance of vacant land
in Downtown Port Arthur (a portion of which is City-owned) and
how such land might be used to spearhead catalytic development
projects.
• The use of Chapter 380 to create an artificial TIRZ to benefit a
master developer undertaking projects at multiple sites within the
Downtown Port Arthur. Refer to Leveraging Economic Incentives
section of Task 4, Report.

• The use of Chapter 380 authority to provide a loan to a developer to
finance a portion of a project’s building improvements. Such a loan
might be subordinated to the developer’s conventional construction
financing.
• Its use to provide reimbursement grants for property taxes
on machinery and equipment invested in connection with the
formation of aquaponic farms in Downtown Port Arthur.
• Its use to finance the construction of a public market facility to be
operated in the downtown. This might be leased and operated by a
private business which has the capability of recruiting and managing
a collection of vendors to operate stalls within the facility. Refer to
the Public Markets discussion in Task 4.
• Its use to provide a City-owned location for the operation of a
farmers’ market within Downtown Port Arthur.
• Its use to require a new restaurant opening outside of Downtown
Port Arthur to enter into supply agreements with hydroponic or
aquaponic operations located in the downtown. (This may be
as a condition of the restaurant for receiving a sales tax refund
agreement.)
• Its use for incentivizing the redevelopment of an existing office
building in Downtown Port Arthur to provide office space for
businesses involved in port operations or the multi-year Sabine
Neches Waterway Improvement Project.
• Its use to provide various municipal support (e.g., waterfront site,
fee waivers, City services, police protection) for a waterfront rockand-roll concert to showcase Downtown Port Arthur redevelopment
projects and celebrate the 75th anniversary (i.e., year 2018) of the
birth of Port Arthur’s music legend, Janis Joplin.

THREATS

No material threats to the future viability of Chapter 380 as an economic
development program have been identified.
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RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES
FOR SALES TAX AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES
This section includes specific recommendations regarding how the
City of Port Arthur might restructure its use of economic development
incentives. As has been stated previously, the intent is not to provide legal
advice and all recommendations should be reviewed by the City’s counsel
for compliance with applicable law.

THE RATIONALE FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES – WHY
PROVIDE THEM?
Either directly or indirectly economic development incentives constitute
a finite resource and, like any finite resource, should be dispensed
and utilized efficiently and effectively. Throughout the nation, local
governments can and do offer certain economic incentives with little
consideration of formal criteria beyond estimated jobs attracted (or that
might be lost) and the estimated impact of a firm’s spending upon the
local community. Bidding wars may erupt in which jurisdictions compete
to influence a firm’s site selection decision. These bidding wars may
mimic competitive engagements subject to game theory models.
However, we recommend the general application of a more structured
approach to the awarding of economic development incentives for retail
attraction purposes and—for that matter—other classes of development.
We propose that there are two fundamental rationales for a jurisdiction
to award incentives: perceived risk and financial feasibility.

TO DEFLATE PERCEPTIONS OF PROJECT
RISK

All developers, retailers and commercial businesses will be guided, at
some level, by the perceived risk to the project or to business operations
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associated with a certain location, region or neighborhood. A survey
conducted by the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) of
a group of major retailers reported the factors of greatest concern to
those retailers in assessing inner-city sites. These include in order of
importance: (1) the actual or perceived levels of crime in an area, (2)
insufficient concentration of the retailer’s target customer, (3) insufficient
consumer purchasing power for the retailer’s product, (4) potential
shrinkage (aka, theft—whether by customers or employees), (5) rent
levels, and (6) build-out or building rehabilitation costs. Developers
of retail space will have these same concerns as they are, in essence,
intermediaries for retailers. It should be noted that, although objective
data may suggest that crime—for example—is not significant, perceptions
may be “baked in” to the attitudes of site selection decision-makers.
Accordingly, it is often necessary to use incentives to mitigate perceptions
of risk whereas empirical data may suggest that such perceptions are
contrary to actual conditions. For retailer site selection, incentives should
be adapted to the aforementioned six key locational factors. Factors #1,
#5 and #6 will also be important for developers of multifamily and other
commercial projects.

TO FACILITATE PROJECTIONS OF
FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

Both retail developers and retailers typically use some form of financial
analysis or modeling to determine whether a project or new store will
meet some threshold of minimum financial success or feasibility. These
models will have three fundamental parameters: the cost of developing
or opening the project or store, the net revenues which can be generated
from that project and the measure of investment return such as Return
on Total Cost, internal rate of return (IRR), etc. Basic principles of financial
analysis suggest that any firm, whether a developer or retailer or other
commercial tenant, has a finite set of investment opportunities and, as
such, capital should only be allocated to those investments that are likely
to deliver a required rate of return. By lowering projected development
costs, reducing projected operating costs, or enhancing project revenues,
economic incentives can influence a decision-maker’s evaluation of

a project’s returns. This should not be confused with a guarantee
of financial success of the venture provided to the business by the
municipality—a guarantee which never should be provided.

APPROACHES FOR TARGETING
INCENTIVES
Just as developers and retailers apply criteria for evaluating site selection
decisions, municipalities can, within the constraints of statutory
regulations, apply certain criteria to guide decisions regarding the
allocation of scarce economic development capital to business attraction
efforts. Within the context of Port Arthur, two fundamental approaches
seem relevant for targeting the use of incentives: types of development
and geographical area.

TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT

Nationwide, states and municipalities have sometimes elected to use
their economic development tools to attract certain types of businesses
and economic development. These have included high-technology
businesses or industries that are deemed to be synergistic with certain
business sectors or locational strengths of an area. For Port Arthur,
targeted categories of economic development might include retail stores,
neighborhood shopping complexes, restaurants, healthcare facilities,
and businesses servicing the port and the energy industry. In addition,
as described below, targeted development sectors might also include
urban farms, farmers’ markets, and mixed-use or workforce multifamily
building, as well as abandoned, vacant building in downtown.
Inasmuch that it provides some indication of market support for certain
categories of retail, commercial and residential development, the 2014
real estate market analysis conducted by Catalyst highlights sectors with
unmet demand that might have potential for positive absorption in the
market. In the retail sector, these include limited-service restaurant
establishments, general merchandise outlets, clothing stores, furniture
outlets, and electronics and appliance stores.

HIGHLIGHT: GREENSBORO, NORTH
CAROLINA
In the mid-1990s, downtown Greensboro, North Carolina had lost its
retail and restaurants--it became lifeless. The City began purchasing
properties in a neighborhood south of downtown with the hope
that a private developer would rebuild it. Developer Nate Bowman,
an advocate of traditional neighborhood development (TND), and
architect Thomas Low worked to improve the city’s plan--which
already included ideas derived from New Urbanism.
Bowman’s seven-block project was a huge success; according to a
2005 report, property taxes in the area rose 800 percent over 1995
levels. The heart of Southside, which was mostly vacant in the 1990s,
saw property values rise more than 11 times with the construction
of new townhomes, live-work buildings, and condominiums. The
Southside revitalization ultimately became a catalyst for even bigger
changes in the greater downtown area.
Some of Southside’s historically Victorian homes were preserved,
while new construction was built with compatible architecture
so as to camouflage the infill from what was previously existing.
Transportation in the area was a challenge, thus to tame MLK Drive
and preserve/enhance its sense of place, buildings were built up to
the sidewalk, on-street parking was incorporated, some streets were
made one-way, and posted speed limits were reduced.
The Southside plan includes 30 detached houses, 10 duplexes,
50 townhouses, 20 shopfront live-work units, 10 restored historic
houses, and studio apartments on the 10-acre site. Southside is
now a mixed-race, mixed-income area--a melting pot of cultures.
Despite Southside’s success, financing for similar projects remains
challenging. One thing cities need to understand is that this does
represent a lifestyle. It’s not what everyone wants, but there is
a strong market of people who want to live like this—with the
transportation options, location, and access to goods and services.
Source: Steuteville, Robert. “Ten acres that transformed a city.” Better Cities & Towns. 		
December 02, 2015. Online: http://bettercities.net/article/ten-acres-transformedcity-21868
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GEOGRAPHICAL AREA

All state and local economic development incentives are, at some
level, geographically based. The State of Texas is not likely to provide
incentives to a firm locating in an adjoining state—even if that location
is near the Texas border. Therefore, statutory restrictions and economic
development priorities should be the primary determinants of whether
geographical considerations should be applied in awarding incentives.
For Port Arthur, as discussed below, such geographic consideration might
involve prioritized, preferential or enhanced support for its downtown
revitalization district. Whereas the nation’s history of disinvestment
in inner-city areas sometimes earned the notorious designation of
“redlining,” such geographical approaches to economic development
constitute an effort to “greenline” areas that are deemed to be
underserved or in need of preferential treatment in order to jump-start
investment activity until market forces can take off.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVE FUNDING
APPROACHES
There are two general approaches to how municipal governments
provide the economic benefits of development incentives or subsidies.
Both approaches are characterized by the timing of the private sector
stakeholder’s receipt of the incentive: front-loaded investment and payas-you-go.

FRONT-LOADED INVESTMENT

This involves the provision of an upfront investment of public sector
capital that serves as gap financing to finance project development costs.
Those are costs that cannot be funded by private-sector capital seeking
market rate returns, i.e., debt and investor equity capital. Conventional
lenders typically view such capital as equity that is necessary to meet
their underwriting requirements. Such capital may be limited to funding
certain eligible costs such as site improvements and site remediation. It
entails a certain level of risk for the public sector as project lenders and
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sponsors may insist that such capital should constitute some of the first
dollars into the capital stack of the development. Accordingly, public
sector stakeholders will want some level of assurance that the other
sources of funding are forthcoming in the requisite amounts to ensure
project completion and opening. Depending upon the underlying source
and statutory authority of the incentive, the potential upfront investment
could range from several thousand dollars to several million dollars of
public sector capital. In January 2015, the City of Edinburg, TX (pop.
81,000) in Hidalgo County authorized a $30m bond issue backed by two
TIRZs to finance the public sector’s participation in a sports arena. The
use of tax increment financing in this manner effectively “securitizes”
the projected stream of incremental tax revenue increases in order to
generate an upfront pool of capital to support a specific project. Sales tax
revenue bonds constitute another example of a front-loaded incentive.

PAY-AS-YOU-GO

This approach reduces risk to a municipality as the benefits to the
business or developer are spread out in installments over some
defined period of time that can run several years or longer. In
addition, municipalities may be able to tie the obligation to fund such
disbursements to milestones or commitments that the developer or
business must achieve, e.g., hiring goals. Two different arrangements are
possible with this approach. One involves accumulating funds and then
subsequently funding eligible improvements once suitable funding levels
have been achieved. Under certain circumstances, it may allow for the
execution of infrastructure improvements to meet the needs of incoming
development. The other arrangement allows developers to pay upfront
for certain public improvements and then be subsequently reimbursed
as incremental tax revenues are generated. This arrangement was used
by the City of San Marcos, TX in connection with its TIRZ #2 established
in 2005. That TIRZ was launched to finance infrastructure improvements
to support the development of a 575-acre tract of vacant and agricultural
land near the City’s northeastern boundary. The developer of that tract
was reimbursed without the issuance of bonds. Additionally, Hays County
opted-in to contribute 50% of its share of the tax increment generated.

This approach might offer an alternative arrangement for funding some of
the FNI recommended stormwater system and wastewater improvements
in connection with the model development projects proposed for the
downtown study area.

DEPLOYING ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
A corollary to the aforementioned discussion of how economic incentives
are funded is an assessment of how they are specifically used or deployed
to assist a particular development project. Paralleling the two general
funding approaches are these two general strategies for incentivizing
development: Mitigating Project Development Costs and Subsidizing
Project Operating Costs or Revenues.

MITIGATING PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
COSTS

When the totality of private sector debt and equity capital seeking riskadjusted and market-rate returns is insufficient to finance all the costs
of developing a project, a financing gap results. If the project is deemed
to be supportive of public policy objectives, the public sector can play a
role in mitigating this gap by providing funding to cover the shortfall or to
defray the costs of development. Depending upon the funding source, the
public contribution may involve the following:

SUBSIDIZING PROJECT OPERATING COSTS
OR REVENUES
Another way to bolster the developer’s or business’ project financial
assumptions is to subsidize, either short-term or long-term, the
development’s operating costs or revenues by the following tactics:
• Using master lease agreements to stabilize project lease-up
(subsidizing project revenues)
• Providing city personnel or services to support business operations,
e.g., enhanced police protection for a destination restaurant in the
downtown (subsidizing project operating costs)
• Funding the costs of billboards, advertising, promotion & marketing
campaigns to reach a retailer’s target market (subsidizing project
operating costs)
• Providing sales tax rebate grants on a pay-as-you-go basis
(subsidizing project operating costs)
• Providing funding for training & education of staff for a target
business (subsidizing project operating costs)
• Rebates of water/sewer charges (subsidizing project operating costs)

• Construction of roads, sewers, site improvements or other
infrastructure improvement
• Sale or lease of city-owned land on economically-favorable terms
• Construction of building improvements
• Waiver or reduction of building permits fees or other fees related to
development
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LEVERAGING ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
Fundamentally, practically all economic incentives seek to leverage
external investment from another source, e.g., private sector businesses
and/or developers. A criterion that the City can apply in evaluating the
use of incentives is the extent to which a project leverages external
investment. These external sources of investment include the following:

EQUITY

How much equity capital will the developer or business be investing in
the project?

DEBT

Will conventional lenders (e.g., banks, conduit lenders, insurance
companies) be providing financing for the project? Is this lender new to
Port Arthur? A successful lending experience with a project in Port Arthur
may lead to additional rounds of funding for other projects from the same
lender.

NEW MARKET TAX CREDITS (NMTCS)

This federal program has been a source of capital for many community
revitalization projects across the nation including the National
Development Council’s $5.5m investment in PAEDC’s restoration of the
historic Port Arthur Savings Building in Downtown Port Arthur. Will a
proposed project attract a future NMTC investment? Although the future
of the New Market Tax Credit program remains clouded with uncertainty
for planning purposes (i.e., until Congress elects to either make it
permanent or give it multi-year authorizations), it offers an opportunity to
leverage City-sponsored incentives.

EB-5 FINANCING

Also known as the immigrant investor program, this is a federal program
that offers foreign investors a visa for investing a minimum of $500,000
of capital in an American business or project that generates a minimum
of ten jobs. While it is challenging to apply this funding to retail
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development projects, it has been a valuable source of capital for hotel
development and healthcare facility projects. This capital source has
proven to be versatile in raising enormous sums to finance large projects.
In Brooklyn, NY, a developer raised $475m to finance the Pacific Park
project which includes the Barclays Center, an arena which hosts the
New Jersey Nets franchise of the NBA. EB-5 financing is best viewed as a
source of low-cost mezzanine financing in which the primary motivation
of the foreign investors (most of whom emigrate from Asia) is securing
the U.S. visa and getting a return of their capital, not necessarily a
significant return on their capital.

MASTER DEVELOPER DESIGNATIONS

There are national examples of inner-city retail development and other
projects that are successfully executed as stand-alone developments,
e.g., the Harlem Pathmark project in NYC. However, there are instances
in which successful execution may require the ability to achieve a critical
mass of development involving multiple parcels over a relatively large
area. Accordingly, some cities have elected to recruit a master developer
to undertake a redevelopment program involving scattered or multiple
sites. This master developer approach may expand the pool of potential
developers who may be interested in the development opportunity and
may bring a larger pool of private sector capital invested in a particular
project. As noted below, the FNI conceptual model development
programs for the downtown identify six different development projects—
one or more of which might be the subject of a master developer
solicitation by the City. If these projects are coordinated with public
sector investment in the form of infrastructure improvements or other
incentives, the development community may be enticed by a contrarian
investment opportunity that could offer significant future appreciation in
land and asset values.

MINIMUM CAPITAL INVESTMENT
REQUIREMENTS

A means of formally establishing leverage is to incorporate minimum
capital investment requirements as a condition of receiving an economic

development incentive. This requires both a definition of what will
qualify as the capital investment (e.g., are land acquisition costs included
or excluded?) as well as the dollar threshold of investor or developer
investment to qualify for the incentive. In addition, it also requires a
determination of whether the incentive will be authorized as-of-right
or will still be subject to a case-by-case determination and approval by
local authorities. To illustrate, the City of Fort Worth, TX excludes land
acquisition costs and investment in personal property such as machinery
and equipment from its definition of capital investment. In addition, it has
a complex specification of minimum investment amounts for commercial
development that involves the lowest possible threshold of $250,000
(i.e., to qualify for a property tax abatement). Excluding land acquisition
costs in Downtown Port Arthur might serve as a disincentive in attracting
investment. Likewise, excluding machinery and equipment might serve as
a disincentive to the attraction of operators of hydroponic or aquaponic
farms (see below in Local Food Systems section).

IMPORTANCE OF THE HOUSING
MARKET
Any retail attraction program spearheaded by the City, whether focused
on the downtown or elsewhere, must also be cognizant of the health of
the local housing market. This would be true of any city which has lost
population in recent years. It is particularly true for a downtown district
which is characterized by a significant inventory of vacant parcels and
lower housing values. Since one of the operating maxims in the retail real
estate industry is that “retail follows rooftops” (or residential units), we
have included suggestions for model downtown district development
projects that include residential components. We have also suggested
that the full range of tools in the economic development toolbox be
mobilized to incentivize housing development as sales tax grants will not
be applicable to this asset class.
The 2014 residential market analysis by Catalyst estimates that the City
can support multifamily unit supply additions of 168 units annually.

We recommend that the use of economic development incentives by
the City in support of housing be prioritized for Downtown Port Arthur
for a planning period of 4 to 5 years in order to encourage and direct
multifamily investment into the downtown. The conceptual plan of model
downtown development projects include several multifamily sites which
provide a conceptual template for how development might proceed.
Opportunities to develop mixed-income or workforce housing should be
emphasized. We also recommend that City-owned vacant parcels become
available on advantageous terms of sale or long-term ground leases to
spearhead the development of rental multifamily housing.

LEVERAGING HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS

The City should encourage affordable and mixed-income housing
developers to leverage the use of vacant City-owned parcels with state
funding (e.g., tax-exempt bonds) provided by the Texas State Affordable
Housing Corp. (TSAHC) and federal programs such as the Low Income
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) and Section 8 funding. Affordable housing
developments in the City which have been financed with the federal
programs include Crystal Creek Park Apartments at 3101 Honeywood
Trail, Port Arthur Townhomes at 3500 Turtle Creek Drive, and Pebble
Creek Apartments at 4251 Jimmy Johnson Boulevard. All three
developments are in the 77642 zip code and are located north of the
downtown.

GEOGRAPHICAL PRIORITIZATION &
PREFERENCES
The nature of retailing is such that it has the effect of maneuvering where
consumer purchasing power is transferred into economic activity. In
recent years, sales at shopping centers and brick-and-mortar retail stores
have been significantly impacted by the rise of Internet retailers such as
Amazon.com which have moved retailing to online stores. Because the
pool of consumer purchasing power within a trade area or market area is
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finite, the potential square footage of retail space that can be supported
within a market area is also limited. This is illustrated by the retail market
analysis conducted as part of the downtown planning study. This finite
pool of consumer demand means that incentivizing the development of
retail outlets in areas of the City that are deemed to be more attractive
and less risky than other areas of Port Arthur will have the unintended
effect of further deterring retail development in underserved and higherrisk inner-city neighborhoods, areas such as Westside and Downtown
Port Arthur. Therefore, we recommend that the City’s use of sales tax
incentives, in particular, be restructured to prioritize retail development in
Downtown Port Arthur and the adjacent Westside neighborhood.
Applying geographic preferences and prioritization is not unprecedented.
The federal New Markets Tax Credit program is based on a geographic
preference scheme relating to poverty and unemployment criteria of
census tracts. In addition, the federal EB-5 immigrant investor program
allows for lower required investment (i.e., $500,000 for targeted areas vs.
$1,000,000 for non-targeted areas) in order to qualify for the conditional
visa program. Such geographical preferences help align public sector and
private sector capital investment with public policy objectives.

PREFERENCE FORMULA

Various examples of economic development programs throughout
the nation suggest that there are several approaches possible for
incorporating a preference regime into Port Arthur’s use of economic
incentives. In addition, some guidance is available from the policy
guidelines that have been established by other Texas cities in their use of
tax abatement agreements. Listed are some relevant considerations.

DISTRICT EXCLUSIONS
Economic development incentives could be exclusively limited to targeted
areas in the municipality. The legal basis for such a structure in Port
Arthur would have to be reviewed. However, the guidelines presented
below do not reflect this.
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DISTRICT MORATORIUMS
Economic development incentives in non-targeted areas could be
prohibited for a period of time in order to redirect activity and investment
into targeted areas.

DISTRICT VARIATIONS
More attractive incentives and/or less stringent requirements could be
provided to investment in targeted areas. As examples, both San Antonio
and Fort Worth incorporate this feature into their tax abatement policies.
The former has established an Inner City Reinvestment/Infill Policy
Area (ICRIP) and a map of that area is included as an appendix to their
guidelines. Section 2 of their guidelines reads: “To promote balanced
growth, certain areas are targeted for job creation and investment.
Depending on the location and industry of the project, the length and
percentage of the abatement will vary. City Council has adopted the
Inner City Reinvestment/Infill Policy (ICRIP), amended on January 10,
2013, which identifies areas of the City eligible for increased incentives,
such as tax abatements and development fee waivers, to promote
growth and development in the center city and downtown areas….” In
its General Eligibility Criteria for its tax abatement policy, the City of Fort
Worth states: “Although the City will consider all applications for tax
abatement that meet the eligibility requirements set forth in this Policy, it
is especially interested in development projects that….” Those criteria go
on to cite a preference for projects located in the Central City.

DOLLAR CAPS
San Antonio has effectively established a cap on its tax abatement
incentives for investment outside of its targeted area by setting a
maximum duration of six years for abatements as opposed to ten
years for investments in the target area. Ceilings in Port Arthur could
be imposed on the dollar amount of incentives available for certain
categories of investment (e.g., retail outlets vs. industrial development)
or for investment in certain areas of the City. Higher or lower ceiling
amounts serve to communicate municipal priorities.

PERCENTAGE OF INVESTMENT CAPS
Limitations could be established relating to the percentage of overall
project development costs that can be subsidized with the capitalized
value of incentives, with higher percentages allowed for targeted areas
than non-targeted areas.

“BUT-FOR” CRITERIA
Many states that have authorized the use of tax increment financing have
incorporated criteria that require some demonstration of need for the
subsidy or incentive as a condition of approval. This inevitably requires
some form of assessment by municipal economic development staff of
whether the project would be financially feasible without some form
of public sector support. This might be done by evaluating the project
sponsor’s development cost and profit and loss projections (i.e., pro
forma) to determine whether some measurable threshold of return on
investment is projected to be achieved. A formal “but-for” requirement
might be required for incentivizing investment outside of the targeted
area while eliminating this requirement for the targeted area. An
objective of a “but-for” requirement would be to discourage retailers and
other businesses locating outside of Port Arthur’s targeted areas from
fishing for economic incentives that they don’t really need.

UNRESTRICTED ENTITLEMENT
Incentives under some formula involving any of the above criteria may be
deemed to be available “as of right” for investment activity that occurs
anywhere in the City or certain defined areas. This is not recommended,
and incentives should still be subject to the discretion and approval of the
City.

COMMITMENTS RELATING TO THE TARGET AREA
A condition for receipt of incentives might include a commitment by
a business or developer to certain stipulated objectives. These could
include actions that benefit the targeted area even though a project may
be located outside of the targeted area. For example, in its abatement
policy guidelines, Fort Worth defines a Commitment as “an agreed

upon amount and/or percentage related to the utilization of Fort Worth
Companies and Fort Worth Certified M/WBE Companies for construction
spending on a given project or for Supply and Service Expenditures
related to the hiring of Fort Worth Residents and Central City Residents.”
Supply and Service Expenditures are defined as “discretionary
expenditures made as part of normal business operations on the real
property subject to tax abatement, such as, by way of example only, office
supplies, janitorial supplies and professional services.” It should be noted
that, in Port Arthur, this supply and service expenditure commitment
could be applied to new businesses (or expanding businesses) such as
restaurants and grocery stores as a basis for providing support for the
development of urban farming operations in the downtown.

TARGETED INDUSTRIES
San Antonio establishes as one of the fundamental eligibility criteria for
tax abatement incentives the requirement that the applicant “must be
in a targeted industry, a qualifying project or business activity.” Targeted
industries there are cited as including, but not limited to, aerospace and
advanced manufacturing, bioscience/healthcare, energy, agribusiness/
food manufacturing, environmental technology, creative services, and
logistics and distribution. Fort Worth’s guidelines do not focus on targeted
industries. Examples of businesses that might be targeted for location in
Downtown Port Arthur might include hydroponic and aquaponic farms,
logistics and distribution services, and marine engineering services
companies inclusive of those that may space needs resulting from the
Sabine-Neches Waterway Improvement Project.

MINIMUM CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Both Fort Worth and San Antonio set thresholds for tax abatement
eligibility that differ based on where in the city an investment occurs.
For projects in its Central City, Fort Worth requires a minimum capital
investment of $250,000. Alternatively, the same threshold would apply
to a project located within a CDBG Eligible Area. Otherwise, a capital
investment threshold of $5 million would apply. In San Antonio, projects
outside of the ICRIP targeted area require a minimum capital investment
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of $10 million to be eligible for abatement incentives whereas a
significantly lower amount, $1 million, applies to projects in the targeted
area.

APPLICATION FEES
Both San Antonio and Fort Worth require application fees for submitting
applications for tax abatements. Fort Worth requires $5,000 of which
$3,000 will be credited to any permit, impact, inspection or other fee paid
by the applicant in connection with the substantive construction of the
project. San Antonio has a lower fee structure that ranges from $500 to
$1,500 for projects. A similar fee, perhaps ranging from $3,000 to $5,000,
might be imposed on all incentive requests outside of Port Arthur’s
targeted area while simultaneously exempting projects within the
targeted area from the fee requirement. The application fee may serve
as a minor disincentive to retailers and other businesses locating outside
of the target area (when combined with other incentive guidelines)
from fishing for incentives that they don’t really need to justify the site
selection decision.

TIME LIMIT THE GUIDELINES
The guidelines could be established for a set period of time and subject to
revision thereafter. Reportedly, tax abatement agreement guidelines and
criteria are effective for two years from their date of adoption. This may
effectively serve as an upper limit on the duration of guidelines that are
designed to encompass all of Port Arthur’s economic development tools.

MODEL INCENTIVE GUIDELINES
Table 17 is a template summarizing a potential new paradigm for
incentives in the City. It distinguishes between requirements for
projects located in what might be designated as Port Arthur’s Inner-City
Reinvestment/Infill Policy (ICRIP) area (e.g., downtown and Westside) and
projects located outside of that area.
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Table 17 categorizes economic incentives into the following classes:

TYPE 1
These are all front-loaded incentives that defray the development costs
of a project and which can be considered part of a project’s capital stack.
They include:
• CDBG grant-based incentives such as a Section 108 loan
• Proceeds of bonds from Chap. 311 TIRZs
• Proceeds of PID bonds under Chap. 372
• Project capital costs funded under Chap. 380
• Sale of city-owned land at a written-down price

TYPE 2
These are incentives that involve the continuous provision of a City
benefit or use of a City-owned asset (e.g., long-term ground lease) in
excess of ten years.

TYPE 3
These are incentives designed to provide periodic reimbursements for
upfront capital costs incurred or periodic subsidies of project revenues or
capital costs with a cumulative duration of 10 years or less. They include:
• Sales tax rebate grants
• Chap. 312 tax abatement agreements
• Provision of municipal personnel or services under Chap.380
• Provision of a series of grants under Chap. 380
• Pay-as-you-go development cost reimbursements under Chap. 311

CITY OF PORT ARTHUR COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC INCENTIVE GUIDELINES

Min. Capital Investment – Local
Food System
Min. Capital Investment –
Multifamily Development
Min. Capital Investment – Retail
Development
Min. Capital Investment –
Commercial/Industrial
Min. Capital Investment –
Hotel/Lodging
Application Fees
“But‐for” Test
Max. Term of Type 2 Incentive
Max. Term of Type 3 Incentive
Incentive Cap – Type 1
Incentive Cap – Type 2
Incentive Cap – Type 3
Targeted Industries
Recapture/Clawback
Commitment Categories:
Living Wage Requirement
Supply & Service Agreements
with ICRIP‐based Businesses
Utilization of MWBEs
Job Creation FTEs
Hiring of ICRIP Residents
Inclusion of Low‐ or Moderate‐
Income Res. Units

NON‐ICRIP

ICRIP

Not eligible

$50,000

$10,000,000

$300,000

$30,000,000

$250,000

$5,000,000

$500,000

$20,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,500
Yes
99 years
6 years
Lesser of 20% of Capital
Investment & $3mm
Not applicable
Max. of $2mm Cumulative
Not applicable
Applicable

$500
Not applicable
99 years
10 years
30% of Capital Investment or
Total Development Costs
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Applicable

Not applicable
Applicable & to be negotiated

Not applicable
Not applicable

Applicable & to be negotiated
To be negotiated
Applicable & to be negotiated
Applicable to Multifamily
Projects & % to be negotiated

Not applicable
To be negotiated
Applicable & to be negotiated
Applicable to Multifamily
Projects & % to be negotiated

Notes:
1.
Assume that all‐inclusive construction costs of retail buildings are estimated as $120 per
sq. ft. exclusive of land costs.
2.
Assume that all‐inclusive office building construction is estimated as $150 per sq.P ft.
ort Arthur
exclusive of land costs.

Table 17: Incentive Guidelines
Notes
1. Assume that all-inclusive
construction costs of retail buildings
are estimated as $120 per square
feet exclusive of land costs.
2. Assume that all-inclusive office
building construction is estimated
as $150 per square feet exclusive of
land costs.
3. Assume that all-inclusive
multifamily construction costs are
$96,000 per unit exclusive of land
costs.
4. Assume approximately 68
total vacant acres of land in the
downtown study area—both
privately- and City-owned.
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LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS –
WHAT ARE THEY?
As previously mentioned, one of the recommended elements in
restructuring the City’s use of economic development incentives is the
targeting of specific types or programs of development. These can be
identified by real estate asset class or industry sector. It is suggested here
that food be used as a catalyst for jump-starting economic development
in the downtown. More specifically, we are proposing the introduction
of a local food system as one of the targeted development categories.
However, we first provide a working definition of a local food system as it
might apply to the City of Port Arthur.
A local food system is a network of businesses or activities and their
related linkages that are involved in the production, processing,
distribution, marketing, retailing and recycling of produce and other
food items within a localized geography. It is to be contrasted with the
pattern of agricultural production and distribution which has evolved as
the dominant system in post-World War II America. A defining aspect
of a local food system is a dramatic reduction in the percentage of retail
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food prices attributable to transportation, energy and storage costs. As
such, there are potential savings that could be passed on to consumers or
potential profits to be generated by businesses participating in the supply
chain of a local food system.

LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS – TYPICAL
COMPONENTS

Businesses and economic activities that are considered as constituting
components of a local food system include various forms of urban
agricultural enterprises. These are community gardens, rooftop gardens in
multifamily dwellings, hydroponic farms at grade or on building rooftops,
and greenhouses utilizing aquaponic technology. In addition, farmers’
markets or public markets that serve as points of distribution and retailing
for locally-raised produce constitute another potential component.
Restaurants and grocery stores that enter into supply agreements with
urban farm enterprises serve as additional points of distribution to local
consumers.

FARMERS’ MARKETS
Local food initiatives have been expanding across the country. Austin, TX
is an example of a major city that has led the way in establishing urban

agricultural ordinances to promote local food initiatives. Seedstock
reports that community gardens in that city produce over 100,000
pounds of fresh food annually. Regarding farmers’ markets, a source
at the University of Michigan reports that registered farmers’ markets
have expanded nationally from around 3,000 in the year 2000 to about
8,000 in 2012, an annual growth rate of approximately 8.5%. These
open-air marketplaces have evolved in urban environments as diverse
as small cities to major metropolises such as Manhattan and Brooklyn,
NY. Although the 2014 retail market analysis conducted by Catalyst
suggests a limited estimate of unmet demand of only 1,605 square feet
of space for grocery stores within a 3-mile radius of the downtown,
those estimates did not include the downtown employment population.
In addition, a farmers’ market would not necessarily have the same
volume requirements as a grocery store in order to breakeven. Also, the
experiential nature of farmers’ markets, that is, the marketplace and
festival atmosphere, often attracts consumers to locations who might not
otherwise be drawn to a conventional supermarket.

PUBLIC MARKETS
Public markets, which are distinguished from farmers’ markets in that
they operate in enclosed buildings that are city-owned and may offer

specialty products other than the output of local farms, are yet another
example of a potential component of a local food system. New Orleans,
which once had an extensive network of public markets until the City
sold most of them in the 1940s, is now in the process of re-opening the
St. Roch Market. That facility is on the border of the developing Marigny
neighborhood, and the 6,800 square feet market is scheduled to open in
2015 with 13 individual vendors. Theoretically, Port Arthur could sponsor
the development of its own public market, perhaps positioned on the
waterfront, if there were sufficient tax increment financing bonding
capacity to finance the development costs. This would be analogous to
the city of Edinburg’s authorization of $30m in TIRZ bonds to finance a
$55m sports arena for the Rio Grande Valley Viper’s basketball team. The
authority to do so would apparently be inherent in Section 311.008(b)
(4)(B) of the Tax Increment Financing Act which allows municipalities to
construct facilities and other public improvements. Another potential
source of capital for such a development would be the New Markets Tax
Credit program—particularly given the City’s success in attracting NMTC
investment into its downtown. If such a facility were constructed by Port
Arthur, its operation could be farmed out to a private operator similar to
the management of the recently re-opened St. Roch Market. Therefore,
even if such a facility was owned by the City, it might be operated under
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a long-term leasehold by a private sector entrepreneur. A facility of that
nature could also house the destination restaurant concept which has
been previously discussed. A photo of the renovated New Orleans public
market facility is shown below.

grown produce delivered fresh and free of pesticides and conventional
fertilizers—has become the foundation of the business model of
hydroponic operators such as BrightFarms, Sky Vegetables and other
companies.

HYDROPONIC & AQUAPONIC FARMS

Aquaponic farms involve the marriage of hydroponics with aquaculture.
Not only are vegetables raised, but through a symbiotic and closed-loop
system, fish are farmed as well. Fish species such as tilapia, perch, trout,
catfish and hybrid striped bass are raised in water tanks for eventual
sale in the local market. The accumulated effluent from the fish in the
tanks is siphoned off and provided as nutrients for the plants growing
in the hydroponic operation. Aquaponic facilities can range in size from
an indoor farm operated within a 4,500 square feet space on the south
side of Chicago (Green & Gills) to a 365-ft. x 30-ft. outdoor greenhouse
operated on ¼ of an acre in Oregon. Aquaponic operations would typically
entail a greater level of investment in machinery and equipment than
hydroponic facilities. Accordingly, incentives directed towards capital
investment in machinery and equipment may prove effective in attracting
such operations, e.g., a municipal loan under Chapter 380 authority for
the purchase of machinery and equipment. However, business property
tax abatement on machinery and equipment would not be applicable as

As opposed to soil-based farms such as community gardens and
conventional urban farms such as those which have been developed
in Austin, hydroponic farms are operated in greenhouses using a
technology in which plants are grown in water. Since they are operated
in temperature-controlled structures, they can operate throughout the
year. Rooftop hydroponic farms are a variant of the hydroponic format
and have been erected atop supermarkets, warehouses and multifamily
buildings. As a modern agricultural and quasi-industrial real estate
use, the market feasibility of the at-grade or rooftop farm is based on
the intrinsic competitive advantage of hydroponic farming within an
urban market. This competitive advantage is attributable to the price
advantage that urban farms have since as much as 50% of the retail price
of produce (such as lettuce) is determined by the costs of transporting
and storing vegetables and fruits from distant locations. That logistical
advantage—combined with the perceived taste superiority of organically-
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such equipment is likely exempt under Section 11.161 of the Texas Tax
Code.
For commercial urban farms developed in Downtown Port Arthur,
regardless of their format or prototype, the potential synergies with other
current and potential future components of the Port Arthur economy
include the following:
• A booth or station at a farmers’ market that is attracted to the
downtown district
• A potential delivery program for residents in the downtown inclusive
of residents in multifamily buildings that are developed in the
downtown
• Supply agreements with supermarkets in Port Arthur including the
existing H-E-B and Walmart stores
• A supply arrangement with the Port Arthur Independent School
District which operates breakfast and lunch programs for its
students
• A supply arrangement with local hospitals

• A supply arrangement with the snack bar at Lamar State College
• A supply arrangement with a boardwalk restaurant attracted to the
downtown as well as other area restaurants
• Possible supply linkages to local seafood markets and restaurants
(i.e., linkages for an aquaponic operation)

LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS – THE
RATIONALE FOR PORT ARTHUR
Attracting components of a local food system addresses fundamental
weaknesses of the current retail landscape in Downtown Port Arthur.
First, the development of the various urban farm formats provides an
interim or permanent use for some of the many vacant parcels that
have been identified in Downtown Port Arthur and which serve as
blighting influences. In addition, both soil-based farms and hydroponic
farms can help to mitigate urban stormwater runoff. In addition, an
extensive program of urban farm development on scattered sites in the
downtown could even become a quasi-tourist attraction analogous to
the agri-tourism that some conventional farmers enjoy. Urban farms
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can also provide educational opportunities for public school students
to learn about farming as a supplement to their science and economics
curriculum. A corollary of this paradigm are farm-to-school programs
which refer to efforts to serve regional- and locally-produced food
in school cafeterias, with a focus on enhancing child nutrition. While
community gardens can operate on small site footprints of as little as ¼
of an acre, commercial-scale hydroponic farms typically require at least
15,000 square feet. Springdale Farm, an urban farm operation in Austin,
TX operates on 4.8 acres in East Austin.
Second, the economic geography of Downtown Port Arthur—inclusive
of its road network, population base, insufficiently-sized parcels, and
waterfront barrier—complicates attracting a competitive supermarket to
serve as an anchor. However, farmers’ markets can successfully operate
on a relatively small site footprint (e.g., the Pavilion) while attracting
patronage from outside the downtown district’s borders. Port Arthur
has a history of successful festival activities operating in its downtown—
Mardi Gras representing a leading example. A farmers’ market duplicates
elements of the visitor experience of festivals but has the benefit of
offering the downtown a consistent, albeit smaller, draw that could
operate 3 or 4 days a week throughout most of the year. By bringing
visitors into the downtown, a successful farmers’ market would generate
traffic that would also provide support for new retail businesses attracted
to Downtown Port Arthur.
Third, whereas the successful development of retail outlets and
commercial space in Downtown Port Arthur will be influenced by a
proper balance between project development costs and facility rents
(unless subsidized by the public sector), urban farm formats and farmers’
markets have lower development cost profiles and are less dependent
upon the prevailing market rent environment for commercial space in
the downtown. Accordingly, they may be less dependent upon subsidies
and incentives than the development or redevelopment of commercial
buildings. To illustrate, a year 2005 study by an agricultural economist
at Texas A&M University found that construction costs of greenhouses
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(land costs excluded) varied considerably from a low of $4.00 per square
feet of structure area to $30 per square feet, with a weighted-average
cost of about $6.00 per square feet (As noted previously, an aquaponic
facility would have incremental costs involving the additional investment
in machinery and equipment.) Although an urban facility in 2015 would
likely have much higher construction costs than that weighted-average
cost in order to address security, inflation and other issues, the relative
unit cost of construction would still be a fraction of a warehouse or retail
facility. All-inclusive development costs for commercial space (excluding
land) are estimated by Catalyst to range from $120 per square feet for
retail to $150 per square feet for office buildings. (Warehouse facilities
typically have lower construction costs than retail buildings.)
Fourth, as noted above, downtown urban farms would offer synergies
for attracting a quality full-service restaurant located on the waterfront.
The local farms would represent a foodstuffs supply source for the
restaurant and a source that could supply produce of superior freshness.
That would appeal to consumers that have embraced the increasingly
popular locavore movement, a lifestyle choice involving a predilection for
consuming food grown within fifty to one hundred miles of its point of
consumption.

LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS – SUBSIDY
REQUIREMENTS

The percentage of the retail value of all foods that is paid to farmers has
been decreasing for over fifty years. Urban farm enterprises reverse that
paradigm by reducing the cost of transportation, energy and logistics
factored into the retail pricing. As such, it may be sufficient to incentivize
the development of local urban agricultural enterprises such as farms and
a farmers’ market by providing land or locations on favorable terms by
outright sale or via ground leases. This can be done through creative use
of Chapter 380 authority.

RECOMMENDED GENERAL
GUIDELINES
These guidelines introduce a perspective which is centered on Port
Arthur’s urban core without being limited to or exclusively focused on
its inner-city districts. This approach is similar to economic development
strategies adopted by the Cities of San Antonio and Fort Worth. As
opposed to a rigid set of specifications for the administration of
incentives, we have compiled herein a set of heuristics (aka, guidelines or
rules of thumb) for decision-making regarding the awarding of incentives
for development projects. These guidelines are summarized as follows:

DON’T INCENTIVIZE THE FURTHER DEPLETION OF RETAIL
ACTIVITY IN THE DOWNTOWN.
Be selective and strategic in granting subsidies to retail projects located
outside of the targeted distressed areas.

FOCUS ON INCENTIVIZING DEVELOPMENTS OF CRITICAL
MASS
This is primarily applicable to projects outside of Downtown Port Arthur
as suggested by the magnitude of the capital investment thresholds
cited in the guidelines table. To illustrate, based on the estimated unit
development cost for retail of $120 per square feet, that table suggests
that a retail project would have to encompass a minimum gross leasable
area of 250,000 square feet in order to qualify for incentives. A project
of that magnitude would have to be a regional draw to be viable and, as
such, is arguably more worthy for incentives. However, it is also applicable
to the model downtown development projects conceptualized in the FNI
study.

LEVERAGE EXTERNAL INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC
INCENTIVES
Projects that combine incentives from county, state and federal sources
leverage the economic development capacity of incentives from the City.

INCENTIVIZE THE “EXPORT” OF GOODS AND SERVICES
PRODUCED IN THE DOWNTOWN.
To illustrate, the output of urban farming enterprises attracted to the
downtown can be distributed to the rest of the City, County and region.
Similarly, businesses that might locate in the downtown relating to
the Sabine Neches Waterway Improvement Project can be deemed as
providing services to the regional economy during the projected 12- to
15-year timeline of that infrastructure project. The creation of such
economic linkages spurs job creation in the downtown while generating
productive uses for vacant parcels and vacant buildings.

USE VACANT CITY-OWNED LAND IN DOWNTOWN PORT
ARTHUR AS AN INCENTIVE
Vacant city-owned land is an idle resource that does not generate tax
revenues. As such, the opportunity cost of conveying such sites—even
at a written-down purchase price—for use by productive redevelopment
may be minimal.

INCENTIVIZE GENERATORS AND SOURCES OF DEMAND FOR
RETAIL ACTIVITY IN DOWNTOWN PORT ARTHUR
Spearheading the development of downtown housing bolsters downtown
retail demand. Attracting a farmers’ market can lure consumers to
Downtown Port Arthur.

USE THE TOTALITY OF ECONOMIC INCENTIVE TOOLS
AVAILABLE UNDER TEXAS LAW
Port Arthur need not rely exclusively on sale tax incentives as an
economic development tool.

APPLY INCENTIVES TO THE PRESSURE POINTS OF A
BUSINESS’ PRO FORMA
Craft incentives to mitigate the most sensitive factors of an investing
firm’s business model and return on investment analysis.
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IMPLEMENTATION
1
2

SEGMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
FOCUS PROJECTS

CHAPTER

8

Implementation

Implementation must include projects with flexibility in timing, based on
funding, private sector interest, market conditions and local activities.
These developments will come from private funding for the majority
of the catalytic projects. Some public subsidy will likely be required to
mitigate cost of land assembly, infrastructure and site issues. In any
case, future investments should focus on lasting, valuable change in the
appearance, character and economic function for Downtown Port Arthur.
Creating physical projects will require a steady commitment from City
leaders and staff, strong public/private sector cooperation and continued
coordination with agencies, business and property owners, and residents.
Not all elements of the plan can be implemented at once. Also, setting
priorities based on projects that make the most impact should be the first
focus of the implementation stage.

SEGMENTS FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

1. Short-Term Work Program
2. Regulations
3. Economic and Financing Strategies
4. Communication and Marketing
5. Focus Projects (Private Investment and Capital Improvements)

SHORT-TERM WORK PROGRAM
A short-term work program is a key implementation tool, which reflects
activities and strategies a local government has chosen to undertake
within a one to five year period. A short-term work program also reflects
critical priority recommendations and actions needed in order to initiate
the implementation of the vision created in a particular planning process.
The Downtown Plan has established a vision through the development
of catalyst projects, but there are other actions that need to take place
in order for them to be successful. The table on the next page highlights
these actions and responsible entities to lead and support the efforts.

Port Arthur’s Downtown Plan is a performance standard for what is
desired in Downtown Port Arthur. Built environments may not precisely
conform to the plan but should embrace principles and key ideas and
perform according to land use, illustrative plan and infrastructure
recommendations. This plan will be a living document and items will
likely need to evolve over time. Implementation tasks revolve around five
equally important categories:
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DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION SHORT-TERM WORK PROGRAM
Step
No.

Implementa!on Ac!on

Lead
En!ty

Suppor!ng En!!es

1

Adopt the Downtown Revitaliza!on Plan.

City Council

Planning and Zoning Commission, and
Planning Department

2

Reac!vate the Downtown TIRZ to begin funding public improvements
within the TIRZ boundaries.

TIRZ Board

Planning Department, PAEDC, and City
A"orney

3

Create a Downtown Planning Advisory Commi"ee to review and oversee
the implementa!on of the Downtown Plan.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown Organiza!ons/Partners

4

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area A (Central
Business District), Es!mated Cost - $10,155,100.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

5

Create boundaries of an Inner-City Reinvestment Inﬁll Policy area (ICRIP)
that would include the downtown study area.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

6

Decide on a list of targeted industries inclusive of development targeted for City Council
the downtown.
and PAEDC

Planning Department and PAEDC

7

Update the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate the downtown uses,
standards and vision created in the plan. Create Downtown Design
Guidelines during this process.
Iden!fy poten!al funding sources for capital improvement projects, e.g.,
TIRZ bonds, general obliga!on bonds, and Chapter 380 authority for publicprivate partnerships.
Begin purchasing proper!es (City-led) within Downtown for land assembly
and encouraging proper development of parcels.

Planning
and Zoning
Commission
Planning
Department

City Council, Planning Department, and
City A"orney

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and City
A"orney

10

Demolish any dilapidated structures or housing in the study area in order
to make proper!es ripe for development.

11

Implement projects in Catalyst Area A, beginning with infrastructure to
ensure sustainable development.

Code
City Council, Planning Department, and
Enforcement/ City A"orney
Inspec!ons/
Permits
City Council
Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown Organiza!ons/Partners

8

9

City Manager’s Oﬃce

Table 19: Downtown Revitaliza!on Short-Term Work Program
Port Arthur Downtown Revitalization Plan

DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION SHORT-TERM WORK PROGRAM (CONT.)
Step
No.

Implementa!on Ac!on

Lead
En!ty

Suppor!ng En!!es

12

Review other recommended Downtown infrastructure projects for
priori!za!on and phasing.

Planning
Department

PAEDC and Assessor’s Department

13

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area B (Boardwalk
Restaurants), Es!mated Cost - $6,500,300.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

14

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area C (4th Street
Townhomes), Es!mated Cost - $3,871,900.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

15

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area D (Mixed
Residen!al Neighborhood Center), Es!mated Cost - $9,455,600.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

16

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area E (Procter Street
and Lamar College Retail), Es!mated Cost - $6,462,500.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

17

Implement Infrastructure Improvements in Catalyst Area F (S!llwell
Boulevard), Es!mated Cost - $6,718,500.

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board
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REGULATIONS
As a high priority action, the City should update its current regulations
and policy documents to incorporate the downtown recommendations.
This is imperative to ensure the community’s vision can be properly
regulated and to establish development expectations prior to public and
private investments.

REGULATORY UPDATES
A critical first step for both public and private interest is to make certain
the regulatory environment is in place to promote the Downtown Plan’s
recommendations. At a minimum, early action items should include the
diagnostic review of zoning ordinance (completed earlier this year), policy
updates to the Future Land Use Map, Master Thoroughfare Plan and
Design Guidelines to incorporate recommendations.

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
As such, the following should be conducted:

a. Adopt the Downtown Plan and coordinate with future
Comprehensive Plan efforts
b. Update the Thoroughfare Plan to coordinate recommendations
c. Update Parks Master Plan to coordinate recommendations
d. Update the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate the downtown uses,
standards and vision

ECONOMIC AND FINANCING
STRATEGIES
A multi-tool approach is recommended in which multiple strategies,
funding sources and partners are employed in order to collectively work
to achieve the desired results. A range of strategies may be appropriate
within a given location and, therefore, each possible strategy should be
understood and examined in order to determine where it may be most
appropriately used. Regulatory actions, such as zoning updates, are only
a few of the components the City could do to implement the Downtown
Port Arthur vision. Financial incentives should be utilized by the City in
order to create incentives to attract desired development.
In order to reach its full potential, the advancement of the Downtown
Plan will need to consider three types of economic development and
incentive mechanisms:
Public-born actions to help prepare larger development landscape
for private investment (i.e. implementing circulation enhancements in
advance of private investment).
Public actions simultaneous with private investment to induce the
desired development form, pattern and density shown throughout
the Downtown Plan (i.e. creating TIRZ for infrastructure and site
improvements or applying for new market tax credit allocation if in
approved zone).

e. Create Downtown Port Arthur Design Guidelines
Incentives to reduce the risk of project development (i.e. tax abatements
or other development incentives).
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PROPOSED RESTRUCTURING OF
ECONOMIC INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

Chapter 7 presents a matrix which outlines a proposed new structure
for Port Arthur’s use of economic development incentives. The essence
of this revised approached is a differentiation of the magnitude and
terms of incentives based on whether a development project or business
attraction deal lies within or outside of a defined targeted area or innercity reinvestment policy area (ICRIP). This is an approach used by both the
Cities of Fort Worth and San Antonio. It is proposed that the boundaries
of the Port Arthur targeted area should include the downtown
redevelopment area of the Downtown Plan, in addition to the Westside
neighborhood. The features of the proposed new incentive paradigm
include the following:

MINIMUM CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Adopting a standard of minimal capital investment to qualify for
incentives will insure that stipulated amounts of private sector capital are
leveraged alongside the investment of public sector capital. Establishing
different thresholds for projects inside vs. outside of the targeted area
will help to direct incentives to where they are needed most. To illustrate,
to encourage multifamily development in the downtown, a threshold
might require a minimum project investment of only $300,000 to trigger
eligibility for consideration of an incentive deal. (That threshold would
not necessarily bear any relationship to the number of units proposed
in the downtown project and it could be set higher.) Alternatively, a
project outside of the targeted area might require a considerably larger
threshold, e.g., $10,000,000, which would correspond to approximately
104 units based on estimated development costs of $96,000 per unit
(land costs excluded). Under these same criteria, a retail project outside
of the targeted area would have to encompass total development costs
of $30m to qualify for incentives. Assuming all-inclusive construction
costs of $120 per square feet (exclusive of land costs), this would imply a
shopping center project of at least 250,000 square feet of leasable area.
Since a project of that magnitude would likely have to draw shoppers
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from a broad region and from outside of the City, the benefits of such
a development would probably outweigh the impact it would have
on retail possibilities in Downtown Port Arthur. Conversely, the lower
minimum investment threshold for commercial and industrial projects
outside of the targeted area ($5m) allows for incentivizing smaller
commercial/industrial projects with less concern on the potential impact
on downtown redevelopment possibilities. The threshold selected for
targeted areas is rather arbitrary—the more relevant consideration is the
eligibility disparity between targeted and non-targeted areas.

CATEGORIES FOR INCENTIVES
The matrix establishes a typology that categorizes economic incentives
into three groups: Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3. These are described in the
Task 4 report. This typology reflects how a particular type of incentive
is used to facilitate a development project. Is the intent to defray the
upfront capital costs of a development project (i.e., Type 1) or to provide
some long-term subsidy or benefit (Type 2)?

INCENTIVE CAPS
It is also recommended that a revised strategy for using and marketing
the City’s economic development capabilities include caps or ceilings
on the amount of incentives provided for a particularly project. The
matrix presents an approach based on the category of incentive as well
as whether the project is based within or outside of the targeted area.
Projects outside of the target area would have a lower cap than those
inside the targeted area.

CONNECTING DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE OF THE TARGET
AREA TO THE INNER-CITY
As has been done by the City of Fort Worth in their administration of
tax abatements, all incentives deployed by Port Arthur outside of the
targeted area could require certain commitments. These commitments
would include actions that benefit the targeted area even though the
project is located outside of the area boundaries. These commitments
might include hiring residents who live in the target area or entering into
supply contracts with businesses domiciled in the target area.

FLEXIBILITY
The guidelines are just that—guidelines. They are not intended to
establish a system of entitlements for incentives based on meeting the
criteria; the awarding of economic incentives should still be discretionary
and subject to approval by the City Council. However, the guidelines do
provide a framework for guiding the decisions of economic development
staff and the Council as economic development deal-makers. Guidelines
notwithstanding, a certain level of tactical flexibility should be maintained
to allow for deviation under special circumstances.

A REVISED STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES –
ILLUSTRATIONS

Chapter 7 includes a recommendation for attracting a farmers’ market
to the downtown as a tactic for catalyzing a regular and recurring retail
ambience in the district. The City might use Chapter 380 authority for
attracting such a venture to a City-owned or controlled site in Downtown
Port Arthur (e.g., the Pavilion) under a lease for less than ten years (a
Type 3 incentive) and on concessionary rental terms. That would likely
entail a use of economic incentives with relatively minimal expenditure of
public funds.
In addition, the Downtown Plan recommendations include several model
development projects inclusive of multifamily development. Separately,
the Downtown Plan has highlighted infrastructure improvements which
must occur in the downtown. The incremental tax revenues that could
be generated by such developments could provide a revenue stream
for funding some of those improvements—either under a TIRZ-backed
revenue bond issue or under a pay-as-you-go structure negotiated
with a developer. The latter would require the developer to cover
the capital costs of certain infrastructure improvements, perhaps
accompanied by infrastructure investment funded by the City from
general obligation bonds, and then receive reimbursement from tax
revenues generated by the new development. Either approach would

reduce the exclusive reliance on the City’s general obligation authority
to cover such infrastructure expenditures, but it would not necessarily
eliminate the need of general obligation bonds to undertake the requisite
improvements such as stormwater and sewer systems.
To cite a simplistic example, the market analysis conducted by Catalyst,
a sub-consultant of FNI, projects that the City can absorb 168 units of
multifamily housing annually for several years. If Downtown Port Arthur
attracted 100 of those 168 units annually for the next 5 years, that would
constitute a downtown addition to the housing stock of 500 units. At an
estimated construction cost of $96,000 per apartment unit, that influx
of development would represent a cumulative total of $48 million in
investment and incremental addition to the tax base. Given the City’s
share of the property tax rate of $0.79 per $100 of valuation, a simplistic
estimate of the City’s share (school district and other jurisdictions
excluded) of the eventual and cumulative annual taxes on that new
development would be $379,200 annually. Ignoring transaction costs and
other factors relating to sizing a bond issue, that revenue stream could be
theoretically securitized into a 30-year bond issue of $5.8 million (at a 5%
interest rate) to help defray a portion of the required infrastructure costs.
A lower interest rate would serve to increase the potential bond sizing;
however, it should be noted that revenue bonds typically carry higher
interest rates than general obligation bonds.

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

The City should now leverage its investment in recent planning studies
by the beginning the process of implementing the findings. The previous
establishment of a TIRZ district in downtown is a positive step, but actions
should now be taken to further leverage the potential of that district and
pioneering projects such as the recent development of the new PAEDC
headquarters and the redevelopment of the Pavilion. Implementation
steps include the following:
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a. Have the incentive recommendations reviewed by the City
Attorney for compliance with both municipal and state law and
any necessary ordinances to be enacted.
b. Chapter 7 includes a matrix comparing the online marketing
of economic development profiles of a sample of other cities
to the existing online economic development profile of Port
Arthur. The matrix highlights potential improvements that might
be incorporated into the City’s online presence. Among the
potential enhancements for Port Arthur is the development of an
application/questionnaire for developers interested in exploring
incentives for retail and multifamily development both within and
outside of the target area.
c. Create a listing/database of all vacant, City-owned sites, their
location and size—both within and outside the target area.
d. Show an overlay of the City-owned vacant sites against the
Downtown Plan’s catalyst project sites.
e. Issue request for qualifications (RFQs) to the development
community to solicit developer interest in the catalyst project
sites as well as hydroponic and aquaponic farming opportunities
recommended in Chapter 7. Regarding the latter, construct a hit
list of urban farming entrepreneurs operating in Texas cities that
have embraced this sector, e.g., Austin. In addition, outreach
should occur to the few operators development hydroponic farms
on a national level. In addition, consider bundling two or more of
the catalyst sites to attract the interest of a master developer.
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f. Market the retail- and restaurant-oriented development
opportunities at a future Texas deal-making meeting of the
International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC). In addition, the
City should designate someone to become a public sector member
of ICSC in order to access the association’s various educational
tools and programs including those which have been designed for
public sector professionals. Public sector membership is only $100
annually (www.icsc.org).
g. Monitor and seek out grant and funding sources for public
improvements.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES ACTION PLAN
The following tables list some recommendations and actions, related to
economic incentives, that have already been mentioned in Chapter 7 and
above, but incorporates outcomes and time frames in which they should
take place. Some of these action items are included in Table 18, Short
Term Work Program.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVE ACTION PLAN
Step
Implementation Action
No.
Immediate Term (2-Year Time Frame)
1

Set the boundaries of an Inner-City Reinvestment Policy
area (ICRIP) that would include the Downtown.

2

Have the incentive recommendations reviewed by the City
Council for approval.

3

Decide on list of targeted industries inclusive of
development targeted for the Downtown.

4

Decide whether “local food system” components should be
adopted as a targeted economic sector for Downtown.

5

Incorporate the targeted industries list and their descriptions
on the City’s or PAEDC’s websites.

6

Prepare an economic incentives applicant questionnaire.

7

Incorporate the targeted business list into a downloadable
format for the PAEDC website.

Outcomes

Basis for determining
preferential treatment
for ICRIP projects vs.
non-ICRIP projects
Identify any legal
issues regarding
implementation
Basis for awarding
and prioritizing
incentives citywide
Basis for initial
Downtown retail
catalysts & awarding
incentives citywide
A means for
marketing the
incentives throughout
the USA
A means for
standardizing
compiled information
A means for
marketing the
incentives throughout
the USA

Lead
Entity

Supporting Entities

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and
Downtown TIRZ Board

City Attorney

Planning Department and PAEDC

City Council

Planning Department and PAEDC

City Council

Planning Department and PAEDC

PAEDC

Planning Department

PAEDC

Planning Department

PAEDC

Planning Department

Table 19: Economic Incentive Action Plan
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ECONOMIC INCENTIVE ACTION PLAN - CONT.
Step
Implementation Action
No.
Short Term (5-Year Time Frame)
1

Reactivate Downtown TIRZ.

2

Review incentives guidelines matrix in Chapter 7, for any
policy revisions.

3

Approve and adopt the incentives guidelines matrix.

4

Attend real estate conferences for marketing development
sites.

5

If local food system plan has been approved, identify
strategic sites for hydroponic and aquaponics farming.

6

Identify potential supply chain relationships for hydroponic
and aquaponics farms, e.g., area grocers, restaurants,
PAISD, etc.

7

Review recommended Downtown infrastructure projects
(CIPs) for prioritization and phasing.

Outcomes

Lead
Entity

Supporting Entities

Provide
basis for TIF
funding of
CIPs & catalyst
projects
Implement the
new incentives
strategy
Implement the
new incentives
strategy
Alert real estate
community
to upcoming
opportunities
Implement
Downtown
retail draws &
job generators
To generate
interest of
potential farm
operators
To facilitate
implementing
catalyst
projects

TIRZ Board

Planning Department, PAEDC, and City
Attorney

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and City
Attorney

City Council

Planning Department, PAEDC, and City
Attorney

Planning
Department
and PAEDC

City Council and City Manager’s Office

PAEDC

Planning Department

PAEDC

City Manager’s Office and PAISD

Planning
Department

Water Department, Public Works, Streets
Department, and City Manager’s Office

Table 20: Economic Incentive Action Plan
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ECONOMIC INCENTIVE ACTION PLAN CONT.
Step
Implementation Action
No.
Short Term (5-Year Time Frame) - cont.
8

9

10

11

12

13

Coordinate CIPs with prioritized catalyst projects.

Outcomes

To facilitate
implementing
catalyst projects
Review opportunities for one or more master developer
To cultivate local
designations to undertake catalyst development projects.
out-of-state
developer interest
in Downtown
Revise Operation Downtown brochure to incorporate
To cultivate local
economic development recommendations.
out-of-state
developer interest
in Downtown
Inform providers of economic development capital of City’s To leverage
new incentive strategy, e.g., County and State economic
available financial
development agencies.
resources for
economic
development
Identify potential funding sources for CIPs, e.g., TIRZ bonds, To leverage
general obligation bonds, and Chapter 380 authority for
available funding
public-private partnerships.
for infrastructure
projects
Prepare developer marketing materials for use at real estate To generate
conferences.
interest from local
and out-of-state
developers

Lead
Entity
Planning
Department

Supporting Entities

Planning
Department

Water Department, Public Works,
Streets Department, and City Manager’s
Office
PAEDC, City Attorney, City Manager’s
Office

PAEDC

Planning Department

Planning
Department
and PAEDC

Planning Department

PAEDC

City Manager’s Office

PAEDC

Planning Department

Table 21: Economic Incentive Action Plan
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COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING
The City, Chamber of Commerce and the Economic Development
Authority will play major leadership roles in the implementation of the
Downtown Plan. As such, it will be imperative for these organizations to
promote, coordinate and facilitate the desired results. Communicating
their roles, providing technical support, and marketing development
opportunities and financial resources will all be necessary.

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

The following are key components for the Downtown Plan’s
communication and marketing:
a. Prepare marketing collateral for the study area
◦◦ Should contain a simple summary of the overall plan, specific
concepts/ projects, and supporting market material
◦◦ Should be highly graphic

UPDATE, PREPARE AND MAINTAIN MARKETING AND
INCENTIVE PACKAGES
The City should make certain that a strong, clear marketing and business
retention/recruitment strategy is developed. Cross-fertilization of local
Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development Authority initiatives
is prudent. Consistency in message is critical to promoting efforts.
Maintaining an up-to-date inventory of all businesses and properties with
data that can easily be communicated to brokers and retailers will be
important. This will be vital as Downtown Port Arthur expands and the
City assists with the relocation of existing businesses for key development
sites as necessary. Marketing pieces that contain demographic and
market data from this study would also be useful. In order to maintain
excitement for the Downtown Plan, a clear list of development incentives
and City-led initiatives should also be maintained to promote within the
development community or as interested parties come forward.
The City should prepare marketing collateral for major development
sites. The materials should contain a summary of the overall plan, specific
concepts and supporting market material. In addition, the materials
should be highly graphic and incorporate existing illustrations and vision
graphics found in previous plans. The goal for marketing materials is to
tell the story of Downtown Port Arthur to continue the buzz about the
unique opportunities.

b. Coordinate with other public agencies, property owners, and
developers to ensure that future development conforms with the
Downtown Plan
c. Open regular communication and coordination channels with key
property owners within the study area
◦◦ Ex. set up meetings with area churches, Lamar State College,
key stakeholders
◦◦ Administer technical assistance to involved parties
d. Research specific built projects that are noteworthy within
context of the Downtown Plan. Resource staff should meet
with developers through informal process to present plan and
determine interest
e. Put formal RFQ together to larger marketplace if informal process
doesn’t prove effective
f. Market developers who do the type of work envisioned within
plan
g. Recruit specific types of users such as restaurant, retailer, office
provider, or mixed use residential developer
h. Tell the story of Downtown Port Arthur and continue the buzz
about the unique opportunity of within the region
i. Assist with the relocation of existing businesses for key
development sites, if necessary
j. Initiate more detailed studies for transportation and infrastructure
improvements
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FOCUS PROJECTS
When viewed as a whole, implementation of the entire Downtown Plan
can be difficult to understand. As such, it is necessary to break down
the plan into another level of organization called projects or Capital
Improvement Projects (CIP). By identifying projects, the Downtown Plan
recognizes that the phasing of development is critical to the immediate
and long-term success. The exact timeline of each project is difficult to
determine and is subject to change since implementation of individual
projects is influenced by a number of factors such as funding, competing
priorities, political climate and other unforeseen challenges.
The recommended projects must remain flexible and will require
forethought on behalf of the City in regards to design timing, funding and
partnership strategies. Once this project framework has been established,
the City can focus on strategically implementing the projects.
Several Downtown Port Arthur projects can fall into two broad categories,
Private Investment and Public Improvements. Development of the
Downtown Plan will necessitate the view of both public and private
lenses. For private investment, developers will likely be looking for the
following to occur in order to implement private development:
• There exists market demand for new construction

For public improvements, part of the challenge with implementation
will be to determine what are the intelligent improvements to make in
advance of private investment? It will be critical for public investment to
meet the following guidelines:
• Public improvements that are driven by private investment
• Catalytic projects that bring people to the area
• Infrastructure improvements that would lessen the burden for
developers
• Improvements that make development opportunities more obvious

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

The most important implementation item is to develop the infill
catalyst opportunities and capital projects described. Phasing for the
implementation of these programs will require continuous creative
partnerships, input and coordination.
An important early step toward the Downtown Plan implementation
should be the identification of achievable priority actions and catalytic
projects. Simple actions such as development code changes and
simplification of the development process are extremely valuable, low
cost priority actions that can be implemented in the short-term and set
the stage for redevelopment and reinvestment.

• There is property than can be put under control
• There exists infrastructure that will support the project
• There is community support and entitlement to allow the project

Once this framework has been established, the City can focus on
strategically implementing catalytic projects. These are projects which
include target sites that are expected to create the most vitality,
investment and redevelopment in the area because of their high visibility,
strategic locations and large sizes. Additionally, the implementation
of these projects would begin to address optimal land use and site
opportunities as envisioned in the Downtown Plan.
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UPDATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
DATABASE
The City should update its CIP database or rankings to align with
Downtown Plan’s projects. CIPs are categorized by catalyst projects and
also include branding, parks and full build out based on other identified
development implementation. The following are CIPs which would align
with the Downtown Plan’s projects.
a. Area A- Central Business District
◦◦ Stormwater improvements
◦◦ Water and waste water improvements
◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
b. Area B- Boardwalk Restaurants
◦◦ Stormwater improvements
◦◦ Water and waste water improvements
◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
c. Area C- 4th Street Townhomes

◦◦ Stormwater improvements
◦◦ Water and waste water improvements
◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
g. Primary Downtown Port Arthur district feature or gateway, two
total (Procter Street’s intersections at Fort Worth Avenue and at
Shreveport Avenue)
h. Secondary district features, six total, (5th Street’s intersections at
Austin Avenue, Waco Avenue and Beaumont Avenue) (4th Street’s
intersections at Austin Avenue, Waco Avenue and Beaumont
Avenue)
i. Key enhanced intersections, six total, (Procter Street’s
intersections at Fort Worth Avenue, Austin Avenue, Waco Avenue,
Beaumont Avenue, Shreveport Avenue, and August Avenue)
j. Key enhanced intersection with Lamar College branding (Procter
Street and Stilwell Boulevard intersection)
k. Pavilion enhancements

◦◦ Stormwater improvements

l. People’s Park enhancements

◦◦ Water and waste water improvements

m. Neighborhood Centers, three total, (future parks/plazas in
coordination with catalyst project D)(future parks/plazas as shown
per illustrative concept plan near Dallas Avenue and 6th Street
and near New Orleans Avenue and 6th Street)

◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
d. Area D- Mixed Residential Neighborhood Center
◦◦ Stormwater improvements

n. Seawall Drive enhancements per Chapter 6

◦◦ Water and waste water improvements

o. Various street enhancements per Chapter 6

◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
e. Area E- Procter Street and Lamar College Retail
◦◦ Stormwater improvements
◦◦ Water and waste water improvements
◦◦ Road and streetscape improvements
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f. Area F- Stilwell Boulevard Townhomes
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT (CATALYST
PROJECTS)

The following are identified as private projects most likely to be
implemented in the near term based on market potential and the physical
assessment of Downtown Port Arthur. The identification of these projects
are not meant to discourage other private investment in the study area or
public private partnerships as market forces are dynamic.
a. Area A- Central Business District
◦◦ 30,000 SF Mixed Office
◦◦ 4,000 SF Retail
b. Area B- Boardwalk Restaurants
◦◦ 7,000 SF Restaurant(s)
◦◦ New Surface Parking
c. Area C- 4th Street Townhomes
◦◦ 55 Townhome Units
d. Area D- Mixed Residential Neighborhood Center

CONCLUSIONS
Having a plan and making it reality requires much more than adoption.
The community must commit and support the long-term implementation
efforts that can last up to 10 to 15 years. The plan will need a stable and
dedicated financial commitment from City leaders to fund the necessary
infrastructure; make strategic acquisitions and sales of property;
and prioritize and/or expand staff capacity in order to take on major
redevelopment efforts.
Plan implementation requires proactive leadership to lay the physical and
political groundwork necessary to kick-start private-sector development.
A project of this magnitude will come together in multiple phases over
the course of several years. Redevelopment, however, is not a liner
process that happens on a predictable schedule. Rather, it is naturally
opportunistic, time-sensitive and can be challenged at any point by
unforeseen obstacles. Staff and stakeholders must remain flexible and
ready to handle any opportunity as it comes, even if that means veering
from the plan.

◦◦ 16 Townhome Units
◦◦ 100 Multi Family Units
e. Area E- Procter Street and Lamar College Retail
◦◦ 18,000 SF Mixed Retail, Office and Commercial uses
f. Area F- Stilwell Boulevard Townhomes
◦◦ 75 Townhome Units

As discussed in this chapter, plan implementation will be supplemented
by programs and activities that affect the entire community and
Downtown Port Arthur, with the purpose of improving the overall
economic atmosphere. Positioning Downtown Port Arthur to be the
center of public life and local entrepreneurship will enhance the vitality
of the City, increase investor confidence and help build a market for new
housing and mixed-use buildings in the Downtown Port Arthur study area.
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